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Four Corner Code Based Chinese Character Recognition System Abstract 
Abstract / 
In the past two decades, with the continuing pursuit of automatic Chinese document 
processing, researches have been directed to develop an off-line handwritten Chinese character 
recognition system. However, handwritten Chinese character recognition is a challenging 
problem in the field of character recognition due to its tremendous character set which is over 
3,000 in daily use. The great writing variations and large similarity among different 
characters also complicate significantly the computer recognition process. Various approaches 
have been attempted such as template matching/global transformation and structural analysis. 
However, lack of consideration on writing variations in template matching/global 
transformation approach makes them infeasible for handwritten characters. On the other hand, 
the structural approach requires correct recognition and ordering of strokes which are difficult 
to obtain in an off-line handwritten system. It is generally known that relaxation is a ( 
powerful feature matching technique. However, the computation intensive nature of 
relaxation has made it impractical to deal with large character set Therefore, pre-
classification is proposed to reduce the character set to an appropriate level. 
It is observed that there is a large amount of information redundance in Chinese 
character and very often, it is not necessary to recognize all strokes before classification can 
be made，particulary for complex structured characters. Moreover, the strokes on the 
peripheries of a character have most information and can be extracted more reliable than the 
inner part of the character. Thus, Four Corner (4C) code is a promising classification scheme 
where strokes on the peripheries are used for classification. 
A Chinese character recognition system has been developed in our project The 
system is partitioned into pre-classification stage using 4C code and final recognition stage 
using relaxation， Investigation has been made on the 4C code generation procedure. 
Nevertheless, great writing variations will lead to the generation of incorrect 4C code. A 
feedback model is proposed to compensate the error in case of mis-classification. 
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Classification rate can be increased from 87.4% to 92% when feedback is used. r 
New formulations of compatibility function and initial probability in relaxation have 
been derived. The variations on position, slope and relative relation among strokes have been 
considered in the design of the formulations. Our formulations show better performance than 
Yamamoto et al's relaxation scheme. Moreover, the introduction of no-label class, which can 
enhance the recognition rate, will be discussed. Recognition rate has been found to be 98.4%. 
The overall system performance with feedback is evaluated and found to be 89.8%. 
Since the system performance is dependent upon the extraction of strokes whose 
thickness is usually not in unit width. Therefore, a stroke extraction method and a thinning 
method suitable for our stroke extraction will also be presented. 
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Chapter I Introduction r 
1.1 Introduction 
Chinese characters are a kind of ideograph with complicated structure. Nevertheless, 
over one-fifth of the human race use Chinese characters everyday. Therefore, it is worthwhile 
to make automatic Chinese document processing. However, unlike phonetic letters like 
English, Chinese characters are ideograph and therefore, very difficult to be input into the 
computer. Input becomes the bottleneck in office automation. This has motivated researchers 
for methods to input Chinese characters into computer in the past two decades. As the 
number of Chinese characters in daily use is over 3000 [Tai91], it is obviously that a 
character cannot be input by just pressing a key on a keyboard. Many coding methods such 
as ETen code have been developed and characters are usually coded in 2-4 keys. However,,, 
one should memorize proficiently in the coding rules. As a result, these methods are 
inconvenient and inefficient for ordinary people. 
Voice is another way to input Chinese character. Technology has reached the status 
that simple commands can be input to the computer accurately by speech recognition. 
Nevertheless, several characters can have the same pronunciation. Eventually, unless speech 
recognition can be promoted from word level to sentence level, a, fully automatic speech 
recognizer is far from realistic. Actually, a robust speech recognizer is still in research level 
[LEVIN90], On the contrary, machine recognition of Chinese character is promising since 
it is not difficult for people to write a character by pen. Machine recognition of Chinese 
character can be divided into two catalogues, i) on-line recognition, and ii) off-line 
recognition. 
On-line recognition methods recognize the characters while the user writes and a 
transducer is required to capture the writing. Methodologies in on-line recognition usually 
make use of the stroke dynamics [TAPPE90]. On-line recognition system needs to be fast 
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enough to keep up with the writing. Nevertheless, on-line recognition is not an efficient way r 
to input large volume of Chinese characters and the current transducer is not as comfortable 
and natural to use as pen and paper [TAPPE90]. 
By contrary, off-line recognition is performed after writing is completed. An optical 
scanner converts the image of the writing into a bit pattern. Therefore, off-line recognition 
is a subset of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [TAPPE90]. Compared with on-line 
recognition, off-line recognition is an efficient method to input large volume of Chinese 
characters. Nevertheless, some valuable information such as stroke dynamics will not be 
available as in on-line system, Therefore, off-line recognition is considered as a more 
challenging research area in Chinese character recognition. Off-line recognition can be further 
divided into off-line printed character recognition (characters printed in books or documents) 
and off-line handwritten character recognition (characters written by pen and paper). Figure 
1.1 depicts the classification in Chinese character recognition. 
Chinese Character Recognition 
On-line Recognition Off-line Recognition 
Printed Character Handwritten Character 
Recognition Recognition 
Figure 1.1 : Classification scheme in Chinese character recognition 
Nevertheless, considering the scope of application, handwritten character recognition 
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finds wider-use since not all the documents are printed before inputting to the computer.,. 
Therefore, the research in off-line handwritten Chinese character recognition system is more 
ambitious both from the academic and practical point of view, and is regarded as one of the 
ultimate goals of character recognition research [MORI84]. The inherent difficulties mainly 
come from four aspects [MORI8O] : i) complexity of characters, ii) similarities among 
different characters, iii) enormous number of characters, and iv) most importantly, the great 
writing variations among writers. 
This project attempts to develop an off-line handwritten Chinese character recognition 
system» Before describing our methodology, it is valuable to review the experiences of others 
in this field. 
% 
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1.2 Survey on Chinese Character Recognition f 
The first attempt at Chinese character recognition can be traced back to 1966 by Casey 
and Nagy at IBM [GOVIN90] In which they used a two-stage template matching strategy. 
Hereafter, classical approaches in pattern recognition have been used in Chinese character 
recognition. [Ma74] divided a character frame into blocks called quanta. The differences 
between the stroke occurrence probabilities of corresponding quanta on the input and template 
characters were summed. Recognition was by means of finding the character with the 
minimum sum of the differences. [YAMAS83] also partitioned a character frame and each 
block had four feature vectors based on the number of pixels of horizontal/positive 
slant/vertical/negative slant strokes. Recognition was by means of minimizing the Euclidean 
distance from the dictionary vectors. [KOBAY83] had a similar idea where number of featuEe 
points such as end points were counted instead. [KIMUR87] used a quadratic discriminant , 
function to act as a Bayesian classifier to recognize characters. [HUANG87] used Walsh 
transform on the central portion of the input character and recognition was by means of 
comparing the Walsh coefficients. 
It is easy to observe that the above approaches, using template matching or global 
transformation, have not considered the structure of the character. As the character set of 
Chinese character is over 3000，the techniques are not fine enough to recognize a character 
out of the character set. Therefore, they are only suitable for limited character set size and 
printed characters. 
Chinese characters are constituted by a set of line segments known as strokes. Each 
character is characterized by its constituted stroke types and structural relation among strokes. 
Therefore, the main stream in Chinese character recognition is known as structural approach 
where the stroke information is utilized in recognition. 
Although Chinese characters are so complicated, the number of components in Chinese 
characters is limited and the structure of these components are much more simpler than the 
characters as a whole. Consequently, it is beneficial to break a character into its constitute 
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components before recognition. This is a hierarchical method where a character is broken r 
into sub-character/radical level and then into the stroke level. 
In [ZHANG83], four kinds of basic strokes, horizontal, vertical, left falling and right 
falling, were recognized first. Then four kinds of composite strokes, left turning, right 
turning, square and cross, were checked whether they could be composed from the existing 
basic strokes. Character was separated into parts and a formal description was used to 
describe the stroke distribution among parts and the relation between different parts, e.g. 
的 =(pifih)->(piz>ln) 
where p, f, h, z and n denote left falling, square, horizontal, left turning and right falling 
respectively.丄 and —> denote top-down and left-right relation respectively. 
% 
[HSU85] divided a character into two parts and each part was matched in a stroke-by-
stroke manner with the reference patterns. Unfortunately, the number of such reference , 
patterns was over 1000, 
Instead of using sub-characters, [HE87] has defined 42 primitive patterns to constitute 
a character. Dictionary was defined as a two dimension array. Each row represented a 
character and columns 1 to 42 in each row contained the number of primitive patterns with 
the same column number. Since the algorithm concerned with the present of the primitive 
patterns but not their structural relation, further structural analysis was required when two 
characters showed the same primitive patterns. 
[LEE89] used the Chinese Character Description Language (CCDL) which was similar 
to the formal description in [ZHANG83]. Again, CCDL was used to describe the character 
intra-radically and inter-radically. 
The above structural methods have two shortcomings. The first is in the determination 
of stroke types. It is assumed that every stroke in the character is written correctly. For 
instance, a positive slant stroke should not be written as a vertical stroke. This has not 
considered the writing variations in handwritten Chinese character. The other shortcoming 
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is the highly dependence upon the part segmentation and the stroke order. The 2D f 
distribution of strokes is reduced to a ID string which is then compared with the strings in 
dictionary. Consequently, the strokes need to be ordered in a correct sequence. 
The first shortcoming was solved in [CHENG289]. It used the concept of fuzzy set 
for handwritten Chinese character recognition. Two fuzzy set membership functions have 
been defined for the location measure and the stroke type measure between two strokes. 
Recognition was by means of choosing the optimal one-to-one stroke matching between input 
and template characters using the Hungarian method [Igniz82]. 
[CHAN92] combined the fuzzy set with the attributed graph to form the fuzzy 
attributed graph (FAG). FAG is a 2D graph whose nodes represent strokes and the arcs 
represent the relation between strokes. The nodes and arcs have attributes from given 
attribute sets with attribute values between 0 and 1. Recognition was by means of matching 
the FAG of the input character with the FAG in template radicals. Since the algorithm was 
a 2D graph matching, the description of character needed not be reduced to a ID string in 
which the order of stroke sequence was critical. However, this kind of 2D partial graph 
matching, known as monomorphisra [WONG90], is a NP-complete problem and the time 
complexity is exponential [TSAI79]‘ 
Besides the structural approach, another familiar approach is the relaxation matching. 
Relaxation matching regards the strokes in template character as labels and the matching is 
reduced to the assignment of the labels to the strokes in input character under structural 
constraints among strokes. These constraints are included in the so-called compatibility 
function [ROSEN76]. Although relaxation is a powerful feature matching technique, it is a 
computation intensive process and a pre-classification stage is usually required to reduce the 
candidate set size [YAMAM82], [LEUNG87]. 
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1.3 Methodology Adopts In Our System r 
Since Chinese characters are so complex that it is impractical to recognize a character 
in just one stage. Actually, the structural methods discussed so far have two stages implicity 
: t h e recognition of sub-characters/primitive patterns and the final recognition by means of 
the structural relation between the recognized patterns, Therefore, our system adopts a two-
stage recognition scheme. A pre-classification stage is used to reduce the whole character set 
into a candidate set with much fewer characters and a final recognition stage is then used to 
select a character out of the candidate set. Relaxation matching is employed in the final 
recognition stage due to its powerful ambiguity-reduction ability [YAMAM82]. Although 
relaxation is a computation intensive process, in practice, the processing time is dependent 
upon the classification ability in the pre-classification stage. If the number of strokes and the 
shapes of the characters in the resulting candidate set differ in a large extent, then most of 广 
the candidate characters can be rejected before performing the relaxation matching. 
Moreover, the parallel operation nature in relaxation can be implemented on a parallel 
processor such as the relaxation processor in [KAMAD88] to increase the speed. 
Attention is then drawn on the pre-classification method. In the structural approach 
using formal description or 2D graph matching, every stroke in a character needs to be 
recognized accurately. However, since there is a large amount of information redundance in 
Chinese character, therefore it is not always necessary to recognize all the strokes, especially 
for the complex structured characters [Zhao90]，It is then intuitively to use radicals as a 
classification means as in conventional dictionary. However, the number of radicals is over 
hundred and a standard set of radicals are required to define which may be difficult to be 
recognized. Moreover, the resulting candidate set will be similar in shape since at least part 
of the characters are the same. This will hinder the final recognition. It is observed that 
stroke stickings are fewer in the peripheries of a character and therefore, stroke extraction is 
more reliable. Moreover, most information abundant areas of Chinese characters are in their 
peripheries. Eventually, Four Corner Code (4C code) is proposed as the classification method 
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in our system. 4C code is a kind of dictionary look-up method. Strokes are extracted from.r 
the four corners of the character frame in the sequence of upper-left, upper-right, lower-left 
and lower-right corners. The extracted strokes are termed as corner strokes. A code is 
assigned to each corner strokes according to their stroke types. A four-digits code is then 
formed and classification is by means of picking up all the characters having the same 4C 
code. Figure 1.2 illustrates an example. Dot, horizontal, square and cross are extracted from 
the upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right corners respectively. The resulting 4C 
code is then 4056 where 4，0，5 and 6 are the codes for the corresponding stroke types. 
Dot (4) ^ ^ H o r i z o n t a l (0) 
二 1±7 , 
: 二 ― s , 
\ / 1 
\ I i 
z 一 ； \ 
Square (5) Cross (6) 
Figure 1.2 : Example to illustrate the construction of a 4C code. Dotted lines are the 
corner strokes. The numbers in brackets are the corresponding stroke 
type codes 
4C code has several merits : … � „ — _ 
i) Flexible. There is no constraint on the number of stroke types imposed on the 4C 
code. The number of stroke types can be tailor-made depending on the ease of 
extraction and can be expanded easily although computation time should be taken into 
consideration. 
ii) Since the total number of 4C codes is (TF+1)4 where TF is the total number of 
defined features and the number, one, is accounted for no stroke can be found at a 
corner. The more defined features, the larger is the total number of 4C codes and 
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eventually, resulting candidate set can be smaller. Therefore, the number of resulting r 
candidate set for a 4C code can be reduced easily by imposing more stroke types. 
iii) The number of strokes and shapes of the characters in a candidate set may differ a lot. 
In Figure 1.3, four characters have the same 4C code (0706) but the shapes and the 
number of strokes differ a lot. This characterictic can facilitate the final recognition 
since it is much easier to distinguish the input character among these characters. 
iv) Strokes located on the peripheries of a character are more stable than the strokes 
located in the inner part of the character. Eventually, the strokes can be extracted 
more accurate. 
^ . 
工fl , ±L均‘ 
Figure 1.3 : Characters have the same 4C code (0706) but differ a lot in shape and 
total stroke number 
Previous works have been carried out using 4C code in [GU086] and [WANG88]. 
However, the corner stroke extraction procedures are based on printed characters which 
cannot handle the writing variations in handwritten characters. The corner stroke extraction 
method is a challenging subject in 4C code. Although the performance of 4C code is 
dependent upon the accuracy in the corner stroke extraction, a feedback model can be formed 
to compensate the mis-classifications in the expense of processing time. It is believed that 
combination of 4C code and relaxation matching with feedback process will give a promising 
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recognition rate. . r 
Figure 1.4 depicts the building blocks of our Four Corner Code Based Chinese 
Character Recognition system. Although our system is designed to cater for handwritten 
characters, the characters cannot be written without any constraint. There are two kinds of 
handwritten characters. One is the block character and the other is the script character. 
Characters are written neatly in the former case and this type of characters is also known as 
handprinted characters. The script characters are written with little constraint. Two separated 
strokes can be written as a single stroke without lifting up the pen. This process is known 
as retrace [TAPPE90]. Our system is targeted on the handprinted character. Character is 
input through a digitizer in the experimental stage. After thinning and stroke extraction, 4C 
code is generated and the resulting candidate set is fed into the final recognition using 
relaxation. In case of mis-recognition, a feedback loop is formed to try another 4C code. 
Each block in Figure 1.4 will be detailed in the following chapters. . 
-
digitizer recognized 
input Pre-classification Final Recognition character 
Thinning and lt<lina using using 
~ S t r o k e Extraction ^ Four Corner Code Relaxation 
Feedback 
l ^ — 
Figure 1.4 : Building blocks in our Four Corner Code Based Chinese Character 
Recognition system 
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r 
1.4 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis 
In our system, both the pre-classification and final recognition stages are relied upon 
the stroke extraction. Therefore, stroke extraction plays an important role in our system. A 
stroke extraction method is proposed [THAM92] which is a modification of [HSU85]. 
Moreover, it is observed that the resulting skeleton from thinning can affect the stroke 
extraction significantly and the existing thinning algorithms are not adequate to facilitate the 
stroke extraction process. As a result, modifications are made on [CHEN88] which is a 
simple thinning algorithm. In addition, due to writing variations, two strokes may be written 
as a single line or as two separated lines. Therefore, it is necessary to break the strokes into 
simple line segments. Since the strokes in Chinese characters are usually straight in nature, 
a corner detection algorithm caters for Chinese characters by utilizing the straightness of 
strokes is proposed. The corner detection method will be compared with the methods used厂 
in [CHENG88] and [MHDI087]. The details will be presented in Chapter II in accompany 
with a brief survey at the beginning of the chapter. 
Since the direct duplication of the convention 4C code is infeasible due to its large 
amount of corner stroke extraction rules and the difficulties in the extraction of the defined 
stroke types by computer. We have defined the corner stroke extraction procedure and the 
stroke types for computer extraction. Moreover, in other to cater for writing variations, each 
stroke type is assigned a probability and a set of 4C codes is generated instead of a single 4C 
code. The criteria to activate feedback in case of mis-recognition are investigated with an 
analysis on the mis-classification of 4C code. Although the candidate set size will be 
increased after the introduction of multiple 4C codes and feedback process, the size can be 
reduced significantly by imposing the stroke number constraint. This is because the number 
of strokes vary a lot in a candidate set with the same 4C code. All the details will be 
clarified in Chapter m . 
In Chapter IV, after a survey on the relaxation methods, formulations in relaxation is 
defined. Two ingredients are introduced. One is the structural information in the formulation 
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of compatibility function‘ The other is the introduction of no-label class. No-label class f 
means a stroke in the input character is matched with none of the stroke in the template 
character. It is found that recognition rate can be enhanced by including the no-label class. 
Comparison is made against [YAMAM82] with promising result. This chapter also presents 
the recognition rate of our system as a whole. 
Chapter V devotes to conclusions of the thesis and suggests further developments. 
Finally, the user's guide for the system is attached in Appendix. 
/T 
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Chapter II Pre-processing and Stroke Extraction f 
2.1 Introduction 
In our system, both Four Corner Code and relaxation use strokes as the key feature. 
Therefore, stroke extraction plays an important role whose accuracy can affect the system 
significantly. It is found that strokes can be extracted more easily when the input character 
is thinned since the feature points on a stroke such as end points and cross points can be 
located easily. In addition, strokes may be extracted as a single stroke or as two strokes due 
to touching of strokes. Therefore, it is beneficial to break down a stroke into line segments 
by corner detection. Each process, thinning，stroke extraction and corner detection, will be 
discussed in the following sections. 
2.2 Thinning 
2.2.1 Introduction to Thinning 
Thinning is one of the active research area in image processing and about 300 articles 
have been published on this topic [LAM92]. Basically, thinning is the deletion of the 
boundary pixel of an object layer by layer until the object becomes unit width, or a single 
pixel wide. The resulting pattern is called the skeleton of the object. Therefore, the term 
'skeletonization' is also commonly used in the literatures to describe the process and is 
synonymous to ’thinning，, Thinning is employed in many Chinese character recognition 
systems such as [CHENP88], [CHENG91], [GAN91] and [KOBAY83] because the line 
segments (also known as strokes) characterizing the Chinese characters are, in general, not 
in unit width. Moreover, it is beneficial to have the skeletons of characters because with 
these thin-line patterns, feature points such as fork points and end points can be defined with 
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consistency, which in turn, will lessen the difficulty for stroke extraction. An additional / 
benefit of thinning is to eliminate, to a certain extent, the contour noise on strokes due to 
shocking of pen during writing as those depicted in Figure 2.1(a) while retaining the 
significant topological information. 
X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 
XXXXXXX J ^ xxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 





Figure 2.1 : (a) An example of contour noise, (b) thinning result of (a) that could not 
eliminate contour noise . 
Unfortunately, lack of precise definition of skeletons has yield thinning algorithms that 广了 
differ from each other [CHIN87] and [Smith87], Despite of that, an effective thinning 
algorithm should be : i) insensitive to contour noise. The resulting skeleton in Figure 2.1(b) 
is not desired since spurious short segments are emerged from the skeleton due to contour 
noise, ii) preserve connectivity in both the object and the background, and iii) avoid 
excessive shrinking of the skeleton compared with the original image. Basically, thinning is 
to delete pixels from the object boundary iteratively, and each complete examination of the 
whole image is known as one iteration. Although there is enormous number of thinning 
algorithms, they can be classified in two types : sequential and parallel algorithms. The 
deletion of pixels in sequential thinning is dependent upon the result from previous iteration 
as well as the pixels that have been processed in the current iteration while in parallel 
thinning, deletion is dependent upon only the result from previous iteration. 
In sequential thinning algorithms, the procedure to inspect the pixels can be 
accomplished in two ways : by raster scan or contour following. In raster scan mode 
[YOKOI73], both the object and background pixels were inspected in a raster scan manner. 
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The number of pixel needed examination per iteration was then proportional to the image size r 
and indeed, a slow process. 0，Gorman [0，Gor90] used a kxk sized window to speed up the 
process where a centre core of (k-2)x(k-2) pixels were deleted if certain criteria were met. 
The kxk thinning method can be considered as a generalization of the conventional 3x3 
method. However, the method usually gives coarser skeleton for k>3 than k=3. Recall that 
thinning is the process to peel off the boundary of an object iteratively. Therefore, it is 
beneficial to visit only the contour pixels. This contour following strategy has been 
investigated in [Xia86], [Arcel81] and [Pavli80], The contour of an object is traced at each 
iteration and contour pixels are erased if either one of the 8-neighbours is an object besides 
the contour pixel. This process terminates when all pixels either belong to the contour or the 
background. However, contour following thinning has two shortcomings : i) before each 
iteration, the object contour needs to be traced beforehand, and ii) the resulting skeleton does 
not have unitary width since a two pixels wide line will have all its pixels belonged to the , , 
contour. Therefore, post-processing is required* Kwok [Kwok88] used another method 
known as contour generation. At the start of thinning, the contour of an object is traced and 
represented by chain-codes. At each iteration, for a contour pixel, the previous and the 
following chain-codes are used to generate, in accompany with some checking criteria for 
preserving connectness, a new chain-code of that segment is generated and that pixel is then 
deleted. Since contour tracing is carried out only once and therefore, faster than the contour 
following thinning. Moreover, unit thickness is also guaranteed and no post-processing is 
required. A similar paper is presented in [VOSSE90] but fewer criteria are required to delete 
a contour pixel. 
In real-time application, a fast thinning algorithm is desired and there is a growing 
interest in parallel thinning where the algorithms can be realized by using combinational logic. 
Unlike sequential thinning, connectivity is not guaranteed. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example. 
Deletion of pixel A do not alter the connection between the top and bottom horizontal lines 
and so do pixel B but not simultaneously. However, in parallel thinning, deletion of pixels 
A and B is dependent upon, only the result from the previous iteration and as a result, both 
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pixels will be deleted and thus connectivity is not preserved. Therefore, the usual practice 玄 
is to divide each iteration into several sub-iterations where pixels are deleted from a certain 
direction in each sub-iteration. Actually, the number of sub-iterations can be used as a 
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Figure 2.2 •• An example illustrates Figure 2.3 : Two pixels wide stair-like 
connectivity is not preserved when both pattern 
pixels A and B are examined simultaneously 
r： 
In 1984，Zhang-Suen presented a remarkable two sub-iterations parallel thinning 
[ZHANG84]. This is a simple and efficient algorithm that is also immune to contour noise 
[LAM92]. However, excessive shrinking of patterns with stair-like appearance as depicted 
in Figure 2.3 has led to the improvement made by Chen-Hsu [CHEN88] and Sossa [Sossa89]. 
However, the breaking of an iteration into several sub-iterations makes the algorithms not 
fully parallel. A real one-iteration parallel thinning is implemented in [CHIN87] and 
[JANG92]. However, in order to preserve connectivity, information from a larger context is 
always required and thus, larger window sizes and more windows are needed in these 
operations. 
To summarize, all the thinning algorithms, both sequential and parallel, are operated 
in a similar manner where they all delete object pixels from the boundary iteratively towards 
the skeleton. They differ only on the order of inspecting the pixels and the criteria to 
preserve connectivity. Figure 2.4 depicts the classification in thinning binary image. 
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Sequential Parallel z \ 
Raster Scan Contour Following 1 sub-iteration 4 sub-iterations 
[YOKOI73] / [Xia86] [CHIN87] [Arcel79] 
/ [Arcel81] [JANG92] 
/ [PavU80] 
Contour 2 sub-iterations 
Generation [ZHANG84] 
[KwokSSJ 丨 二 ” 
Figure 2.4 : Classification in binary image thinning _ 
Among the vast number of thinning algorithm, a suitable thinning method for Chinese 
character recognition should possess : i) fast in speed. Since thinning is only part of the 
recognition process, it is inappropriate to spend too much time in thinning, ii) insensitive to 
contour noise, otherwise, spurious short segments may be resulted as depicted in Figure 
2.1(b), iii) the skeleton can facilitate, the process in stroke extraction, and iv) prevent 
excessive shrinking of strokes. Although it is not a critical requirement, simple algorithm 
usually results in smaller program size. It is found that the parallel thinning by [CHEN88] 
is simple, fast, immunity to contour noise and does not introduce excessive shrinking of 
strokes. Although the resulting skeleton is not suitable for the stroke extraction process 
carried out later, modifications described in the next section can be made easily to enhance 
the result. Besides, the two thinning algorithms, [CHIN87] and [JANG92], have been 
implemented. The performance of the two algorithms are evaluated to check whether they 
satisfy our requirements on thinning Chinese character. The reason to implement these two 
algorithms is motivated by their one-pass nature, and the speed is expected to be very fast 
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when compared with [CHEN88] which is a two sub-iterations process. r 
2.2.2 Proposed Thinning Algorithm Cater for Stroke Extraction 
Chen-Hsu [CHEN88] is adopted as the skeleton of the thinning algorithm in our 
Chinese character recognition due to its simplicity, efficiency and immunity to contour noise 
[LAM92]. It is a two sub-iterations parallel algorithm. Although the algorithm is 
implemented in a sequential computer where the parallel nature cannot be utilized, the 
increase in timing is still tolerable (detailed in the next section). The deletion of pixel P is 
dependent upon its 8-neighbours，configuration in a 3x3 window centred at P as depicted in 
Figure 2.5. P is deleted when all the following conditions are met. 
In the first sub-iterations : ~ 1 
p p p 
a) 2<B(P)<7 5 6 7 
b) i f C ( P ) = V . , P 4 P Po “ 
c) P0.P2.P6=0 and __： 
d ) P 0 . P 2 . P 4 = O p , p 2 
if C(P)=2 : 1 1 
e) P0.P6=1 and P2+P3+P4=0, or Figure 2.5 : The 8-neighbors 
F) PO.F^^L ^ ^ P 4 + P 5 4 - P 6 = 0 configuration of pixel P 
where C(P) is the cross number which is defined as the 
number of 0 to 1 transition : -
C ( P ) = J ： 0 ( P I + 1 - P ) P 8 = P 0 
to “• Eqn.[2.1] 
0 “ else 
B(P) is the number of non-zero neighbours of P. 
In the second sub-iteration, conditions (c), (d), (e) and (f) are changed to the opposite 
orientations : 
c，） P0.P4.P6=0 
d，） P 2 . P 4 . P 6 = O 
e，) P4.P6=1 and P0+Pi+P2=0 
f ) P2.P4=1 and Po+P6+P7=0 
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Conditions (e), (f), (e，）and ( f ) are used to reduce diagonal lines depicted in Figure / 
2.3 to unitary width. 
Although the number of criteria is increased, the speed can be raised by using a 
lookup table. Since the possible number of combination in a 3x3 window is only 28, it is 
advisable to use the 8-neighbour as an address (i.e. P7P6P5P4P3P2P1Po, P7=MSB, P0=LSB) 
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Figure 2.6 : (a&b) resulting skeletons by Chen-Hsu, (c&d) desired skeletons 
Chen-Hsu method is employed in some Chinese character recognition system. 
e.g.[CHENP88] and [CHENG91]. However, the resulting skeleton at fork points has hindered 
the stroke extraction process. In our system, any intersection point that has more than two 
segments emerged from it is termed as fork point. In Figure 2.6(a&b), the skeletons cannot 
be thinned any more by Chen-Hsu ra&thod. In spite of that, from the view point of 8-
connectivity, the skeletons can be thinned further into those that depicted in Figure 2.6(c&d), 
and then, the skeletons are truly unit wide. This strictly 8-connectivity has a merit in the 
stroke extraction carried out in the later stage. In our system, stroke extraction is based on 
the so-called Feature Point Stroke Extraction (FPSE) where feature points such as fork points 
and end points are located first before the line segments lie between those points are 
extracted. The feature points are located by using the cross number in Eqn.[2.1]. End point, 
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3-fork point and cross point have cross number 1，3 and 4 respectively. However, the pixels r 
with capital letters in Figure 2.6(a&b) all have cross number equal to two and therefore, those 
feature points cannot be located. On the other hand, feature points can be detected (pixels 
B&C) after putting 8-connectivity constraint on the thinning algorithm. This post-processing 
step is carried out after using Chen-Hsu method and processed in a raster scan mode in a left-
to-right, top-to-bottom manner. Although there is totally 28 combinations in a 3x3 windows, 
many combinations cannot appear since they are already deleted by Chen-Hsu method. After 
exhaustive examining the remaining possible configuration, only 40 templates are left and 
they are showed in Figure 2.7. Since this post-processing step will indeed increase the 
computational time, the lookup table method is employed to enhance the speed instead of 
matching the image against these 40 templates. 
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Figure 2.7 : 40 templates used in post-processing 
Moreover, if a character is input via a stylus pen, a small loop is occasionally occurred 
as depicted in Figure 2.9(a). This is due to writing variations and limited resolution. 
Nevertheless, it is closer to human conception if those holes are filled before thinning is 
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carried out, otherwise, redundant fork points will be resulted (Figure 2.9(b,c&f)). A pre- r 
processing step is added to fill the hole before Chen-Hsu's thinning. A white hole is filled 
when all the 4-neighbours are black. Figure 2.8 depicts the additional blocks attached in the 
thinning stage. The hole fill stage is added before Chen-Hsu method and the 8-connected 
constraint is acted as the post-processing stage. 
Chen-Hsu ^ 8-Connected 
Hole i Ulmg ^ Thinning ^ ^ Post-Processing 
Figure 2.8 : Addition blocks in the Chen-Hsu thinning algorithm 
2,2.3 Thinning Results 
500 64x64 Chinese characters are thinned1 by I) Chen-Hsu method, 2) Chen-Hsu 
method with 8-connectivity post-processing, 3) Chen-Hsu method with both hole fill stage 
and 8-connectivity post-processing, 4) Chin's one-pass method, and 5) Jang's one-pass 
method. Figure 2.9&10 depict some of the results. In Figure 2.9(a), the original image has 
a small hole inherently (enclosed in a* circle), therefore, this hole is remained in Figure 
2.9(b&c,e&f). However, this hole disappears in Figure 2.9(d) if hole filling process is carried 
out, and the result is much more closer to human conception. Moreover, there is no 
redundant fork points, which in turn facilitate the stroke extraction. In Figure 2.10(d), the 
resulting pattern is a 8-connected skeleton. The skeleton can be compared with Figure 
1 Implemented on a 80486 33MHz PC 
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2.10(f). This pattern is explained in Figure 2.6(a&b) where the fork points cannot be located r 
by the cross number quoted in Eqn.[2.1], Actually the method in [JANG92] cannot guarantee 
that the skeleton cannot be thinned further and thus, our requirement to facilitate stroke 
extraction is not satisfied, It should be noted that [CHIN87] gives the worst result. This is 
because there are eight trimming windows to reduce a unit width line into a single dot. This 
is improved by Jang and Chin [JANG92]. 
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Figure 2.9 : (a) Original image, (b) Chen-Hsu's Method, (c) Chen-Hsu and ^-connectivity 
post-processing’ (d) Chen-Hsu with hole filling and ^-connectivity post-
processing, (e) Chin 's method, ( f ) Jang's method. Holes are circled 
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Figure 2.10 : (a) Original image, (b) Chen-Hsu 's method, (c) Chen-Hsu and ^-connectivity 
post-processing, (d) Chen-Hsu with hole filling and ^-connectivity post-
processing, (e) Chin/s method, ( f ) Jang 's method. Skeletons in circled regions 
can be thinned further 
In terms of processing speed, Table 2.1 shows the average time to thin one character 
by the above thinning algorithms. 
Thinning Methods Average Processing Time (ras) 
Chen-Hsu 49.5 
Our modified thinning algorithm 81.6 
Our modified thinning algorithm 70.2 
with lookup table 
Chin et al 336.9 
Jang et al 74.3 
Table 2.1 : Average time to thin a character by different methods of thinning 
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It is surprising that the slowest thinning is [CHIN87]. This is because excessive / 
shrinking of single pixel wide lines leads to more iterations are required. Moreover, . 
[JANG92] is not the fastest. Although it is a one-pass parallel algorithm, implement on a 
sequential computer will, indeed, slow the whole process. In addition, it requires twelve 3x3， 
eight 4x4，four 5x5 and six 4x3 windows for template matching which makes the process 
even slower. Accompany with the reason that [JANG92] cannot give a skeleton that can 
facilitate stroke extraction, this method is not adopted in our scheme. On the other hand, our 
modified thinning algorithm has a faster speed than [JANG92], The fork points on the 
resulting skeleton can be located by the cross number in Eqn.[2.1] which can facilitate the 
stroke extraction process carried out later. Although our modifications slow down the Chen-
Hsu's thinning process significantly, it is considered as a worthwhile trade-off for the 
advantage in stroke extraction. ； 
,一 
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2.3 Stroke Extraction r 
2.3.1 Introduction to Stroke Extraction 
Stroke extraction is an important step in Chinese character recognition whose accuracy 
can affect the performance significantly. Intuitively, human beings can extract strokes from 
a character easily and accurately over various strokes width. Therefore, it seems that 
computer can also extract strokes without thinning. Moreover, attitude towards avoiding the 
use of thinning is to get away from the contour noise and, skip one processing step in the 
hope that the processing time can be faster. Hsu et al [HSU85] proposed a stroke extraction 
method without the needs of thinning. The method extracts strokes by using a virtual circle, 
with varying radius, which rolls along the character strokes. The loci of the centres of the 
circle are then the strokes extracted. Unfortunately, this process is time-consuming 
[CHENG91]. 
Nevertheless, from a practical point of view, thinning can lessen the difficulty in 
structural analysis where the feature points such as end points and fork points can be located 
easily. These feature points can be interpreted as the nodes in a relation graph whose arcs 
between them would correspond to the line segments between the features. Stroke extraction 
becomes the matter of how to extract and represent those line segments from the graph. This 
type of method, commencing by locating feature points, is known as Feature Point Stroke 
Extraction method. Since thinning will inevitably introduce noises to the resulting skeleton, 
it is ideal to use curve fitting to eliminate those noises. B-spline [SEKIT88] and Bernstein-
Bezier curves [LIA090] have been used for this purpose. Nevertheless, the difficulty is that 
curve fitting is a very time-consuming process. Chain-code representation however can 
provide the solution. Chain-code representation is a sequence of direction codes which 
indicate the direction of next pixel. Starting from a feature point, chain-code tracing searches 
the direction of the next pixel and proceeds to it. The process is performed recursively until 
another feature point is reached. Since no mathematical calculation is required during the 
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searching and thus, chain-code tracing is a fast algorithm. Unfortunately, chain-code r 
representation is an exact representation of the line segments between feature points, noise 
is also incorporated in it. Moreover, these line segments need to be connected to form 
complete strokes. Consequently, more stages such as merging the split cross point are 
required. Nevertheless, chain-code representation is still an attractive method since it is 
simple and not computation intensive. Moreover, the splitting of cross point into two 3-fork 
points can be handled easily and the merging of line segments into strokes can be made in 
a sense of，line of good continuation，which will be detailed in the next section. Several 
papers have been published based on Feature Point Stroke Extraction with chain-code 
representation [KOBAY83], [HSU85]1, [CHENP88] and [THAM92]. 
Since Chinese characters are mainly composed of straight lines, another approach to 
extract strokes is by using Hough transform [CHENG86], [CHENGJ^. However, this 
method finds difficulty to extract short line segments and is computation intensive. 
Figure 2.11 depicts the methodologies used in stroke extraction in Chinese character. 
From the above mentioned merits, Feature Point Stroke Extraction method with chain-code 
representation is employed in our system，The method is based on [THAM92] which is a 
modification of [HSU85], 
2.3.2 Proposed Stroke Extraction Method 
Figure 2.12 depicts the block diagram of the proposed stroke extraction method 
[THAM92] in our system. After thinning, fork points are located, sub-strokes are extracted 
and represented by chain-codes. These sub-strokes are then connected to form strokes. 
1 In another paper [CHENG91], Cheng et al announced that the method used in 
[HSU85] is termed as Feature Point Stroke Extraction. However, the author thought 
that it is more appropriate to include those methods that use curve fitting ([SEKIT88] 
and [LIA090]) under this catalogue since they also extract feature points before 
representing the line segments between those feature points. 
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Stroke Extraction r 
Based upon thinning W i t h o u t t h i n n i nS 
^ b [HSU85] 
Hough transform Feature point 
[CHENG86] stroke extraction 
Parameterized Chain-code 




Figure 2.11 : Methodologies used in stroke extraction 
64x64 
character 
image Fork Point 8-connected Fork Sub-stroke .—j^.— ^ • —i 
Detection Point Merging Extraction 
Sub-stroke Fork Point ^ 
chain-code Connectioii Merging 
informatioii 
of strokes 
Corner Detection • 
break strokes into 
simple strokes 
Figure 2.12 : Block diagram of the proposed stroke extraction method 
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Finally, due to touching of strokes, two strokes may be extracted as a single stroke. 
Figure 2.13 depicts an example. The two strokes in Figure 2.13(b) at the upper-left hand 
corner touch with each other. Consequently, they are extracted as a single stroke instead of 
two as in Figure 2.13(a), In order to extract the strokes consistently, it is beneficial to break 
the extracted strokes into line segments by corner detection. 
Each block in Figure 2.12 will be detailed in the following sub-sections. 
C7 \Z7 . 
(a) (b) 
,广 
Figure 2.13 : (a) The two strokes at upper-left corner are separated, (b) two strokes 
are touched at upper-left corner and extracted as a single stroke 
2.3.2.1 Feature point detection 
p p p 
In our scheme, there is two types of feature points. 5 6 7 
p p p 
One is the end point and the other is the fork point In our L 4 L 1 0 
literature, any intersection point that has more than two P3 P2 Pi 
segments emerged from it is termed as fork point. Fork points 
are located because they indicate where chain-code tracing should be started or terminated. 
Fork points can be detected by the cross number C(p) [HSU85] which is defined as : 
C(p) = PZ=P0 
«.0 ... Eqn.[2.2] 
> K / � 1 JC=1 
_ = 0 else 
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Any pixel P with C(P) greater than two is detected as a fork point. End point is r 
detected where C(P) is equal to one. Cross number is used since it is simple and 
straightforward. However, there is one pattern depicts in Figure 2.14(a) whose fork point 
cannot be detected by the cross number and should be treated specially. Fortunately, the 
number of these special cases is limited and the four template in Figure 2.14(b) can be used 
where the central pixels are detected as fork points. 
1 lo |o 1 |o |o |l 
x x T T T T T y 
X X X X 10 丨 1 丨 1 I l l [1 [o 
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X X X X l o l l | 1 1 | 1 1 1 l o 
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X X 11 丨0 丨0 I 丨0 丨0 | l I ‘ 
( a ) ( b ) “ 
Figure 2.14 : (a) special fork points cannot be detected by cross number, (b) four 
templates used to detected the fork points in (a) 
Figure 2.15(a) depicts the fork point detection where fork points and end points are 
marked with，x，and，o，respectively. 
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Figure 2.15(a): Fork points and end points Figure 2.15(b) : Enclosed region revealed a 
are marked with 'x' and 'o' respectively cross point split into two 3-fork points 
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2.3.2.2 8-connected fork point merging ^ 
Usually, due to the limited resolution, a cross point may be split into two 8-connected 
3-fork points. Figure 2.15(b) illustrates this phenomenon (enclosed in circles). Therefore, 
it is reasonable to record any pair of 8-connected fork points as a single fork point 
2.3.2.3 Sub-stroke extraction 
6 
5 7 
After the detection of feature points and 8-connected \ / 
fork point merging, sub-strokes are then extracted. Sub-stroke ~7 ~~ 
is defined as the line segment lies between a fork point and an 3 ；; 1 
end point, or between two fork points. A sub-stroke Si can be ； 
represented as a sequence of direction codes d{ called chain- Figure 2,16: Eight directions , 
, in chain-code codes. 
S. = { d. : ； dje[0,l] > …Eqn.P.3] 
where r^+l is the number of pixel of the sub-stroke St and Figure 2.16 depicts the eight 
directions. 一 — 
The sequence of chain-code tracing can be carried out either tracing from the end 
points, or from the fork points. The former procedure is employed in [CHENG86] and 
[CHENG91]. Fork points have to be transformed into end points after the sub-strokes lying 
between fork point and end point have been exhausted. Otherwise, the sub-strokes between 
fork points cannot be extracted. In order to simply the process, chain-code tracing is started 
from fork points. 
During the chain-code tracing, the searching of the next code is restricted only in the 
forward direction, i.e. if d =4, di+1 should be in the range [2,6]. State more formally : 
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dhx e [ d.-2，d,2] …Eqn.[2.4] / 
This restriction can limit the scope of searching and therefore enhance the speed of chain-
code tracing. The tracing is terminated when any feature point (end/fork point) is reached. 
After chain-code tracing, there is two types of segments left. One is the segments 
terminated at end points. These can be extracted by chain-code tracing commencing from end 
points as usual but recorded as a stroke instead of a sub-stroke. The other is the closed loop 
as depicts in Figure 2.17(a) (another example can be found in the lower left corner in Figure 
2.15(b)). Although the segment can be extracted by breaking the loop and then traced as a 
stroke, it is found that this type of closed loop is actually a square which is a particular 
feature in Chinese character. Therefore, it is reasonable to represent this closed loop by a 
rectangle frame just encloses the loop. The four sides of the rectangle are recorded as four 
strokes. Figure 2.17(b) illustrates this representation. 
• 
X X X X X X X X X X , - : X X X - X X X X X X X - "1 
x x X x i 
X x X X i 
x X % X ! 
X X 5 X ! 
X X 5 X ！ 
X X x x 
X X X X 丨 
X X X X X X X X X - IX X X X X X X X X 丨 
x x 丨•…-x … - — “ “ x - • • ; 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.17 ： (a) Closed loop without end/fork point, (b) rectangle representation of 
the loop (dotted line) 
2.3.2.4 Fork point merging 
As described in Section 2.3.2.2, a cross point may be split into two 3-fork points 
connected by a short sub-stroke after thinning process instead of remaining as 8-connected 
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fork points. This occurs when two strokes with similar slope cross with each other. Figure r 
2.18 depicts this phenomenon. 
V V -
入 k 
Figure 2J8 : Splitting of cross point into two 3-fork points connected by a short 
segment after thinning 
From human conception point of view, this short sub-stroke causes distortion to tht 
original character where a continuous stroke has been broken into two segments. From a 
practical point of view, this short sub-stroke's direction is unstable and subjected to large 
error, and causes confusion in the sub-stroke connection stage. Therefore, this kind of short 
sub-stroke should be deleted and the fork points at both ends need to be merged together. 
The following criteria should be satisfied before two fork points are merged : 
i) The line segment lies between two fork points should be shorter than a threshold T1 
(Tl=5).—， -
ii) Each fork point has three sub-strokes emerged from it including the short line 
segment. 
iii) Each sub-stroke in one fork point (except the short segment) can find another sub-
stroke in the other fork point (except the short segment) direct towards the opposite 
direction. In Figure 2.19(a), the two fork points can be merged but not in Figure 
2.19(b) since Sx and S4 point to the same direction. 
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r 
Si S \ S 4 
1 ^ y ^ 
S l \ s 4 s2 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.19 : (a) The two fork points can be merged, (b) the two fork points cannot be 
merged 
Figure 2.20 depicts a character after (a) fork point detection, and (b) fork point 
merging. Note that the character in Figure 2.20(b) is closer to human conception. 
__ � 
. •賺誦 i � • • • • • • • • • . O 膽 
o ： ： € - • o ： 
» • • 漏 
• • 爾 • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
： 6 ： 6 • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
• “ • • 
• • a • 
• n • • • 
m KJ m • • • _ • • • • • 
• • “ • • 隱 
• • • • • • 
：1 =; (S. 
• 麵 •漏 • • 輯 • 
• • • • • 霸 
* • • a • • 
u “ • O • • • 
w
 • • 塞 
" . O " “ 
Figure 2.20(a): Enclosed region revealed a Figure 2.20(b) : Character after fork point 
cross point split into 2 3-fork points merging 
connected by a short sub-stroke 
As mentioned above, the merging of the two fork points is dependent upon the slope 
of the sub-strokes at fork point Consequently, it needs to develop a method to determine the 
slope. Intuitively, the slope of a sub-stroke at fork point can be determined by calculating 
its first derivative. This first derivative can be found easily if the sub-stroke has been 
represented by a curve fitting process such as B-spline curve. However, curve fitting is 
usually very computation intensive and due to the ill-effect in thinning, distortion occurred 
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at the junction of two strokes would make the curve fitting to subject to error. For example, r 
Figure 2.21(a) illustrates that the slopes at the fork point f are not good representatives of the 
corresponding sub-strokes. Since it is proper to approximate the strokes and hence the sub-
strokes in Chinese characters by straight lines, the slope of the sub-stroke at a fork point can 
be estimated by the approximate straight line at fork point. Figure 2.21(b) depicts the straight 
line approximation of the sub-strokes in Figure 2.21(a). This straight line approximation can 
get rid of the ill-effect in thinning and the quantization noise. 
A straight line approximation can always be obtained by minimizing its mean square 
distance from the pixels of the sub-stroke. However, there are cases that the sub-stroke may 
not be originated from a straight stroke, then the minimum mean square distance 
approximation could be a bad one as depicted in Figure 2.21(c). To cater for such cases, a 
straightness error measure, SE, is defined. Let CDn be the length of a line and EDn be the 
Euclidean distance between the start point and the end point of the line where the subscript 
n indicates the number of pixels of the line. Since the line is represented by a collection of 
pixels, any 4-connected pixels and diagonal connected pixels pair are assigned one and V2 
distance unit respectively. If the line is straight, then CDn is roughly equal to EDn. Hence, 
the difference between CDn and EDn can be used to estimate how straight the line is. Thus, 
straightness error SEn is defined as : 
CD - ED ^ M ^ — 
SE » n " ... Eqn.[2.5] 
" ED 
n 
Let the start point of a sub-stroke be the fork point f in Figure 2.21. Straightness error 
is calculated from the other end point towards the fork point until SE is just below a threshold 
Tse. This line is then used to approximate the sub-stroke near the fork point and hence, the 
slope can then be found. Figure 2.21(d) illustrates this process. TSE is set to be 0.12 since 
if setting Tse too small, it is similar to find the tangent at the fork point. 
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r 
\ i i 
\ I 
X ^ ^ ^ X X X / X XXX XXXXXXXX— 





X rSEi3>TS E x X x 
X X 
x SEi2<TSE X 
XXXXXXX z X f X X x ,xxx xxxxxxxx 喊 xxxxxxxx x , z X- . x Z X , , � : , 
X'' x 
V Y ‘ '^^""SECn^) >TSE 
^^ ^V. , - - • •‘ - 一 
X SE(n.i)>TsE 
x A SEn>TSE 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2.21 : (a) Slopes determined by curve fitting, dotted lines are the fitted curves and 
the arrows indicate the slopes at fork point, (b) sub-strokes can be 
approximated by straight lines, (c) straight line approximated by Mean 
square deviation (MSD), dotted line has minMSD, (d) straight line 
approximated by Straightness Error. The best straight line is the dotted line 
with SE (SE12) just smaller than TSE 
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In our system, the slope of a sub-stroke is simply the angle of the straight line r 
approximation with the x-axis. In [THAM92], the angle is substituted by the average chain j 
code which is defined as : 
- t JL 
d = M(±y； L(drdl)十…） 
n i-2 
x \ x \ f - …Eqn.[2.q 
L(x) = j c - 8 x>2 
jc 十 8 x<_2 
, , ,、 ；c+8 x<0 
_ = ；c ^>0 
The intension to use average chain code 2 i s t 0 a v o i d u s i n S t h e trigonometric 
function to calculate the slope. However, experiments carried out later revealed that 4.6% 
increase in speed was obtained by using arctangent. This may be due to the math co-
processor that can perform fast floating point calculation. Therefore, using angle to represent 
slope is adopted hereafter due to program simplification and faster in processing time. 
2.3.2.5 Sub-stroke connection 
After extracting the sub-strokes between feature points, it needs to connect these sub-
strokes into complete strokes. The connection of sub-strokes into a stroke is based on the law 
of good continuation [KOBAY83]. The process can be described as follow : starting from 
a sub-stroke at a fork point, search for another sub-stroke at the same fork point which has 
the most similar direction to it The angle constructed by these two sub-strokes is compared 
with a threshold angle Te to decide whether these two sub-strokes are connected or not. This 
method is employed in [KOBAY83】，[CHENG86] and [CHENP88]. 
Although this method is simple, the result is order-dependent. This can be explained 
in Figure 2.22. If starting from S2, the sub-strokes with the most similar direction is S4 and 
consequently, Sj will be connected to S3. The result is correct However, if starting from Sl5 
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the sub-stroke with the most similar direction is S4, and S2 will be connected to S3 dependent f 
on the value of the threshold angle T0. Figure 2.23(a) depicts a character which has mis-
connection of the sub-strokes at the upper left corner. 
s 2 \ ！^  
1 3 0 � \ ! S l w � 
-r/ V： 
Figure 2.22 : Sl should be connected to S3 and so do S2 and S4 
Qg |f 
bb c bbb ^ 
7 b b 丨 3^^ 93 
OCDC "V^hrt+t! f c ^ i g g g g g C / g / -a a �aa aa a a aa aa � a a aa a 3 i 
J � . J � 1 » « 1 J ff, « « i t 1 
oiyJciTOiJLJiJHiri ,i l nmxa s i e, 
i S e e e e e 
. . - , 
Figure-2.23(a) : Sub-stroke mis-connection Figure 2.23(b) : Sub-stroke connection by 
at the upper left corner using cost function 
To overcome this problem, all the possible combinations are examined before deciding 
to connect which pairs. The angle cost 0^  of connecting two sub-strokes Si and Sj is defined 
as : 
0.. = I I 0. - 0. I - 7U I …Eqn.[2.6] 
where 0i and 9j are the directions of and Sj at the fork point respectively. 
When the two sub-strokes $ and Sj are originated from a straight line, then | 0 r 0 j | ~ 7 C 
and the cost 9,^ =0. If the two-strokes suspended a right angle, then 16-^1=71/2 and Q^tz/2. 
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The total angle costs of all the possible connections at a fork point are summed to f 
determine the minimum cost. The angle cost for different pairs of sub-strokes connection in 
Figure 2.22 is shown in Table 2.2. 
Combination Angle Cost 
S”S2 2.496 
, SUS, 0.401 
S”S4 0.349 




The total angle cost for each possible combinations are : 
(S^SJ (S3，S4) : 0^+034=4.887 ‘ 
(S1?S3) (S2，S4) : 0,3+024=0.698 
(s”s4) (s2,s3) ： e14+e23=i.396 
Therefore, the optimum combination is Sx to connect with S3 and S2 to connect with 
S4. Figure 2.23(b) depicts the correct sub-stroke connection using this angle cost function. 
The above example demonstrated the case where a fork point had four sub-strokes and 
every sub-stroke could find another sub-stroke to connect with. This assumption is also made 
in [HSU85]. However, in practice, a fork point may have 3，4，5 or even 6 sub-strokes and 
not every sub-stroke can find another sub-stroke to connect with. In order to simply the 
connections for program implementation, in case of three sub-strokes, there may be only one 
pair of connection or none. In case of four sub-strokes, it is assumed that there may be at 
least one pair of connection. In case of five sub-strokes, it is assumed that only one sub-
stroke do not need connection and in case of six sub-strokes, it is assumed that two pans of 
sub-strokes can be connected. Table 2.3 summarized the cases. 
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r 





one connection 人 ^ 
one connection 
4 
two connections . 
5 two connections 
6 two connections 
Table 2.3 : Possible combinations with different no. of sub-strokes at -
a fork point 
Although the above assumptions are over-simplified, it is seldom, for instance, to have 
six individual strokes to meet at the same point. 
2.3.3 Stroke Extraction Accuracy 
In section 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.2.5，two parameters are mentioned. One is the straightness 
error threshold TSE which determines how straight of the line approximation should be. The 
other is the angle T0 which determines the largest allowable angle cost 0¾ before the sub-
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strokes St and Sj can be connected. 500 characters are used to test the sensitivity of these two f 
pararaeters on the accuracy of stroke extraction. Table 2.4 shown the accuracy rate. 
Tse 
0.09 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.16 
30° 95% 95% 95% 95.2% 95% 95% 93.2% 
丁 40° 98.4% 98.4% 98.6% 98.6% 98.6% 98.4% 96.4% Ae - : 
45° 98.8% 98.8% 99% 99% 99% 99% 97.6% 
Table 2.4 
The inaccuracy in stroke extraction is mainly due to the touching of two sub-strokes 
accidentally, If their slopes are roughly the same, sub-stroke connection will connect these 
two sub-strokes. Figure 2.24 depicts a character whose strokes are extracted wrongly due to 
the touching of two sub-strokes with similar slopes. 产’ 
.…丨 egggjasss 
] I - . “ … • … " … � 7 | ^ 
j k3Z\ i ¢^^% 
:
: ： ； ： .1 ；： c 震 hfTh^1"^ !^ ： :• •.."”••" I ^ i： fc a® 1””111 I 
"：•" ： 一 8cfac£ 薩 J 
• • • • • _ jz e^^^^ccccccc 
• iZ QOCQO 
丨 Z f V 
: f ^ 
Figure 2.24(a) : Enclosed region reveals Figure 2.24(b) : Sub-stroke mis-connection 
that a sub-stroke on the top touches another occurred at the region enclosed in (a) 
sub-stroke at the bottom left with similar 
slope 
It is found that the accuracy was insensitive to TSE from 0.11 to 0.13 and the accuracy 
will drop beyond this range. Too large TSE means the straight approximation is over-loosed 
just like using mean square distance to approximate the sub-stroke. Too small TSE means the 
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constraint is over-tied just like using the tangent of a fitted curve to find the slope which is r 
subjected to error. On the other hand, the larger the T0, the higher is the accuracy. However, 
Te cannot be set too large, otherwise, every sub-stroke can find a partner to connect with. 
This contradicts the cases such as a fork point with four sub-strokes where two sub-strokes 
may not find a partner to connect with depending on the configuration. Consequently, TSE 
and Te are chosen to be 0.12 and 45°. In processing time, the average stroke extraction time 
for these 500 characters is 0.1316s1. 
2.3.4 Corner Detection 
2.3.4.1 Introduction to corner detection 
Since a stroke may be written as a single line segment or as several line segments 
connected at their end points. In order to extract the line segments consistently, it is 
beneficial to break a stroke into segments at the corner points. 
Corner detection is a classical problem in image processing. Many researches have 
been done [ROSEN73], [ROSEN75], [MEDI087], [BEUS87], [CHENG88], [LIU90] and 
[MEHR090]. 
However, 
i) They are general corner detection methods. Their detection schemes are based on 
finding the points on a line with curvature that is greater than a pre-defined threshold. 
However, in handwritten Chinese character, some pixels may have large radius of 
curvature locally. Those corners may not be valid if the line is treated as a stroke in 
Chinese character. In Figure 2.25(a&b), the comer detection methods in [MEDI087] 
1 This time has included the comer detection detailed in the next sub-section. 
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and [CHENG88]1 have been used to break the strokes into straight line segments. r 
False corners and multiple corners connected with each other may be occurred. 
] I i j 
l i • •••• J . " “ I … ； " “ 
• … ； ！"… 二 
… ： … • 
• •… ： … “ 
： , ! ‘ ； … J 
• • J • • a ：_• .... ； • • ••… j 
…’.-.-. « .""t j •“ ； : -T \ ： 
I I : j : • 
：••••• ： _• ::::::::-8 • •• _ • :sss»ss 
" • • ； : ； i ！ ：： ••： ： 
：,•».•： ：.…••…祕 ：•“ • ： ： .•…‘. 
• • • • J I • 
I : J 1 ： ： i 
• , • • • • … • … 
Figure 2.25(a) ： Corner detection by Figure 2.25(b) : Corner detection by 
[MEDI087]. Corners are marked by dots [CHENG88]. Corners are marked by dots 
ii) The curvature of every point is calculated. However, there is many strokes that are 
already a straight line segment which do not have any corner. Therefore, it is 
advisable to exclude those strokes before corner detection. 
2.3.4.2. Proposed Corner Detection Formulation 
In Section 2.3.2.4, straightness error is defined to approximate a sub-stroke by a 
-straight line. The smaller the straightness error of a sub-stroke, the more likely that it is a 
straight line which does not have a corner point. If the straightness error of the whole sub-
stroke is greater than a threshold, then corner can be located roughly at the point where the 
straightness error from the fork point is just smaller than the threshold. 
Our corner detection follows the same idea as above. Starting from the start point of 
a extracted stroke, the straightness error of the whole stroke is found. If the error is smaller 
than a pre-determined threshold, then the stroke is regarded as a straight line segment. This 
1 In [MEDI087], Dc=0.38, Cc=0.1 while in [CHENG88], B ^ + B ^ . Interest readers 
can consult the definitions of the parameters in the caption papers. 
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can exclude the stroke that do not have any corner at the beginning of corner detection to r 
save computation time. 
If the error is greater than the threshold, the straightness error is then calculated from 
the end point of the stroke towards the start point pixel-by-pixel until the error is smaller than 
the threshold. The stroke is then broken at the point with the straightness error just smaller 
than the threshold. The segment from this point to the start point will be regard as a straight 
line. The corner detection procedure is continued for the remaining of the stroke until all the 
corner points on it have been detected. 
Unfortunately, it is found that the location of the corner detection is start point 
dependent The locations of the detected corners are somehow deviated from the true 
positions. In Figure 2.26，the actual location of corner points should be points A and B. If 
the corner detection procedure is started from PP” towards P，，then points A，，and B，，will 
be detected as corners. On the contrary, if the procedure is started from point P，towards PP，， 
then points A，and B' will be detected instead. However, the detected corner points by 
starting from different terminal points of the stroke are roughly symmetrical about the true 
position of the corners. Eventually, the procedure is modified. The corner detection 
procedure is carried out two times, one from the end point towards the start point and one 
from the opposite. The mid-point of the corners from the two processes are regarded as the 
true position of the corners. 
p' 
� 
- p" 一L VzB” 
A" B' 
Figure 2.26 : Corner detection is starting point dependent. A"&B" are corners when 
starting from P" towards P\ A'&B' are corners when starting from P' 
towards P' 
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Figure 2.27 depicts the corner detection by our method. When compares with the r 
corner detection methods by [MDEI087] and [CHENG88] in Figure 2.25(a&b)，our method 
can locate the corner points closer to human conception of the correct location of the corner 
points on the Chinese character. Figure 2.28 depicts the same character represented by 
straight line segments after corner detection. This straight line approximation is then used 
in the pre-classification stage. 
• . 
i : •… 
: ;«"""’ \ j z 
••！ I \ ‘ ^ 
a • ••爆睡 _ � ^ ^ 
• • • • • 
bl f::::: p 
！:.丨 L..........i / 1 U . 
Figure 2.27 : Corner detection by the Figure 2.28 : Character in Figure 2.26 is 
proposed method. Corners are marked with approximated by straight lines after corner 
dots detection 
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2.4 Concluding Remarks ^ 
In order to extract the desired features for the pre-classification stage which utilizes 
straight line segments, a character is thinned and strokes are extracted followed by a corner 
detection process to break the strokes into straight line segments. 
The thinning algorithm used in our Chinese character recognition is originated from 
Chen-Hsu's method due to its simplicity, efficiency, immunity to noise and in addition, the 
method does not introduce excessive shrinking of diagonal lines. In spite of this, the 
efficiency in stroke extraction is considered and therefore, 8-connected skeleton is desired and 
a post-processing step is proposed to achieve this. The template matching process in this step 
is carried out in a lookup table manner to reduce the processing time. Moreover, it is 
observed that due to writing variations and quantization error, a small hole may occasionally 
occur after scanning and causes redundant fork points. A hole filling pre-processing step is 
hence added in order to obtain a skeleton closer to human conception and to avoid creating 
redundant fork points. Comparisons are conducted against [CHEN88], [CHIN87] and 
[JANG92]. Due to the sequential nature of computer, the fast, parallel one-pass operation 
natures in [CHIN87] and [JANG92] are not fully utilized. Moreover, the resulting skeletons 
are not suitable for the stroke extraction stage. This is due to the different requirements in 
the thinned skeletons. Respect to the requirements in the stroke extraction stage, the fork 
points on the resulting skeletons cannot be located easily by those methods. It is then worth 
spending extra time by the proposed two steps to gain a better skeleton for stroke extraction. 
A stroke extraction process is developed based on the Feature Point Extraction 
Method. The feature points, fork points and end points, are located first. The sub-strokes 
between these feature points are then extracted and represented by chain-code. The distortion 
at cross points is restored. Finally, the sub-strokes are connected based on the line of good 
continuation. The slope of a sub-stroke at fork point is estimated by straight line 
approximation. This approximation can get rid of the distortion due to thinning at the fork 
points. Since the connection of sub-strokes is order dependent, an angle cost function is 
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defined to solve the problem. By choosing the straightness error threshold TSE to be 0.12 and r 
the angle cost threshold Te to be 7t/4, accuracy in stroke extraction can be as high as 99%. 
The extracted strokes are then broken into line segments by corner detection process. 
Methods in [MEDI087] and [CHENG88] have been employed. These general corner 
detection methods will detect corners when the radius of curvature are large. However, the 
detected corners may be interpreted as false corners in Chinese character. Since Chinese 
characters are basically composed of straight line segments, a corner detection procedure is 
developed using the straightness error. Although the procedure is starting point dependent, 
by performing the procedure twice from different terminal points of a stroke, the corner points 
can be detected whose locations are close to human conception. 
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Chapter III Four Corner Code / 
3.1 Introduction 
In the Four Corner (4Q coding method, strokes are extracted from each of the corners 
of the character frame. In our literature, these strokes are termed as corner segments. 4C 
code is then constituted by the codes of the defined stroke type from each corner segment in 
the sequence of upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right hand corners. 
Due to writing variations, a stroke can be written as more than one stroke type. For 
instance, a vertical stroke can be written as a positive slant stroke. Therefore, instead of 
declaring a stroke to have a particular stroke type, probabilities are assigned to a stroke to 
indicate its possible types. This multi-types of a stroke leads to the generation of multiple; 
4C codes. 
It is found that the corner segment extraction method is a particular difficult task in 
4C code due to the great writing variations and the definition of corner segment is vague in 
nature. Therefore, instead of giving an exact definition of comer segment whose extraction 
may be computation expensive, a simple comer segment extraction procedure is defined. At 
each corner, strokes are assigned a corner segment probability to indicate the degree of 
likeliness to be the comer- segment. A feedback model based on the corner segment 
probability is established. Although the corner segment extraction procedure may not be fine 
enough to cater for any possible writing variation, with the feedback model, the classification 
rate can be enhanced significantly. 
Figure 3.1 depicts a flowchart of the 4C code generation with the feedback process. 
Each step will be detailed in the following sections. 
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^ , , 
Generation of 
multiple 4C codes 
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• • I I 
yes • 
character recognized 
Figure 3.1 : Flowchart of the 4C code generation procedure 
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3.2 Deletion of Hook Strokes r 
Due to writing variations, a hook-like stroke type may be simply written as a line 
segment. These hook-like strokes should be deleted since their inconsistent occurrences will 
affect the corner segment extraction procedure described later significant. Four types of hook-
like stroke have been identified and are depicted in Figure 3.2. 
Hook-types I I I H I I V 
^ 、 ： \/ ——1 
'H. a 
丨4 I仏丨A , 
Figure 3.2 : Four hook-like stroke types and examples to illustrate them 
Si S i 
X . . . L 
于J……� 0j x 
e. j 
(a) Hook-type I (b) Hook-type n 
...... 
9. x e. x 
J J 
(c) Hook-type m (d) Hook-type IV 
Figure 3.3 : Symbol definitions in (a) hook-type I, (b) hook-type II, (c) hook-type III, 
and (d) hook-type TV 
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The short segments at the hook are deleted by imposing the following rules : r 
i) hook-type I 






where 6!，8j, \ and 1�are the angles with the x-axis and the lengths of S! and Sj respectively. 
ii) hook-types II&IH 
Refer to Figure 3.3(b&c), hook-types II and HI can be classified under the same 
catalogue. S-, is a negative slant or a vertical segment where a short segment S} is located on 






where 6b 0j, \ and lj have the same meanings as above. , — - 一， 
iv) hook-type IV 
Refer to Figure 3.3(d), Sj is deleted when all the following criteria are satisfied : 
a) 80°<^<100° 
b) 160^6^200° 
c) there is no Sk and Sm, k,m9fei,j, such that S„ Sj, Sk and Sm do not formed a square. 
This criterion is used to ensure that and Sj are not part of a square. 
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3.3 Stroke Types Selection --
Chinese characters are composed of line segments known as strokes. According to 
the direction and length of a line segment, five classes of segments can be classified : 
Horizontal (H), Positive slant (PS), Negative slant (NS) and Dot (D). In our scheme, they 
are termed as simple strokes and are synonymous to the terra segments. These five classes 
of simple strokes are sufficient to construct a Chinese character. However if barely using 
these simple strokes as the stroke types in 4C code, maximally, only 64=1296x codes can be 
generated. This in turn results in an enormous number of characters having the same code 
and indeed diminishes the classification ability of the 4C code. 
On the other hand, although the simple strokes are sufficient to construct a character, 
many other patterns occur frequently in Chinese characters. These patterns are built up by 
a number of simple strokes distributed in a certain way such as a square. They are termed 
as composite strokes in our scheme since they are composed of more than one segment. With 
the introduction of composite strokes, Chinese characters can then be described in a more 
comprehensive way than merely using a vast number of simple strokes. Moreover, the 
number of 4C codes can then be tremendously increased since the number of the possible 4C 
code is proportional to the fourth power of the total number of stroke types. The number of 
characters correspond to the same 4C code is reduced which implies that the classification 
power of the 4C code is enhanced. The descriptive ability of the 4C code can be raised even 
further if the Chinese radicals have been dealt with. Radicals are the components in Chinese 
characters and are used as a classification means in traditional dictionaries. However, as the 
complexity of the selected stroke types is increased, the shapes of the stroke types are 
subjected to large variations. This makes the procedures required to recognize the stroke 
types become difficult and complicated, and the processing time will also be increased. 
1 Besides the five simple stroke types, there is a code for no stroke can be found at a 
corner. 
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Taking the above points into consideration, four composite strokes are selected to be r 
use in our 4C code due to their ease in extraction. They are Square (Sqr), Cross (Cr), Upper 
right corner (URC) and Lower left corner (LLC). Table 3.1 shows the stroke types in our 4C 
code and their corresponding codes. 
Corresponding 
Stroke Types code in 4C code 
Horizontal (H) 0 
g Positive slant (PS) 1 ^ 
o 
戔 Vertical (V) 2 
^ 
g Negative slant (NS) \ 3 
K \ ； 
Dot(D) \ 4 
^ Square (Sqr) r ~ 7 5 
o 
oo Cross (Cr) \ 6 
逛 Z j H 
c/a 
o Upper right corner 7 
曰 （ U R C ) ' 7 
o 
Lower left corner n 
— — — — — — (LLC) —— 
No stroke at corner 9 
Table 3.1 : Stroke types and their corresponding 
codes in our 4C code. 
Since a segment can be written as more than one simple stroke type and moreover, 
it can also be part of a composite stroke. Therefore, in order to describe its stroke types, 
stroke type probabilities are defined. 
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3.4 Probability Formulations of Stroke Types f 
3.4,1 Simple strokes 
Since simple strokes are only characterized by its length and direction, therefore, it is 
intuitively to assign probability based on these two attributes. For a simple stroke St : 
_ L ' 
P(D.) e1^ 
P(H) = P(5>raax{l - LA,0\ 
1 1 7C/4 
= { 1 - — IJL,0> 
冗/4 ... Eqn.[3.1] 
一 ‘ 10. - tc/4| � 
P(PS) = P(D>max(l 一 Ll L，0> 
jc/4 ； 
一 t … t c / 2 1 � 
P(V) = P(D.)'max{l - _ L,0> 1 f tc/4 广 
- ‘ 19. - 371/41 � 
P(NS)=尸(Z).).max{l - 1,0} f 1 tc/4 
where Lj and 0i are the length and angle with the x-axis of the simple stroke Sl respectively. 
Rdot determines how short should S-, be when it is treated as a dot In our scheme, when the 
length is four, then P(D) is assigned to be 0.5. Therefore, Rdot is 5.77. 
In Eqn.[3.1], when the inclined angle with x-axis is 0°, P(HX) will be the largest among 
P(NSi), P(Vi) and P(PS). P(H-t) is linearly decreased with the deviation from 0°. When the 
angle has reached 45°, P(H) will be zero and PCPSJ will be dominant. Moreover, a stroke 
is claimed to be a horizontal stroke if it is not a dot. This accounts for the factors, l-P(Di), 
in Eqn.[3.1]. P(Hi), P(PSi), and P(NSi) will be dominant when the angles are 0°, 45。， 
90° and 135° respectively. A simple stroke is declared to be a particular simple stroke type 
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3.4.2 Square (Sar) r 
An ideal square is shown in Figure 3.4 which is composed of four simple strokes 
formed a closed loop with no gap between them. The probability of a segment S! being part 
of a square depends on whether there is another three segments to form a loop and the gap 
distances between them. The larger the gaps between the segments, the less likely to be a 
square. Eventually, the probability of segment Sj to be part of a square is defined as : 
P{Sqr) = 1 - W A k H …Eqn.[3.2] 
where g，s and l，s are defined in Figure 3.5. 
c c r 
gn/ r v 1 
Figure 3.4 : Ideal square with no gap Figure 3.5 : Symbol definitions in Square 
between segments 
However, Eqn.[3.2] has not made the distribution of the gap distances g，s into account. 
For instance, the two squares in Figure 3.6 have the same P(Sqr) but it is unlikely to claim 
that the pattern in Figure 3.6(b) should be treated as a square since there is a very large gap 
at the upper-left hand corner. Therefore more constraints are imposed on the determination 
of square probability. 
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容jk n 
mint I. , lk\ jk 
g km <7* 
m i n { U } “ - ... Eqn.[3.3] 
g mi <了 
rain{ I , I.} 一 mi 
m 7 I g.. 
< t 
rain{ 1. , 1.} ij t ' j 
where T，s are the thresholds to determine how small can the gaps be allowed. 
n n 
'Li u 
l，l+l，2+l，3+l，4=ll+l 汁 1计14 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6 : Two patterns have the same P(Sqr) but it is more likely for (a) to be a 
square than (b) 
Due to writing variations, gap at the upper right corner gjk is usually smaller than the 
other three gap distances g ^ and g^. Therefore Tjk: will be much much smaller than 
TjjjT^ and Tmi. To find the optimum values of T，s，all the combinations of the values need 
to be tested. In order to simplify the test, it is assumed that Tj j—T^T^T since there is no 
evidence on which gap should be greater. To find the optimum values of T's that give the 
highest classification rate, the value of T is fixed to an arbitrary value (0.4). Then the value 
of Tjk is tested in the range of 0.01-0.1 with 0.02 increment to obtain the optimum Tjk(opt). 
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After that, Tjk is fixed to Tjk(opt) and T is tested in the range of 0.3-0.6 with increment 0.1 to r 
find the optimum T( t). Experimental results revealed that Tjk(op0 was selected to be 0.05 and 
T(�p0=Ti产 1^=1^=0.5» The small value in Tjk(opt) manifests the writing habit in upper-right 
hand comer where the strokes are usually written without breaking into two disconnected 
segments. On the other hand, the relatively large value in T(opt) manifests that the ideal square 
in Figure 3.4 is seldom occurred. Instead, the three segments in a square are connected very 
loose. 
3.4.3 Cross (Cv) 
The probability of a segment S； being part of a cross is defined as : 
P(Cr) = mint rx , r2 } ‘ 
2r. 
1+r. 
2 r 1 ... Eqn.[3.4] 
广 2 ， n - ^ ) 
l + r 
T(x) = 1 x>03 
lQx/3 else 
where the symbol definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.7, 
• : . : . . : / _ . • 
y / max{ 
i min{ 1^,1^ 
/ i i2 r ： = 
Iji / max{ 
/ \ 
Figure 3,7 : Symbol definitions in Cross 
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rj is the arms ratio between the two segments on the two sides of the intersection point 
of Sh rj is similarly defined. Zr^l+rj) is used to determine the position of the intersection 
point relative to the mid-point of segment S r If 2^/(1+^)=1, the intersection point is on the 
mid-point of segment Sj. When 2]：丨/(1+1:)=0, the intersection point is on either one of the end 
points of segment S；. 
It is found that the intersection point of a cross may not be lain on the mid-points of 
the corresponding two segments. Actually, the intersection point can lie anywhere on the 
segments though the point cannot be too close to either one of the end points. Figure 3.8 
depicts some cross segments where they should be treated as a cross although their 
intersection points are not lain exactly on the mid-points of the two segments. Therefore, a 
clipped function r(x) is used in Eqn.[3.4] such that when 2Tj(l+r^>0.3, Sj is declared to have 
an intersection point on it with probability one. The probability decreases linearly when the 
‘ � 
intersection point is shifted to either one end of the segment. However, the intersection point 
may be on the mid-point of a segment but on the extreme end of another segment. Figure 
3.8(b) depicts an example. The intersection point is roughly on the mid-point of segment Sj 
but close to the end point of segment S�.. Therefore, the cross probability of the two segments 
is defined as the minimum value of the corresponding probabilities evaluated by the function 
r(x). 
女T寸 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.8 : Examples of cross where the intersection points may not lie exactly on 
the mid-points of the segments 
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3.4.4 Upper right corner (URC) 
URC is the composite stroke defined as two simple strokes suspended at an angle just 
like the head of an arrow and pointed to the North-East direction. The probability of a 
segment Si being part of an URC is determined similarly by the gap formed with the other 
segment and the direction of the angle bisector. This can be illustrated clearly in Figure 3.9. 
Eventually, the probability of segment S-t to be part of a URC is defined as : 
P(URQ « u -
... Eqnu[3.5] 
= 1 _180°鳴<-90。 
0 else 
The function is used to ensure that the corner is directed towards the North-East 
direction and the shorter the gaps between the segments, the more likely to be a URC stroke 
type. Note that P(URCi)=P(URCj) since if segments S^  and Sj form an URC, their f.: 
probabilities of being part of an URC should be the same. 
1 ^ H …… x , 
— - . � / 
Figure 3.9 : Symbol definitions in URC 
3.4.5 Lower left corner (LLC) 
Similar to URC, LLC is the composite stroke with two segments suspended at an 
angle just like the head of an arrow but points to the South-West direction. However, there 
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is one more type of composite stroke that is treated as LLC in our scheme as depicted in the r 
circled regions in Figure 3.10. The angle of angle bisector with the x-axis is roughly equal 
to zero, Therefore, the angle of the angle bisector cannot be merely restricted to 0 and 90°. 
Despite of this, this type of LLC has one characteristic, i.e., the magnitude of the angle with 
the x-axis of the two segments are roughly the same. Consequently, P(LLCi) is modified to 
be : 
P(LLC) = {1 -
= 1 0°<e,<90o …Eqn.[3<] 
1 -lOS^cO�and | |<10o 
and 30°<e<50° / 
0 else 
where the symbol definitions are depicted in Figure 3.11, 
� 
The first condition for <I>LLC=1 is accounted for the LLC in Figure 3.11 while the 
second condition for O l l c=1 is accounted for the LLC in Figure 3.10. 
1 - 1 1 1 I ^ X 
Figure 3.10 : Circled regions are treated as Figure 3.11 : Symbol definitions in LLC 
LLC in our scheme 
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3.5 Corner Segment Extraction Procedure r 
In 4C code, a composite or simple stroke is extracted from each corner of the 
character frame. They are termed as corner segment for a specific corner. Hereafter, first 
corner, second corner, third corner and fourth corner are used to denote the upper-left, upper-
right, lower-left and lower-right corner respectively. Besides, the description for the corner 
segment extraction procedures is cater for the first corner. However, the corner segment 
finding procedures for the other three corners can be carried out in a similar manner. Reflect 
the segments about the y-axis for the second corner, about the x-axis for the third corner and 
about the origin for the fourth corner. The code of the corresponding stroke type is used to 
constitute the 4C code. 
The corner segment finding procedures should be made under two requirements •  . 
i) From practical point of view, the procedures should not be too complicated and avoid 
too many floating point calculations. Otherwise, the processing time may be too long. 
ii) The procedures should be invariant to writing style variations. 
Conceptually, a corner segment of a corner is the segment that is closest to that corner. 
Hence, the segment with the shortest end point distance from a particular corner would be the 
corner segment. This definition is sufficient to define a corner segment in printed Chinese 
characters. However, the great variance in writing style has made the corner segment of a 
character cannot be found consistently. The segment S2 in Figure 3.12(a) is the corner 
segment of the first comer since the end point on the left hand side is closest to the first 
corner. However, if the segment Sx is written longer as in Figure 3.12(b), the segment with 
the shortest distance to the first corner will be Sv The relatively irregular in segment position 
results in the insufficient of merely using distance to find the corner segment. 
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i l I 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.12 : (a) S2 is the corner segment of the first corner, (b) is the corner 
segment of the first corner. 
In conventional 4C code, many rules are defined to help the corner segment extraction. 
However, direct imitation of the rules in our system is infeasible due to : 
i) The number of rules are over 40. 
ii) The rules have assumed that the characters are written in the correct way. For, , 
instance, the hook-type I in Figure 3.2 cannot be written simply as a vertical segment. 
Writing style variations have not been taken into account. 
Although corner segment is the one that is close to the corner, several segments may 
be roughly close to the corner at the same time. Therefore, some rules are required to 
distinguish which segment should be the corner segment, or say in other words, which 
segment has the highest priority to be the corner^segment. - Again, these rules should be 
consistent. Every time a character is written, the same corner segment should be extracted. 
Moreover, if such consistent rules are exist, then they can be used as the definition of the 
corner segment. Unfortunately, experience told that it is a difficult task to make such 
definition since it involves the examination of tens of thousands of Chinese characters and 
all the possible writing variations among them, and then to make a definition that is sufficient 
to deal with all the cases consistently. Alternatively, it is desired to derive some simple rules 
to find the corner segment, although a consistent corner segment may not be resulted. A 
number is attached to each segment by the rules to indicate the probability of the segment to 
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be the corner segment. For instance, if the probabilities of Sj and Sj to be corner segment are r 
0.53 and 0.47 respectively, it is reasonable to claim that the rules are not fine enough to 
distinguish the two segments. Consequently, in the generation of 4C code, both segments 
should be tried to be the corner segment. Indeed, the one with higher probability is tried first 
and then if the correct character is not within the candidate set of the 4C code, then the next 
segment is tried to produce another 4C code. Actually, this is a feedback process. Feedback 
can be viewed as a compromise between using distance and consistent rules to find the corner 
segment. In case of using distance from corner, writing style variations have not been 
considered. On the other hand, consistent rules are infeasible to be found. By using 
feedback, rules can be defined simpler and in case of confusion, another 4C code can be 
generated by feedback. Experimental results in later section reveal that although our rules 
are not fine enough to cater for all possible writing variations, by using feedback, the 
classification rate can be enhanced to 92%. 
Before describing the algorithm in finding corner segment, the rules used to guide the 
extraction are stated first. 
(a) Embraced by 
Consider the character in Figure 3.13，the x-projection of S2 is completely overlapped 
with the x-projection of Sj and since the mid-point position of Sx is higher than S2, in our 
literature, Sx is said to be embraced by S2 in the x-projection. It is defined that when the 
embraced by relation exists, say Sj is embraced by Sj, then Sj will be more likely to be the 
corner segment than Sj. In this case, Sx has a higher priority than S2. Denote Si has higher 
priority than S2 by S ^ S ^ Similarly, embraced in the y-projection and diagonal-projection can 
be similarly defined. Diagonal-projection is the projection onto the rotated y-axis by 45° as 
depicted in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 : Example to illustrate the 'Embraced by'. St is embraced by S2 in the x-
projection while S3 is embraced by S4 in the diagonal projection 
For two segments S! and Sj, if Si is embraced by Si (no matter it is in the x/y/diagonal-
projection), hence S ^ S j , and if Sj is embraced by Sk, (Sj->Sk), then S-t has higher priority than 
Sk (Si->Sk). In Figure 3.13, is embraced by S2 and S2 is embraced by S3 and S4, then Sj has 
higher priority than S3 and S4 to be the corner segment. In Figure 3.13, Si—S�—S3~>S4. Corner , -
segraent is then defined as the segment that has the highest priority. Obviously, the corner 
segment in the first corner is S^ 
J range of $ such that j 丨， 
j is not violated 
….―… 丨弋 I 
I � 
Sj 
Figure 3.14 : Range of St such that S( is embraced by Sj is not violated 
Embraced by is insensitive to the location of segments to a certain extent. Consider 
the segments in Figure 3.14，can be located anywhere in the marked range such that S! is 
embraced by Sj is not violated. On the other hand, if simply use end point distance to 
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determine priority, S； will have higher priority if it is located at the left extreme of the range r 
and have lower priority if it is located at the other extreme. 
fb�Head on connection 
)t\ 
Figure 3.15 : Example to illustrate the 'Head on connection， 
Consider the character in Figure 3.15, embraced by cannot be used to find priority due 
to its inconsistent with writing variations. If Sj is written a little bit longer to the top, then 
Sj will be embraced by Sj in the y-projection. On the other hand, if S； is written a little bit 
longer to the left, then Ss will be embraced by Sj in the x-projection. Due to this inconsistent, 
this pattern should be treated specially. The pattern in Figure 3.15 is identified as : 
S. : Horizontal 
1 max{ P(H)^PS)JP(V)^(NS)^(P) } = P(H) 
S. : Vertical or Positive slant „ �口飞 
J max{ PiH^PS^V^NS^D) } ， P ( P S ) or P(V)…帆• J 
h < T 
mini l.，I.} 
where T is a threshold. 
K all the above conditions are hold, then Sy is defined to have higher priority than Sj 
to be the comer segment, Sj-^Sj. 
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• ‘ 
(b) Intersect r 
In case of two segments intersect with each other, two types of intersect are identified 
as depicted in Figure 3.16. In Figure 3.16(a), both segments are not horizontal lines, i.e. 
P(H)'s are not the highest in simple stroke probabilities. The segment S； has higher priority 
than Sj since one of its end points is nearest to the first comer and therefore Sj->Sj. In Figure 
3.15(b), either one of the lines is a horizontal line. The one has the highest P(H) has higher 
priority to be a comer segment. It is found that higher priority should be assigned to the 
horizontal line. Consider the character in Figure 3.16. If higher priority is assigned to the 
vertical line S2 over Sx in case of intersection, then &—S” Sx is embraced by S3 in the x-
projection, then S!—S3. Therefore, S2—S!—S3. However, S3 is embraced by S2 in the y-
projection, it should be S3—S2. This violates the previous order that S2—S3. Instead, if higher 
priority is assigned to the horizontal line, then S!—S2. Again, S3->S2 in the y-projection and 
S1-^S3, then S!—S3—S2 and the order is not violated. 
S2 
X + + 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.16 : Two types of intersection Figure 3.17 : Example to show that 
horizontal line should have higher priority 
over the other one in the intersection type in 
Figure 3.16(b) 
fc�Degree of overlap 
When two segments S{ and Sj are neither embraced by, head on connection, nor 
intersect, then degree of overlap Ojj is used to described which segment has a higher priority 
to be a corner segment. The degree of overlap on x-axis is defined as : 
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0 . n = f �狱 y …Eqn.|;3.8]' 
kx) , 1KX) } 
w h e r e � � and lj(x) are the length of projection onto the x-axis of Sj and Sj respectively. The 
subscript x denotes the x-projection. Symbol definitions can be found in Figure 3.18. 
When the overlap region oij(x) is equal to minimum of li(x) and lj(x), then Sj and S-} is 
completely overlap in the x-projection. Therefore, Oij(x)=l is equal to embraced by in the x-
projection. When 0ij(3l)=0 means St and S} do not overlap in the x-projection. Similarly, the 
degree of overlap on y-axis and diagonal axis are defined in the same manner. The overall 
degree of overlap is defined as : 
% = 薩 { 丨 ‘ | 爲 | ， 丨 0 _ | } …Eqn.[3.9] 
where the subscript d denotes the diagonal projection. ； 
Again, when 0^=1 means Sj is embraced by Sj or vice versa depending on the mid- ( 
point position of S{ and SJf 0^=0 means S�and Sj do not overlap in x, y and diagonal 
projection and there is no evidence on which segment has higher priority to be the corner 
segment. 
i ！ w 
r w ; 丨 w2 
1 ； I W, — - - w4 
J ^ ^ h T i I 2 7 丨； 
I I I . . I I -.T. 
i J °m i f I w3 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.18 : Schematic diagram to Figure 3.19 : (a) Total weight of the each 
illustrate the 'degree of overlap', S,- is said segment, Their mean is zero, (b) Total 
to be Oij over Sj in case of first corner. weight with shifted mean. Weights are 
raised by -W3 
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3.5.1 Corner segment probability 
For a corner of the character frame, find six segments that have the shortest distance 
from the corner. Then sort them with the shortest end point distance ranks first. Denote the 
segments by Sl9 S^ S3, S4, S5 and S6 (S! has the shortest distance while S6 has the longest 
distance). 
i) Compare every pairs of segments Sj and Sj to check whether Sj-^Sj or Sj-^Sj exist by 
checking the existence of embraced by/head on connection/intersect the other. If Sj-^Sj 
or Sj->Si, then Sj has gained a score of one from Sj and Sj has a score of -1 from S� 
and vice versa. 
ii) Jf neither S5->Sj nor Sj-^Sj exist, then calculate the degree of overlap 0^. The segment 
with higher priority will gain a score of plus 0^ and the other will lose a score of 
minus 0 ^ 
iii) Sum all the score of each segments. Denote the total score of each segment Sj by W,..广 
iv) It is intuitively to normalize each Wj by 2W； and use the result as the probability of 
segment Sj to be the corner segment. However, it is easy to verify that ZW^O. 
Therefore, it is advisable to shift the mean to the minus minimum value of W. Figure 
3.18 illustrates an example to shift the mean by the W3. A minus sign is used since 
min{W} must be a negative number. Finally, the weights are normalized and the 
results are used as the probability to be a corner segment. Denote comer probability 
by Pc. The segments with the highest Pc is selected as the corner segment. Table 3.2 
demonstrates an example for the character in Figure 3.20. It is assumed that S2 has 
degree of overlap 0.8 over S3 and S5 has 0.01 over S4. From the result, S2 is selected 
as the most probable segment to be the corner segment of the first corner. The other 
three corners are processed in the same way. 
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: / I ‘ 
i ^n x 
'\丄1 
Figure 3.20 : Example to show the corner segment finding procedures 
Scares gain from segments Weight 
Segment Weight W-, raised Pc 
by 4 
Sj S2 S3 S4 S5 s^  
St 0 -1 -1 1 1 I 1 5 0.208 
52 1 0 0.8 1 1 1 4.8 8.8 0.367 
53 1 -0.8 0 I 1 1 3.2 7.2 0.300 
54 -1 -1 -1 0 -0.01 0 -3.01 0.99 0.041 — —
 s !： 
55 -1 -1 -1 0.01 0 1 -1.99 2.01 0.084 
56 -1 4 -1 0 -1 0 -4 0 0.000 
Table 3.2 : Example on the corner segment of first corner for the character in Figure 4.17. 
After the corner segment finding, each corner will have a probability manifest which 
segment is the most probable one to be a corner segment. In this case, S2 is the most 
probable corner segment since its Pc is the highest Table 3.3 depicts another example of the 
four corner segment vectors of the character in Figure 3.21. 
The corner segments are then picked up from each corner according to the corner 
segment probabilities which will be detailed in the next sub-section. 
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Figure 3.21 : Example to illustrate the corner segment probability vectors 
Corner Segment number 
(corner segment probability) 
First 9 1 4 6 2 0 
(0.33) (0.27) (0.17) (0.17) (0.07) (0.00) 
Second 9 1 6 7 2 3 
(0.33) (0.27) (0,20) (0.13) (0.07) (0.00) , , 
Third 0 5 12 11 10 2 
(0.33) (0.27) (0.20) (0.13) (0.07) (0.00) 
Fourth 3 12 11 10 5 2 
(0.33) (0.27) (0.20) (0.10) (0.10) (0.00) 
Table 3.3 : Corner segment probabilities at each corner of the character in Figure 3.21. 
3.5.2 Corner segment extraction 
Pick up the most probable segment from each corner, determine its stroke type and 
then use the corresponding stroke type code to construct the 4C code seems a simple and 
straight forward approach. However, a segment cannot be a corner segment for two corners 
although it has the highest corner segment probability for both corners. The proper procedure 
to construct the 4C code therefore is : 
i) For the first corner, the segment with highest probability Pc is selected as the corner 
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segment of the first corner. r 
ii) The stroke type of the segment is then determined, the stroke types probability vector 
of segment Sj can be listed as follow : 
(巧)，尸(尸勾，尸(Vf)，尸(膽；^巩)，尸(匆。)，尸(C0，尸(raq)，尸(ZZQ}Eqn.[3.1()] 
The segment is first classified as simple stroke or composite stroke by : 
: composite stroke if P(Sqr^)>Ts or 
P(Cr)>TCr or 
P(URC)>Turc or …Eqn.[3.11] 
PiLLC)^ 
:simple stroke else 
where Tsqr，TCr, T u r c and TLLC are thresholds need to be determined. 
iii) If the segment is a simple stroke, then determine whether it is a horizontal, positiv� 
slant, vertical, negative slant or dot by finding the maximum value among P(Hi), 
P(PSi), P(Vi)，P(NSi) and P(Di). Then the corner is said to have the corner stroke type 
of the type with maximum probability. 
iv) If the segment is a composite stroke, then determine whether it is a square, URC, LLC 
or cross : 
S. ; Square if P(Sqr)>Ts r， else 
URC ifPmC)>TURC, else …Eqn.[3.12] 
LLC if PiLLC^T^ , else 
Cross if P(Cr)>TCr 
Again, the corner is said to have the corner stroke type of Sqr/URC/LLC/Cr. 
v) To form a deletion list. If the segment is a simple stroke, then it is recorded in the 
deletion list. If the segment is a composite stroke, then it，s partner(s) is recorded in 
the list as well as the segment itself. The segment in the deletion list cannot be 
selected as the corner segment in the following corners, 
vi) Proceed to the next corner. Select the segment with the highest corner segment 
probability, if the segment is already exist in the deletion list, then proceed to the 
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segment with the second highest probability. This process is continued until the ^ 
segment is not in the deletion list, 
vii) Repeat steps (i) to (vi) for the second, third and fourth corners. 
Table 3.4 illustrates the corner segment extraction of the character in Figure 3.21 
where the arrows indicate the extraction path. In the example, the corner segment of the 
second corner is not segment no.9 since it is already used in the first corner. Besides, corner 
stroke types of the first, second, third and fourth corners are dot (code 4)，horizontal (code 
0)，vertical (code 2) and URC (code 7) respectively. Denote in our 4C code system as 
(4027). 
Segment number Corner stroke 
C o m e r (probability) type (prob.) 
9 . I 1 4 6 2 0 Dot 
First ( 0 . 3 3 ) 、 ， ( 0 . 2 7 ) ( 0 . 1 7 ) ( 0 . 1 7 ) ( 0 . 0 7 ) ( 0 . 0 0 ) ( 0 . 8 1 ) ‘ 
... \ - I I • .1 .• _-_ • - • ‘ 1 • 
* 
Q , 9 6 7 2 3 Horizontal , 
second (0 33) (0 27) (0 20) (013) (0 07) (0 00) (0.84) ^ 
i-j : ； •"•""'^ •^ “1'1, u ' � � .1 1 .1. ：-:.^.. 1 -11'"' 
^ . , 0 > ' 5 12 11 10 2 Vertical 
l h i r a (0 .33) (0.27) ( 0 . 2 0 ) ( 0 . 1 3 ) (0.07) (0,00) (0.92) 
Frmrth 3^ 12 11 10 5 2 URC 
r O U r U 1 (0.33) (0.27) (0.20) (0.10) (0.10) (0.00) (1.00) 
Table 3.4 : Corner segment extraction of the character in Figure 3.21. Arrows 
indicate the extraction path. 
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3.6 4C Codes Generation f 
Due to different writing styles, the length and direction of simple strokes are subjected 
to variations and different 4C codes may be generated. For example, in Figure 3,21，if 
segment no.9 is written longer or segment no.O is written with more gentle slope, then the 
comer stroke types will become {NS,H,NS,URC} with the 4C code as (3037). This is 




Figure 3.22 : Writing variation in the character of Figure 3.21 makes the first and 
third corner segments to have another codes 
Stroke type probability vector 
Segment H PS V NS D Sqr Cr URC LLC 
No. 
5 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 0.91 0.08 0.00 0.00 0,01 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.68 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 0.00 0.24 0.72 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
Table 3.5 : Segment stroke type probability of the character in Figure 3.22. 
It is found that the shorter a segment, the more likely that its slope and hence its 
stroke type is subjected to variations. In order to cater for the variations, more than one 4C 
codes are generated : 
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For a particular corner, if the corner stroke type is a simple stroke, then r 
i) If P(D)乏0.2，then chose the stroke type with the highest probability in P(H), P(PS), 
P(V) and P(NS). Denote the code of the stroke type by C. Then the comer will have 
the code 4 (Dot), C, (C-l) mod 4 and (C+l) mod 4. Several codes are used since if 
the segment is a dot, its slope will be subjected to large variation. In Figure 3.22, the 
first corner has the code 4 (Dot), 3 (NS), 0 (H) and 2 (V). 
ii) If P(D)<0.2, then choose the selected two codes that have the highest probabilities. 
In Figure 3.22, the third corner has the code 3 (NS with prob. 0.68) and 2 (Vertical 
with prob. 0.25). 
Table 3.6 shows the possible codes in each corner ranked by the stroke type 
probabilities. 
Comer 
First Second Third Fourth 
3 0 3 7 
(0.44) (0.91) (0.68) (1.00) 
0 1 2 
Code (0.31) (0.08) (0.25) 
(probability) 4 
(0.25) 
一 . 2 
(0.00) 
Table 3.6 ; Possible codes in each corner for the character in Figure 3.22. 
Assume that there is i, j, k and m possible codes in the first, second, third and fourth 
comers respectively, then totally i.j.k.m 4C codes can be generated. However, it is reasonable 
to rank the 4C codes according to their likelihood to be the correct 4C code. For each corner, 
each code is assigned a probability by its corresponding stroke type probability- the 
likelihood measure of a particular 4C code is defined as the summation of the code 
probability of each corner. Table 3.7 shows the likelihood measure of the 4C codes of the 
character in Figure 3.22. 
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4C code (likelihood measure) / 
3037 0037 4037 3027 2037 0027 4027 3137 
(3.03) (2.90) (2.84) (2.60) (2.59) (2.47) (2.41) (2.20) 
2027 0137 4137 3127 2137 0127 4127 2127 
(2.16) (2.07) (2.01) (1.77) (1.76) (1.64) (1.58) (1.33) 
Table 3.7 : Generated 4C codes with likelihood measures of the character in Figure 3.22. 
A candidate character set is formed by the 4C codes. Figure 3.23 shows the candidate 
characters of the 4C codes in Table 3.7. 
o J l L Z 
r—i • I 
Figure 3.23 : Candidate set of the 4C codes in Table 3.7 
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3.7 Parameters Determination r 
In Eqn.[3.11] and Eqn.[3.12], four thresholds, TSqr，TCr, T ^ c and T ^ are used to 
determined whether a segment is classified as a simple stroke or a composite stroke. To find 
the optimum thresholds respect to classification rate, the four parameters need to be fine tuned 
simultaneously. However, it is cumbersome to find the optimum solution by trying all the 
combinations of the values of the thresholds. To simplify the process, only one threshold is 
changed at one time where the other three thresholds are fixed : 
i) Set TCr, T u r c and T l l c to arbitrary values. TSqr is then changed from 0.74 to 0.82 with 
increment 0.02, the optimum value of TSqr, TSqr(opt), is chosen to be the value with the 
highest classification rate. 
ii) Set T u r c and TLLC to the same arbitrary values as in (i) but set TSqr to TSqi<opt). TCr is 
then changed from 0.5 to 0.7 with increment 0.05. Same as (i) TCr(opt) is the value of 
Tc,. that gives the highest classification rate. 
iii) Set T l l c to the arbitrary value in (i) and TSqr=TSqr<opt), 丁 & = 1 ^ ( 。 内 . T o find 丁 皿 弥 内 ， T ^ 
is changed from 0.75 to 0,95 with increment 0.05. 
iv) Finally, set TSqr=TSqr(opt), Tc产TCr(opt) and T ^ ^ T ^ ^ y T ^ ^ is found by changing 
T l l c from 0.84 to 0.98 with increment 0.02. 
The initial values of TCr, T u r c and TLLC are 0.6，0.85 and 0.85 respectively. Table 3.8 
shows the sensitivity test results. From the results, Ts识。pt)，TCr(opt), T ^ ^ and 丁皿 (。内 are 
found to be 0.78, 0.6，0.95 and 0.92 respectively. 
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TCr=0.6 TSqr 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.82 
Turc=0*85 
Tl lc=0 .85 Classification Rate 86.0% 86.4% 86.6% 86.4% 85.2% 
TSqr(opt)=0.6 T C r 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 5 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 5 0 . 7 0 
Turc=0.85 
T l lc=0.85 Classification Rate 86.4% 86.4% 86.6% 86.6% 86.4% 
TSqr(opt)=0.78 TCr 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.97 
TCrfOnt�=0.60 ‘ 
T ^0.85 Classification Rate 83.4% 86.4% 86.6% 86.6% 86.8% 86.6% 
1 ^ ) = 0 . 7 8 T& 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98 
T c k o p , ) ^ - 6 0 - “ “ “ 
T i r v � = 0 95 Classification Rate 86.6% 87.0% 87.2% 87.2% 87.4% 87.2% 87.2% 87.0% 
LLC(opc) . 
Table 3,8 : Results of sensitivity test TSqriopty TCr{opty TURC(opt) and T_pt) are found to b 气 
0.78, 0.6, 0.95 and 0.92 respectively 
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3.8 Sensitivity Test r 
A brief sensitivity test has been conducted to evaluate the consistency of the 4C 
Coding. Nine persons have been asked to write two characters once. 18 samples have been 
obtained and depicted in Figure 3.24. From the experiment, there is only one out of the 18 
samples is mis-classified by the 4C Code and is marked with ’*，in Figure 3.24. 
申 伍 申 _ 
^ ^ ^申庙IS 
申4五瓶申 <五申： 
* 
Figure 3.24 ： 18 samples written by 9 people. Character marked with "*� does not 
have the correct 4C code 
The marked character has the incorrect stroke type at the upper left frame corner. The 
positive slant stroke is deviated a lot such that it forms an URC with the vertical stroke 
beneath i t The error introduced at the first corner will be accumulated to the following 
corners. The mis-interpretation of a stroke type is one of the major source of errors in 4C 
code. The other type of error is the mis-extraction of corner segment. Both type of errors 
can be compensated by the feedback mechanism and the feedback for mis-extraction of corner 
segment will be discussed in Section 3.10. Due to limited time, the feedback for mis-
interpretation of stroke type will only be mentioned in Section 3.13. 
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3.9 Classification Rate r 
500 characters have been used to test the classification rate. The number of segments 
distribution is shown in Figure 3.25. Table 3.9 shows the classification rate. The first code 
occurrence means that the correct 4C code is found in the generated 4C code with the highest 
likelihood measure. The second, third and fourth occurrence are similarly defined. The 
overall classification rate is defined as the correct 4C code is found in the set of generated 
4C codes. 
No, of Segments Distribution 
Total 500 Characters 
50 —-rif-————-•^— : 
Jil l Illlh ^  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15. 16 17 18 1.9 20 2.1 22 23 24 
No. of segments 
Figure 3.25 : No, of segments distribution in the 500 characters 
Classification Rate 
First Code Occurrence 63.8% 
Second Code Occurrence 13.8% 
Third Code Occurrence 3.8% 
Fourth Code Occurrence 1.6% 
Overall Rate 87.4% 
Processing Time 0.1648s 
Table 3.9 : Classification rate and processing time of 4C code. 
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It is found that the error is due to the mis-identification of the corner segments. At r 
this point, improvement can be done in two ways : 
i) To add new rules to the corner segment finding algorithm. 
ii) Try the segment with the next highest corner segment probability. 
The first method is not adopted since this method is actually adding new rules 
endlessly. When a character is written with different writing style such that the rules defined 
previous are not sufficient to cope with, then a new rule is added to cater for this situation. 
Eventually, more and more rules are added which will make the program size larger and 
larger and the processing time will be intolerable. 
The second method seems promising. It is found that although mis-identification of 
corner segment will make the correct segment not having the highest corner segment 
probability Pc, it is likely that the correct corner segment will have the second highest Pc: 
Moreover, it is found that the difference between the current corner segment probability and 
the segment with the next highest probability is usually the smallest among the four corners. 
This can be explained by the defined rules have met confusion and consequently, the 
probabilities between the highest and the second highest corner segment become roughly the 
same. Therefore, it is reasonable to generated another set of 4C codes by re-finding the 
corner segments when mis-classification occur. Whether a character is mis-classified or not 
is dependent on the application. In off-line application, mis-classification can be judged by 
means of final recognition, e.g. relaxation, and in case of on-line application, it can be judged 
by the user himself. Nevertheless, this is a feedback process that when a character is not 
recognized，another set of 4C codes are generated. This feedback process leads to 
improvement in classification rate and will be detailed in the next section. 
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3.10 Feedback by Corner Segments r 
As already been mentioned in Section 3.9, for each corner, the difference between the 
probability of the corner segment and the probability of the next segment is evaluated. For 
the corner with the smallest difference, the segment that follows the current corner segment 
is selected as the corner segment instead. Finally, the generation of a new set of 4C codes 
is the same as in Section 3.6. Again, if mis-classification is found no matter by means of 
final recognition or by user, the corner with next smallest probability differences is tried. 
Indeed, the previous modified corner segment is restored to its original status. Since there 
is totally four corners, feedback can be maximally carried out four times. The feedback can 
be easily understood by the following example. Figure 3.26 depicts a character. It is known 
that the correct corner segment numbers should be 0, 2, 1 and 6. However, mis-identification 
of corner segment of the third corner has made the corner segments to be 0，2, 6 and 5 as 
show in Table 3.10. 
‘ 丨 'S 1 
Figure 3.26 : Example to show mis-identification of the third corner segment 
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r 
^ Segment number Comer stroke Comer , , , � (probability) type 
. 0 [O-iO] 1 2 4 3 6 
hirst ( 0 . 3 3 ) ( 0 . 2 3 ) ( 0 . 2 3 ) ( 0 . 1 3 ) ( 0 . 0 7 ) ( 0 . 0 0 ) PS 
I f 
o J 2 [0.09] 4 5 3 0 6 
^ e c o n a ( 0 � 8 ) ( 0 2 9 ) ( a i 7 ) ( 0 . 1 2 ) ( 0 0 4 ) (O.OO) Horizontal 
I I ？ 
6 [¢-0611 0 5 4 3 . 
T^ 1 1 ^ (0.33) (0.27) (0.18) (0.15) (0.07) (0.00) H o n z o n t a l �� 
Fourth 6 5 _ 4 3 1 2 urc 
(0.37) (0.29) (0,21) (0.12) (0.01) (0.00) 
Table 3.10 : Mis-identification is found in the third comer. Numbers in brackets are 
the differences between the corner segment probabilities of the 
corresponding segments. 
It is found that the probability differences (quoted in brackets) is smallest in the third 
corner (0.06), Therefore, segment no.l is chosen to be the corner segment of the third corner 
instead of segment no.6. Eventually, the corner segment extraction is found to be segment ^ 
nos. 0，2，1 and 6 as showed in Table 3*11. By using feedback, correct 4C codes are 
generated. 
Co 过 Segment number Comer stroke 
(probability) type — 一 
0 fo.io] 1 2 4 3 6 
h irs t (0.33) (0.23) (0.23) (0.13) (0.07) (0.00) PS ？ “ ： 
t 2 10.09}4 5 3 0 6 
o c c , o n a ( 0 � 8 ) ( 0 2 9 ) ( 0 . 1 7 ) ( 0 1 2 ) (0.04) (0.00) Horizontal � • � 
, 6 0 5 4 3 v . . 
imra (033) (0:27) (018) (015) (0 07) (0 00) vertlcaA 
z -
Fourth 6 > 5 � _ 4 3 1 2 Horizontal r u u l L 1 (0.37) (0.29) (0.21) (0.12) (0.01) (0.00) 
Table 3.11 : Corner segment extraction by using feedback once. Numbers inside 
brackets are the differences between the corner segment probabilities of 
the corresponding segments. 
To illustrate the second time feedback, assume that mis-classification is again 
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occurred. Then the corner segment in the fourth corner is modified since the corner r 
probability difference is the second smallest (0.08). Besides, the previous modified corner 
segment is restored (choose segment no.6). Eventually, corner segment extraction is found 
to be 0，2, 6 and 4 as shown in Table 3.12. 
e Segment number Corner stroke 
(probability) type 
0 [o.io] 1 2 4 3 6 
hiTSt (0.33) (0.23) (0.23) (0.13) (0.07) (0.00) p s 
I 
1 ' ^ 
« 1 2 [0.09J 4 5 3 0 6 
^ e c o n a ( 0 � 8 ) ( 0 2 9 ) ( 0 1 2 ) ( 0 0 4 ) ( 0 0 0 ) Horizontal 
I I 
5 10.06] 1 o 5 4 3 
(0.¾) fr) I (0,B) (0,5) (0.07) ( 0 . 0 0 ) " 
Fourth 6 5 A3 1 2 URC 1 (0.37) (0.29) (0.21) (0.12) (0.01) (0.00) \ 
Table 3.12 : Corner segment extraction by using feedback twice. Numbers inside 
brackets are the differences between the corner segment probabilities of 
the corresponding segments. 
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3.11 Classification Rate with Feedback by Corner Segment r 
The 500 characters in Section 3.9 are used again. Table 3.13 shows the results. It is 
found that although it is assumed that mis-identification of corner segment is usually occurred 
when the difference between the corner segment probabilities is the smallest, there is still 
some mis-identifications occur when the difference is not the smallest. This can be attributed 
by the fact that if a segment should not be identified as a corner segment but is written such 
that it deviates a lot from its normal relative position, then this segment may be treated as the 
corner segment with high confidence instead. This accounts for case when the correct 
classification is not found at the first time of using feedback. Nevertheless, the classification 
rate can be raised to 92.0% by using feedback. Moreover, the processing time is only 
increased by 0.33% by using feedback. This is because the feedback process only involves 
the generation of a new set of 4C codes but not the time-consuming processes in thinning, 
stroke extraction and stroke identification. 





“ Three 91.6% 
Four 92.0% 
Processing time without 0.1648s 
feedback 
Processing time with 0.1654s 
feedback 
Percentage increase in 
processing time when 0.33% 
using feedback 
Table 3.13 : Classification rates and processing times with feedback. 
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3.12 Reasons for Mis-classification r 
The classification rate can be reached to 92% only. The reasons for mis-classification 
are mainly due to : 
i) Mis-interpretation of stroke type 
In Chinese character, some strokes can be interpreted as another stroke type locally. 
In Figure 3.27, is the corner segment of the lower-left corner. S2 is then the corner 
segment of the lower-right corner. However, S2 can be interpreted as part of a square locally 
with S3, S4 and S5. Eventually, the generated 4C codes will be incorrect. 





Figure 3.27 : Segment S2 will be interpreted as part of a square with S3, S4 and S5 
ii) Writing variations 
In the generation of 4C codes, a segment is classified as a simple stroke or a 
composite stroke by a set of thresholds. Due to writing variations, a simple stroke may be 
written as part of a composite stroke and vice versa. Figure 3.28 depicts an example. In 
Figure 3.28(a), the stroke type at the lower-left corner is a vertical stroke. However, if the 
horizontal stroke beside the vertical stroke is written longer such that they touch with each 
other, then a LLC is formed at the lower-left corner as in Figure 3.28(b). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.28 : Touching of the two strokes at the lower-left corner in (a) will lead to 
the formation of a LLC at the corner in (b) 
Another example can be found in Figure 3.29. Due to writing variations, the gaps in 
the square in Figure 3.29(b) are written large such that P(Sqr) is smaller than the pre-defined 
threshold. Eventually, a square stroke type will not be detected at the upper-left corner. 
- e 
•土 o + 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.29 : (a) square is detected at the upper-left corner, (b) square is written so 
loose that it is not treated as a square 
iii) Missing stroke on periphery 
Due to writing variations, some strokes may be missing. Figure 3.30 depicts an 
example. The corner segment in the fourth corner is Sv However, due to writing variations, 
Sx is not written as in Figure 3.30(b). 
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r 
\ \ ‘ 土 a 土 n 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.30 : (a) Original character. Sj is the corner segment of the fourth corner, (b) 
Sj is missing 
Since the generation of 4C code is dependent upon the extraction of corner segments 
from the periphery of a character, any missing stroke on the periphery will indeed give a 
incorrect result. * 
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3.13 Suggested Solution to the Mis-interpretation of Stroke Type r 
In Section 3.12, the errors in 4C code are mainly due to the mis-interpretation of 
stroke type. Figure 3.31 depicts an example whose corner segments are segments 5，3，4 and 
7 for the four corners respectively. Table 3.14 shows the stroke type probability of the corner 
segments. 
4 u 7 
Figure 3.31 : Segment no.7 is interpreted as a horizontal segment instead of a square 
Stroke type probability vector 
Segment H PS V NS D Sqr Cr URC LLC 
No. 
5 0.00 0.28 0.55. 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
3 0.39 0.00 0,00 0.56 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 0.00 0.06 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
7 0.80 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.76 0.02 0.00 0.76 
Table 3.14 : Segment stroke type probability of the character in Figure 3.31. 
Since the square probability of segment 7 is 0.76 and the square threshold is set to be 
0.78 in Section 3.7，therefore, segment 7 is interpreted as a simple stroke with P(H) dominant. 
However, it is observed that the square probability of segment 7 is close to the pre-defined 
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threshold and hence, it can be a square also. Therefore, a feedback model can be established ^ 
based on the differences between the stroke type probabilities and the pre-defined thresholds. 
Indeed, a decision process should be made to decide which feedback process is carried out 
first. Due to limited time, this feedback process and the decision process have not been 
implemented. Moreover, the error due to missing stroke at the periphery is a complicated 
problem since the error is not recoverable and the solution to this problem has not been 
investigated yet. 
f: 
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3.14 Reduce Size of Candidate Set by No. of Input Segments ? 
In our scheme, a set of 4C codes is generated and from the 4C codes, a candidate set 
of characters is formed. Usually, the number of generated 4C codes is usually greater than 
one and consequently, the candidate set may be very large. For instance, experimental results 
revealed that there is a case which has 27 candidate characters for an input character. The 
situation is even worse when feedback is employed. Since more 4C codes are generated 
which means that the size of candidate set is increased also. Experimental results revealed 
that 46 candidate characters may be resulted when feedback is used four times. However, 
from the total segments of the candidate set, it is possible to reduce the size of the candidate 
set by comparing the number of the total segments between the input character and the 
candidate characters. A constraint is imposed on the candidate set such that a candidate 
character is retained only if : 
TS广 1 < TSC < 7 ^ 1 …Eqn.[3.13] 
where TSX and TSC are the total number of segments in input character and candidate 
character respectively. 
Figure 3.32 depicts the size of candidate set distribution and Table 3.14 depicts the 
expected mean and standard deviation of the candidate set size for i) without feedback and 
no. of segment constraint, ii) with feedback but without no. of segment constraint, and iii) 
with feedback and no. of segment constraint It is found that the expected size and variance 
of the candidate set is reduced to even smaller than when feedback is not used. This 
manifests that the number of input segments among the candidate set of 4C code are differed 
a lot which is one of the merits of using 4C code. 
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Expected Mean Standard deviation .f 
Without feedback and no 3.474 3.584 
no. of segment constraint 
With feedback but no no. of 3.772 4.422 
segment constraint 
Both feedback and segment 1.647 1.196 
constraint are used 
Table 3.14 : Expected mean and standard deviation of size of candidate set. 
Size of Candidate Set Distribution 
300 
250 —•-…‘……丨一……一…一一— - — ——. 
M -
3 -
^ 200 - - - ——………………..…―……— -……--——- , 
H - � 
U - r T 
名 150 -T< — - … … — - ，， I ；^ - < 
它 1 0 0 … < - « — 
“ K —TT 
o - < < 乞 ：< < 
50 - . K V — . — --三 < < In r0 ria 
o 二_生 Ji m fTLm r^ I I 
1 6 U 16 21 
Size of candidate set 
Without feedback and With feedback but H I With feedback and 
segment classification i x x j no segment classification H I segment classification 
Figure 3.32 : Size of candidate set with/without feedback and with/without no. of 
segment constraint 
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3.15 Extension to Higher Order Code r 
Theoretically, the total number of 4C codes that can be generated is (TS+1)4 where 
TS is total number of stroke types defined and the number one is cater for no segment is 
found in a corner. Hence, the size of the candidate set for a particular 4C code is 
proportional to 1/(TS+1)4. Therefore, it is intuitive to reduce the size of the candidate set by 
extending the 4C code to higher order code, say, 8C code. The generation of 8C code is the 
same as 4C code except that after the first four corner segments have been extracted, the other 
four segments are extracted from the first to fourth corners again. Although this method, to 
reduce the candidate set by extending to higher order code, has not been implemented due to 
limited time, it is believed that this method is not feasible. 
In Section 3.6，the code of each corner is not simply using the code of stroke type of 
the corner segment Instead, each corner is usually possessed more than one code and a set 
f-
of 4C codes is generated. When extend to higher order code, the number of 4C codes 
generated is also increased. If a corner segment is a simple stroke with P(D)>0.2, then four 
possible codes are assigned to the corner. It is found that the segments on the peripheral of 
a character are usually longer in length and whose direction is usually more stable than the 
segments in the inner part. That means after the peripheral segments have been extracted in 
the first four codes, the shorter and unstable segments are extracted next for the other codes. 
If those segments are simple strokes, usually, four possible codes are assigned to it due to its 
short length. Eventually, the total number of generated codes are even larger. Although, the 
number of candidate set of each 8C code is smaller, more codes are generated. Therefore, 
it is not a good method to reduce the candidate set by using higher order code. 
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3.16 Concluding Remarks r 
A classification method using 4C code is implemented. The most difficult task in 4C 
code is in defining the corner segment. An exact definition of corner segment is not 
attempted since large writing style variations have made the definition difficult to be defined. 
Instead, simple rules are defined to guide which segment will have higher priority to be the 
corner segment. This priority is reflected in the corner segment probability which is assigned 
to each segment at a particular corner. A procedure is established to pick up the comer 
segments from each corner. Moreover, in order to cater for the writing variations on simple 
strokes, multiple 4C codes aie generated. Calssification rate for 500 characters is 87.4% with 
average candidate set size of 3.474 characters. It is found that errors are due to the mis-
identification of the corner segments. A feedback model is proposed to try the segment with 
the next highest corner segment probabaility. Classification rate can be pushed up to 92%. 
The remaining errors are due to mis-interpretation of the stroke type of corner segments and 
missing stroke on periphery of a character. A feedback model based on re-determining the 
stroke types is suggested. Nevertheless, due to limited time, theis model hsa not been 
implemented. 
A major drawback of using feedback is the increment of the candidate set size. 
However, the candidate set size can be reduced by imposing a constraint on the total segments 
between the candidate characters and the input character, the average and standard deviation 
of the candidate set size can be cut down from 3.772 to 1.647 characters and 4.422 to 1.196 
characters respectively. 
The candidate set from the 4C code classification stage is then fed into the final 
recognition stage by using relaxation in Chapter V. However, it is unreasonable to merely 
use the 4C code as a classification scheme in an off-line system. The fast classification speed 
and the small size of the candidate set manifest that it is a powerful method in an on-line 
system. In on-line system, the algorithms are usually depended on the order of stroke writing. 
This has restricted the accuracy when one does not know the correct writing sequence of a 
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character. On the other hand, our 4C code system is developed from the off-line point of r 
view where the sequence of stroke writing is not concerned completely. This can solve the 
major obstacle in on-line system. Moreover, in on-line system, thinning is usually not 
required and the stroke extraction can be made simpler due to the inherent time information. 
Eventually, processing time can be enhanced even further. 
f.: 
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Chapter IV Relaxation 
4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 Introduction to Relaxation 
In many image processing problems such as thinning and segmentation, problems can 
be regarded as a kind of labelling process. Objects in a scene are assigned labels from a 
given set. For instance, in the thinning problem, pixels are assigned either to be the skeleton 
or the background. Identification of each object is usually based on a set of measurements 
which is seldom sufficient to allow unambiguous interpretation of the objects. Nevertheless,, 
the constraints imposed by the mutual relationships between individual objects may be useful 
to reduce or even eliminate the ambiguity because the label to a particular object may give 
some hints on the labelling of objects in its neighbourhood. In general, each object can be 
considered as a source of contextual information about other objects whether favourable or 
inhibitative, and therefore aid their interpretation [KITTL85]. The concept is studied in the 
early nineteen seventies by AI researchers in computer vision [Kittl86]. Each interpretation 
of an object is either possible or impossible. However, in practice, it seldom has enough 
evidence to associate an object to one label only. A generalized approach, known as 
probabilistic relaxation, has been developed by Rosenfeld et al [ROSEN76]. This generalized 
approach, besides using the mutual relationships among the objects to reduce ambiguity, has 
two properties : 
i) Attach each possible interpretation (label) of an object with a weight which can be 
regarded as the probability of the object having that interpretation. 
ii) The process is formulated in terms of parallel operation where local information is 
propagated via iterative processing. 
The powerful ambiguity reduction ability of relaxation has found wide-use in image 
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processing such as template matching [DAVIS76], line and curve detection [ZUCK77], 
segmentation [Peleg80], edge detection [Blake83], thinning [YU90] and Chinese character 
recognition [OGAWA8O], [YAMAM82], [YAMAM84], [LEUNG87], [XIE88] and 
[WANG92]. 
4.1.2 Formulation of Relaxation 
Let A={a1,a2,...,a0} be a set of n objects in a scene and be the set 
of ra labels for object Let p^X), Xe Aj, be the probability that X is the correct label of 
object Thus, 
= 1 V / …Eqn.[4.1]; 
x 
Labelling S£j is then the assignment of labels, with probabilities, to an object a^ If ^ 
Pi(入）is some specific function F a of all the objects' labelling, i.e. pi(X,)=FiX(^1,S£2,...,^), then 
relaxation process is defined as : starting with an arbitrary (or through actual measurement) 
initial labelling 法。)：^ /^。)，^ 。^〉””，^/〉}，a new labelling S£(1) can be deduced from the relation 
with the labelling of the neighbour objects, i.e. 
plk+1\X) = F ^ ) “ Eqn.[4.2] 
where the superscripts indicate the iteration number. 
The mutual relationships among objects are reflected in the so-called compatibility 
function rtj(X9Xy). r^CXyX9) is a compatibility measure that objects ^ and a,- have the labels X 
and V respectively at the same time. For example, let % and $ be the first and second letter 
of an English word respectively. If ^ has the letter (label)，Z，’ then it is highly impossible 
for 丐 to have the letter，A，since no English word starts with，ZA’. It is said that ryZ'/A’） 
is highly incompatible. On the other hand, it is likely for a,- to have the letter，0’ and it is 
said that r^(，Z，，，0，）is highly compatible. 
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Nevertheless, only large value in ！“”(入，入，）cannot confirm that ^ should have the label 
X. In the above example, although rj(，Z，，，0，）is high, if it is known that aj is unlikely to have 
the letter，O，，then it still cannot be confirmed that ^ should have the letter，Z，. Therefore, 
it is the combination of the compatibility function and the label probability of the neighbour 
object, r”(入，V)Pj(X，)，that give the support to the object ^ to have the label X, If an neighbour 
object ^ has high probability of label V and highly compatible with object ^ of label X, then 
evidence from object ^ should increase Pj(X). Conversely, if p/X，）is low and r-^XX) is 
highly incompatible, then p <[X) should be decreased. On the other hand, if pj(V) is low but 
]：”(入，X，）is high, or Pj(入，）is high but V) is low, then there has not enough evidence that 
p.(X,) should be increased or decreased and eventually this piece of evidence should have little 
influence on p^X). Table 4.1 summarizes these characteristics. 
r^XX) ’ 
High Low f: 
Pj(V) High increase pj(X) little influence 
Low little influence decrease p“X) 
Table 4.1 : Influences of Pj(X') and n^fkX’�on pfk) 
In [ROSEN76], the neighbour support from neighbour a^  at the k^ iteration, (^ °°(入)， 
to object ^ having label X is defined as : 
qf(k) = E r.fkX^pfXX') …Eqn.[4.3] 
VeA. 
where the superscripts indicate the iteration number. 
The total support function at the k^ iteration, ^ ( X ) , to object ^ from all its 
neighbours is defined as : 
qf(X) - E ^ f W ... Eqn.[4.4] 
j 
behaves the same as indicated in Table 4.1，i.e. when and p^X,') are 
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high, ^^ (k) will be increased. dti is a factor used to determine how great is the interaction 
between ^ and � 
The updating formula of the label probability is defined as [ROSEN76]: 
plk\X) [ 1 + qf\X)] 
Pi (人）= ？rr——访，入 …Eqn.[4.5] 
E 仍(人o 11 + q f m ] 
The denominator is used for normalization to ensure that 卩产+1)(入)<1 and 5^ )产+1)(入)=1，VX. 
The updating formula in Eqn.[4.5] can be treated as : the term ^(X,) can be regarded 
as a weighting factor to p^C^). The more support from the neighbours, the larger the value 
of q^KX) and thus increase p.^^X). To ensure that the weighting is positive, one is added 
to since in [ R O S E N 7 6 ] ， a n d therefore, -1^.^(^)^1. Nevertheless, one 
can be included in the support function from neighbour a^  as : 
-
q f O ) = [ [ 1 + r. .(U0 ] …Eqn.[4.6] 
and the updating formula can be re-written as : 
X/e� 
There is another form of updating formula presented in [Peleg80]: 
plk+l\X)=———1——冗_ V a …Eqn.[4.8] 
E ^ u o n ^ o 
X'sA, j 
It has been reported in [Peleg80] that Eqn.[4.8] has a faster rate of convergence than 
Eqn.[4.7]. 
Irrespective to the updating formula used, the philosophy of relaxation process is to 
add more relative weighting to those label probabilities when total supports from neighbours 
are high. The total support from neighbours is entered through the compatibility function and 
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the label probabilities of the neighbour objects. 
This labelling process using contextual information has found wide-use in Chinese 
character recognition. The template segments in a character are matched against the input 
segments. The structural information between the segments in a character can be embraced 
in the compatibility function. Once the compatibility function and initial probability 
formulations are defined, the relaxation process can be used to find the optimal matching 
between the input and template characters. 
4.1.3 Survey on Chinese Character Recognition by Relaxation 
In 1982, Yamamoto and Rosenfeld [YAMAM82] have proposed to use relaxation 
method to recognition hand-printed Kanji characters (Chinese characters used in Japan). 
Polygons are used to approximate the boundary of a character and thus, thinning is not 
required. Each line segment of the polygon is characterized by six attributes : start point and 
end point coordinates, angle and length of the segment，a start point neighbouring segment 
list and an end point neighbouring segment list. Start point neighbouring segment list of a 
segment i is defined as the segments which have an end point within a given radius from the 
start point of the segment i and the end point neighbouring segment list is similarly defined. 
Initial probabilities are assigned based on the differences between angles, lengths, start point 
coordinates, and end point coordinates between the input segments and the segments of the 
template character stored in database. There are two compatibility functions，one for the start 
points and one for the end points is evaluated according to the 
difference between the position difference of the start point of segment i and the end point 
of segment j in the template, and position difference of the start point of segment X and the 
end point of segment 入’ in the input character. 1^(入，入，）is similarly defined. Finally, a 
distance measure is defined to select the optimal matched character among all the characters 
in their database. 
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However, the method has three drawbacks : 
i) From Eqn.[4.7], the complexity of relaxation is in the order of 0(m2NnNs) where ra 
is the average number of labels of each object. Nn and Ns are the average number of 
neighbour objects of each object and the total number of segments. Using polygons 
to approximate the boundary of a character will indeed at least double the processing 
time when compares with using skeleton in matching. 
ii) Since Chinese characters are characterized by not only the absolute position of strokes 
but also the relative position among strokes, determining the support function by the 
position difference between the input and template characters is not sufficient for 
handwritten characters, 
iii) Since the summation of label probabilities of a segment should be equal to one, the 
segment should find a segment in template character to match to whether the matching 
- - fC 
is correct or not. For instance, the initial likelihood measurement of a segment is 
{0.01,0.02,0.1}, then after normalization, the probabilities become 
{0.077,0.154,0.769}. That means although all the labels have small likelihood 
measurement, the normalization of the measurement will force the third label to have 
the highest initial probability. 
Leung et al [LEUNG87] have fdllowed the idea of knowledge-based approach by 
using prior knowledge about Chinese character to remove any inconsistency. Moreover, they 
have proposed to match the strokes of a character rather than the boundary to reduce the 
processing time. Moreover, a consistency function (入，X，）has been mentioned in their work 
to check whether any relational rule is violated. Unfortunately, the contents of Cy^ X’）have 
not been mentioned in the paper. 
[XDE88] have discussed the no-label concept where a segment can be matched to none 
of the segment in the template character. Initial no-label class probability has been 
formulated but the no-label class support fiinction has not been considered. From 
Eqn.[4.6]&[4.7], the Iteration cannot be processed unless the no-label class support function 
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is defined. 
Recently, [WANG92] have attempted to define the updating formula with no-label 
class as : 
‘ e [ i + qf\y) ] + 义 ) (0) 
碎 …Eqn.[4.9] 
pf+l\0) = 
E />fUo [ i + q f m ]十 p f r n 
where 0 is the no-label class. 
However, Eqn.[4.9] is stated without reasoning and lack of mathematical base. If no-
label class, 0 , has been included to be the possible label of a segment, then the total support 
to segment i having no-label class should be : 
- - k 
q t l ) m = Y, d n t E � ( 0 ， V ) / f ( V ) ] …Eqn.[4.10] 
j 
where is label set including the no-label class. 
It turns out that in order to include no-label class into the updating formula in 
Eqn.[4.7]，ry(0，X，）and r y (0 ,0) should be defined clearly instead of merely adding 
the probability of no-label class into the denominator. The physical meaning of ^(^-,0) is 
the compatibility measure of matching segment i in input character to segment X in template 
character when segment j in input character is matched to none of the segment in template 
character. ry(X,,0) and ^-(0,0) can be - similarly defined. However, [WANG92] has not 
indicated these. 
Although fairly high recognition rate can be achieved by relaxation (98.0% and 98.1% 
are reported in [YAMAM82] and [LEUNG87] respectively), it should be pointed out that 
relaxation is a computation intensive process. As mentioned previously, the number of 
floating point multiplications in each iteration is in the order of 0(m2NnNs). In order to speed 
up the process, two methods can be used : 
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i) Since relaxation is a parallel process, it is advisable to implement it in a parallel 
architecture. Actually, a relaxation processor [KAMAM88] has been made to increase 
the processing speed. 
ii) The processing time of relaxation in Chinese character recognition is proportional to 
the size of the character set, therefore, a pre-classification stage is usually placed 
before the relaxation process in order to reduce the candidate set size. In our system, 
4C coding method has been adopted as a pre-classification scheme and from the 
candidate set size evaluated in Section 3.14, the computation burden is expected to be 
reduced to tolerable. 
… fC 
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4.2 Relaxation Formulations 
4.2.1 Definition of Neighbour Segments 
Suppose that the input character has Nr segments and the template character has NT 
segments. If all the segments are considered in calculating the support function (i.e. each 
segment in input character has N r l neighbours and NT possible labels, and each segment in 
the template character has Nx-1 neighbours), then from the total support function in Eqn.[4.6]， 
each qP i^X) involves (N r l ) (N r l ) multiplications and each iteration of involves 
NT(NT-l)(Nrl) multiplications. Therefore, each iteration involves ^ ^ ( ^ - 1 ) ( ^ - 1 ) 
multiplications. Moreover, the number of memory to store ry(入，X，) is N^Nj2. For an input 
character with 30 segments and template character with 34 segments, each iteration involves 
almost 1 million multiplications and the memory storage will be about 4Megabytes. 
Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the number of multiplications. The reduction can 
be achieved in two ways : 1) reduce the number of possible labels of the input character, and 
2) reduce the number of neighbour segments. 
Although the writing style variations are infinite, the position of strokes are somehow 
restricted provided that the character is size-normalized. In Figure 4.1，segment a! is 
restricted at the upper left corner of the character frame no matter how great is the writing 
variation. 
Similarly, segment X6 is restricted at the lower right corner. Therefore, it is logical 
to claim that X6 is impossible to be the label of segment a” This reveals that although every 
template segment can be matched to the input segments, not all of the matching is possible. 
Eventually, the possible template segment (label) set of a particular input segment (object) 
can be confined to those whose locations are within a given distance from the input segment. 
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^知——I \ ―^ 
3^ 
_ - n 
a 十 •卞 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1 : (a) input character, (b) template character. 
In case of reducing the neighbour segments, it is known that the probability of an 
object aj to be assigned with a particular label X is dependent upon the support from its 
neighbours, i.e. (¾(入)• Question is then raised whether every neighbour can provide the same 
amount of information to support the labelling. That means the variable d^  in Eqn.[4.4] is 
a constant or not. In Figure 4.2, the two characters are obviously different. In fact, it is 广 
intuitively to think that \ should not be assigned to If the segment ax only considers the 
segments within the region Rar as neighbour segments whose label set is within R^，then \ 
will be assigned to ax with high probability since the segments within the two regions, Ra! 
and R^i, have the same relationships with ax and X1 respectively. On the other hand, if only 
segments within the region Ra^ whose label set is within R^，then \ will not be assigned 
to ax. . 一 一— ， 
ai 
J — — >«!BM| 
radical Rb2—»t 1 i _J"5 — "J 
« 和 “ , i \ / 
！ \J 吟 丨 j i i i L ！ H : ！ HAli 
• — j j — I 
radiX Ras radical R � 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.2 : (a) input character, (b) template character. 
……’ This reveals that those segments that are close to the object are more important than Page : 4-10 
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the others to provide the evidence to the determination of the labelling. Therefore, only those 
segments that are within a certain distance from a particular input segment are treated as the 
neighbour segments. Moreover, since no prior knowledge is known about which neighbour 
segment is more informative, eventually in Eqn.[4.4] is assumed to be a constant equal to 
one for all the neighbour segments. 
In [YAMAM82] and [LEUNG87], neighbour segments of a segment ax are defined to 
be those segments whose terminal points are within a distance p from the terminal points of 
the segment In Figure 4.3(a), ^ and ^ are neighbours of a” However, this definition of 
neighbours is not all-sidedly and some segments that are very near or even cross with the 
segment are ignored such as a4 and a5 in Figure 4.3(a). In our method, a neighbour segment 
for a particular segment is defined as : If a segment A is the neighbour of another segment 
B, then there exists at least a point on A and a point on B whose distance is smaller than a 
distance p. Simply speaking, the neighbour segments of a! are those segments that are inside 
or cut with the dotted line in Figure 4.3(b)‘ Under this definition,〜，a3, a4 and d^  are 
neighbours of aP 
—  ；傲 
y \ � � X 5 — 厂 、 
a 3 a 3 � 84 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.3 : Definition of neighbor segment, (a) [YAMAM82 ]&[LEUNG87], any segment 
whose terminal points within the dotted region is neighbor segment, (b) ours, 
any segment cut or within dotted region is neighbor segment 
Similarly, the possible labels (segments) of a segment in the template character are 
defined as : overlap both the input and template character frames. If a segment X in template 
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character is a possible label of an input segment a, then there exists at least one point on X' 
and a point on a whose distance is smaller than a distance p. Therefore, in Figure 44，a^ 




Figure 4.4 : (a) input character，and (b) template character. a2 a3, a4 are neighbours 
and Xlf X2> 入 \ are possible labels of 
4.2.2 Formulation of Initial Probability Assignment 
Define pi(k) to be the likelihood measure that input segment ^ has the label X, Since 
each segment is characterized by its length, slope and mid-point position, consequently, it is 
natural to use these attributes to determine the likelihood measure» 
Pi'W - i / ^ A I 
00 l/dma 
oc l / | l r l , | 
where G，s and l，s indicate the angle and length respectively, i and X denote input segment 
i and template segment X respectively, d^ is the distance between the mid-points of segment 
i and segment 
In handwritten Chinese character, the lengths between two corresponding segments 
vary a lot, especially when the lengths are long. Therefore, it is better to use the relative 
length difference than merely using the absolute length difference. Thus define ^^ as : 
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M. —久丨 
U =5 …Eqn.[4.11] 
and then, 
Pi'W « l/lrix 
Moreover, the angle difference is subjected to large variation when the lengths are 
short. Therefore, define a variable A^ as : 
, 0 /戶4 or l^A ... Eqn.[4.12] 
A x s I e l s e 
When either segment i or segment \ is shorter than four pixels, the angle difference 
factor is ignored since the difference is subjected to large variation. Then, 
Pi，(X) OC 1 / � 
Finally, the likelihood measure is defined to be ； 
1 + + TLplnK + TMPdnuK 
where T^, T^, and TMp are parameters need determination. 
When all the attributes are matched well, p5，(X) will approach to one. On the other 
hand, pj'(X) will approach to zero when all the attributes are incompatible. — ” — _ 
The initial probability is then defined as the normalization of all the likelihood 
measures : 
' — ^ ~ Vz, XEA. …Eqn.[4.14] 
J^PiQ^) 
kfe\. 
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4.2.3 Formulation of Compatibility Function 
The compatibility function ！^(入，入，）is a measure of compatibility that segment i is 
matched to X provided that neighbour segment j is matched to This compatibility measure 
is determined by five factors : 
i) angle compatible : 
However，the angle differences are subjected to large variation when the lengths are 
short. In order to incorporate this factor, define SlX as : 
0 1<A t 
= ^ max { 0，丨 0广氏 I - i } 4</{<8 …Eqn.[4 .15]“ 
I 9.-0^ ] else 
0 jV is similarly defined. 
When the length of input segment i is shorter than four, the angle difference is ignored 
and when the length of segment i is shorter than eight, the effect of angle difference is . 
suppressed since the difference is still subjected to large variation. Eventually, 
r ^ U ' ) - i / {e a +e^} _ — … ， 
ii) mid-point position compatible ; 
d^j and d ^ ’ are the mid-point position differences of segments i and j, and segments 
X and V respectively. Consequently, 
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iii) length compatible : 
That is : 
« l/{ |Vlxl+|lflv|} 
However, similar to the formulation of initial probability, relative length differences 
are used. Define the relative differences and as : 
riK I 
z hj 1 
Yjly 
and then, 
iv) cross compatible : 
If segment i crosses with segment j in input character, segments \ and V should be 
crossed also. Let Pij(c) and Pu,(c) be the cross probabilities of segments i and j, and segments 
X and X' respectively. Then, 
XV(c) I 
v) relative direction compatible : 
Let Vjj be the vector pointing from the mid-point of segment i to the mid-point of 
segment j. Let 0Vij be the argument of V^" Vu , and 0VU» are similarly defined. 0Vij and 0V U , 
can be used to describe the relative position of the corresponding segments. For instance, it 
is logical to claim that segment j is on the left hand side of segment i if 0Vij=lO°. 
Nevertheless, the relative position is subjected to variation in handwritten Chinese character 
when the lengths of the segments are short. Moreover, 0Vij cannot be used to describe the 
relative direction when the segments i and j cross with other because the relative direction can 
be any value in the range of 0-360° dependent upon the position of intersection. 
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Consequently, define a variable RDijAX. as : 
o 
RD卿=^ max { 0 , I 0 v r 0 m / 卜 吾 } C^C^O，{ 1<A or 1<A or /x<4 or lx<A } 
^ I I e l s e ... Eqn.[4.17] 
where 
c 一 0 Pm<Tc …Eqn.[4.18] 
ij ~ 1 else 
CJJ can be used to indicate whether segments i and j cross with each other. is similarly 
defined.八 and v are logical，and，and logical，or，operation. T c is the cross threshold. 
Eventually, � 
r^XX) - l/RDijXX, , 
When only one pair of segments cross with each other, the relative direction is not 
applicable and thus, RDijU,=0. Moreover, when either one of the segments is shorter than 
four, the relative direction is subjected to larger error and therefore, the effect of RDijXX, is 
suppressed. 
Finally, the compatibility function is defined as : 
r.OQJ) = ： ; - 1 
…Eqn.[4.19] 
4.2.4 Formulation of Support from Neighbours 
In Eqn.[4,6], the support from neighbour j is : 
qf(K) = E [ 1 + ] P f O ^ ) ... Eqn.[4.20] 
However, if segment i should have the label X and provided that segment j should 
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have the label V*, then 〜(入，入，）wil be small or even negative for all Therefore, i f ' 
q^KX) is defined as the summation over all the possible labels of j, it cannot reflect the 
support from the neighbour segment j. Instead, the maximum support from the neighbour is 
used and c^- i^X) is re-defined as : 
qf(k) = max [ 1 + rJX^ ] pf\V) …Eqn.[4.21] 
The updating formula in Eqn.[4.7] is employed in our system. The product form of 
Eqn.[4.8] is not adopted since if support from any one of the neighbour is zero, i.e. ^(^)=0, 
then the nominator will become zero no matter how strong are the supports from the other 
neighbour segments. 
4.2.5 Stopping Criteria ‘ 
When all the segments in an input character whose best label probabilities are over 
0.9，it is beneficial to stop the process since it is not necessary to wait until all the best label 
probabilities have reached one. Relaxation process stops at the k411 iteration iff : 
max p^(X)>0.9 Vi …Eqn.[4.22] 
XeA. 
4.2.6 Distance Measures 
Since the input character is matched one-by-one with the characters in the candidate 
set, criteria are required to select the best matched character. The distance measure defined 
in [YAMAM82] is : 
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E ^-¾)) + NUI + NUT 
D t = 
N 1 ... Eqn.[4.23] 
nsi net ^ L J 
+ S �乂，V')巧'(V) 
R = j ； r 
〜）一 ：—：— 
nsi+nei 
where Nm, N ^ and Nj are number of unmatched input segments, number of unmatched 
template segments, and total number of input segments respectively, nsi and nei are the 
number of start point neighbours and end point neighbours of segment i respectively. X* 
indicates the optimal label of segment i, i.e. 
The distance measure Dj has two components. The first one is the number of 
unmatched input and template segments. This is reflected in the term NUJ+NUT. The other 
is the degree of compatible of the matched segments. This is reflected in 民仏).However, 
they are two different measures and cannot be simply summed together to act as a distance 
measure. Since therefore, 0<Ri(X)<2 and -1<(1-^)<1. That is, if the 
matched pairs are highly compatible, it can even compensate the loss by a missing stroke. 
There are cases as depicted in Figure 4 5 where the matched segments are highly compatible 
but a missing stroke can change the character into another character in different catalogue. 
Si, • T4 
Ti 
T2 
s3 T3 ^ 
� 0>) 
matched to 
S, — A 
s2-»—T2 
Figure 4.5 : Segments in (a) are highly compatible with segments in (b) since (a) is a 
sub-pattern of (b). However, the high compatibility can even compensate the 
unmatched template horizontal segment T4 in (b) 
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Therefore, it is proposed to break the distance Dj into two parts. One part is for 
measuring the unmatched segments and the other is for measuring the degree of compatible 
of the matched pairs. 
Two characters are matched when each segment in the input character can find a 
segment in the template character to match to and every segment in the template character 
has been matched only once. Define Dj as : 
Dx = N m + N u t + N m …Eqn.[4.24] 
where N^, N ^ and N^. are number of unmatched input segments, number of unmatched 
template segments, and number of multiple matched template segments respectively. Dl is 
used to describe the number of matched segments in input and template characters. The 
smaller the D1? the fewer the unmatched segments in input and template characters. ; 
Nevertheless, only is not sufficient to select the best matched character since the 
relaxation process is a forced matching process that every input segment should find a 
template segment to match to irrespective of whether the matching is correct or not. 
Moreover, there are some characters that are structurally identical. In Figure 4.6(b) and 
Figure 4.6(c), the two characters are only differed in the lengths of their two horizontal 
segments. 
0 0 0 
1 _ 1 1 
2 2 2 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.6 : (a) Input character, (b-c) template characters. Characters (b) and (c) 
are structurally identical 
If the character in Figure 4.6(a) is matched against the two characters, both D^ are 
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zero. Although the segment matchings are the same for both characters, their structural 
differences can be reflected in their compatibility function. When matching character (a) to 
character (b) in Figure 4.6，r12(l,2) should be smaller than r12(l,2) when matching with 
character (a) to character (c) since the lengths are more incompatible in the former case. 
Eventually, based on the optimal labelling of relaxation, the more compatible with a 
template character, the more likely is the correct character. 
Consequently, define a variable D2 as : 
Z)2 = r ^ ) “. Eqn.[4.25] 
where Nx and are the total input segments and number of neighbour segments of input 
segment i respectively. . 
Ideally, all the input segments can find a unique template segment to match to and the 
number of input segment should be equal to the number of template segment i.e. Dx=0. 
However, this condition is over-stdcted since it is assumed that stroke extraction is error free 
and there is no missing stroke in the input character. Alternatively, to select the best 
character from a candidate set : 
i) Select the character with minimum since Dx indicates the number of unmatched 
segments between input and template character. In this case, maximum of one 
missing stroke is allowed. 
ii) If more than one character have the same minimum D1? compare their D2. Select the 
one with maximum D2 since D2 indicates the degree of compatibility of the optimal 
labelling. It is known that if the input character is a sub-pattern of the template 
character, then every input segment will be matched to the template segments with 
high degree of compatibility. Therefore, only D2 cannot indicate the best candidate 
and D2 should be used with Dx. 
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4,2.7 Parameters Determination 
In the formulations of likelihood measure and compatibility function (Eqn.[4.13] and 
Eqn.[4.19]), totally eight parameters need to be determined. The determination of these 
parameters can be carried out in two approaches : i) model-driven, and ii) data-driven. 
In model-driven approach, the parameters can be determined analytically based on the 
problem model. However, the problem model of handwritten Chinese character is not known 
yet. By contrast, data-driven approach is based on the available data. The drawback of data-
driven is the resulting parameters are data dependent. When more data is added, the 
parameters may be required to tuned again. In our experiment, the data-driven approach is 
employed. Only one of the parameters is varied at one time until the maximum recognition 
rate is reached by fixing the other parameters. The other parameters are tuned in a similar 
... ,, 
manner. Table 4.2 shows the optimal values of the parameters. 
丁汝 Tmt TLr TCf T .^ TLp Tgp TMP 
Recognition 0.3 0,05 0.35 0.4 0.5 0.31 0.22 0.016 
rate 
Table 4.2 : Optimal tuned values of the parameters in Eqn.[4.13] and Eqn.[4,19] 
A sensitivity test of the parameters an the recognition rate is conducted. At one time, 
only one parameter is tuned by varying the value ±20%. It is found that the recognition rate 
is constant over this range. This can be explained as follow : Relaxation can be regarded as 
a process that adds more weighting to a compatible label but lesser weighting to an 
incompatible label. When segment i should have the label but not 7 ,^ it is important that 
qi(X1)>qi(X2). However, their absolute different is not a critical factor. It is not important 
whether ^(^)=0.5, ^ ( ^ = 0 . 3 or q.(^1)=0.52, ^(^=0.32. That means, the support function 
can have a certain range of variation without altering the stable point. Moreover, there are 
five and three factors in determining the compatibility function and initial probability 
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respectively. Only changing one factor at one time will not alter r^XX) or ‘ 
significantly. 
The insensitivity of parameters within a certain range can compensate the drawback 
in determination of parameters by using data-driven approach. When more data is added into 
our system, it is assumed that the new optimal values of the parameters are varied about the 
current values. The insensitivity property of relaxation then do not require to re-tune the 
parameters. Unfortunately, due to limited time，the assumption has not be verified yet. 
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4.3 Recognition Rate 
Experiments are conducted to examine the recognition rate of the proposed relaxation 
formulations. The candidate set is selected by the 4C code in the pre-classification stage. 
Relaxation is carried out when the correct character is within the candidate set The 
recognition rate is found to be 98.17%. The overall recognition rate when feedback is used 
will be discussed in Section 4.8. 
Figure 4.7 demonstrates an example of the relaxation matching. Figure 4.7(a) is the 
input character matches against the template characters in Figure 4.7 (b-d). The matchings of 
the segments in input character and the template characters in Figure 4.7(b-d) are showed in 
Table 4.3 through Table 4.5. The rows of the tables indicate the segment numbers of the 
corresponding input segments. The columns indicate the iteration number. The entries of the 
tables show the labels with the highest probability at different iteration number. Among the 
three template characters, Figure 4.7(d) has the smallest Dt (0) and eventually, it is selected 
as the recognized character. 
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0 5 10 15 20 141 
0 5 (0.193) 5 (0.308) 5 (0,698) 5 (0.904) 5 (0.904) 5 ( 0 . 9 0 4 ) ( 
1 6 (0.199) 2 (0.288) 6 (0.687) 6 (0.912) 6 (0.912) 6 (0.912) 
2 5 (0.237) 7 (0.367) 7 (0.721) 7 (0.914) 7 (0.914) 7 (0.914) 
3 8 (0.170) 6 (0.256) 8 (0.441) 8 (0.581) 8 (0.666) 8 (0.908) 
4 0 (0.373) 0 (0.834) 0 (0.902) 0 (0.902) 0 (0.902) 0 (0.902) 
5 9 (0.232) 9 (0.415) 9 (0.711) 9 (0.924) 9 (0.924) 9 (0.924) 
6 1 (0.164) 1 (0.413) 1 (0.857) 1 (0.906) 1 (0.906) 1 (0.906) 
7 2 (0.183) 2 (0.645) 2 (0.934) 2 (0.934) 2 (0.934) 2 (0.934) 
8 3 (0.213) 3 (0.731) 3 (0.939) 3 (0.939) 3 (0.939) 3 (0.939) 
9 4 (0.178) 4 (0.581) 4 (0.943) 4 (0.943) 4 (0.943) 4 (0.943) 
10 8 (0.213) 8 (0.431) 8 (0.871) 8 (0.917) 8 (0.917) 8 (0.917) 
11 5 (0.197) 5 (0.231) 5 (0.323) 5 (0.341) 8 (0.355) 7 (0.900) 
Dx=3 D2=0.272 
Table 4.3 : Relaxation process of matching Figure 4.7(a) to Figure 4.7(b). Bold letters 
indicate the matching of the corresponding input segments are stabilized. 
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0 5 10 15 20 166 
0 2 (0.259) 2 (0.674) 2 (0.931) 2 (0.931) 2 (0.931) 2 (0.931) 
1 11 (0.203) 11 (0.293) 11 (0.569) 11 (0.786) 11 (0.916) 11 (0.916) 
2 9 (0.283) 9 (0.347) 9 (0.549) 9 (0.692) 9 (0.848) 9 (0.902) 
3 11 (0.171) 10 (0.265) 10 (0.525) 10 (0.793) 10 (0.915) 10 (0.915) 
4 0 (0,409) 0 (0.925) 0 (0.925) 0 (0.925) 0 (0.925) 0 (0.925) 
5 1 (0.372) 1 (0.710) 1 (0.847) 1 (0.891) 1 (0.900) 1 (0.900) 
6 1 (0.164) 1 (0.413) 1 (0.619) 1 (0.719) 1 (0.734) 2 (0.903) 
7 8 (0.252) 8 (0.706) 8 (0.927) 8 (0.927) 8 (0.927) 8 (0.927) 
8 9 (0.183) 9 (0.365) 9 (0.783) 9 (0.900) 9 (0.900) 9 (0.900) 
9 4 (0.149) 4 (0.294) 4 (0.449) 4 (0.554) 4 (0.634) 4 (0.907) 
10 4 (0.149) 4 (0.246) 4 (0.413) 4 (0.523) 4 (0.577) 10 (0.902) 
11 3 (0.200) 3 (0.441) 3 (0.691) 3 (0.851) 3 (0.903) 3 (0.903) 
D1=6 D2=0.122 
Table 4.4 : Relaxation process of matching Figure 4.7(a) to Figure 4.7(c), Bold letters 
indicate the matching of the corresponding input segments are stabilized. 
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0 5 10 15 ； 
0 6 (0,189) 6 (0.477) 6 (0.913) 6 (0.913) 於： 
1 7 (0.147) 7 (0.296) 7 (0.678) 7 (0.920) 
2 8 (0.174) 8 (0.407) 8 (0.792) 8 (0.923) 
3 10 (0.196) 9 (0.316) 9 (0.713) 9 (0.908) 
4 0 (0.319) 0 (0.915) 0(0.915) 0(0.915) 
5 1 (0.292) 1 (0.692) 1 (0.915) 1 (0.915) 
6 2 (0.168) 2 (0.565) 2 (0.900) 2 (0.900) 
7 3 (0.166) 3 (0.503) 3 (0.852) 3 (0.917) 
8 4 (0.160) 4 (0.641) 4 (0.900) 4 (0.900) 
9 5 (0.250) 5 (0.763) 5 (0.905) 5 (0.905) 
10 10 (0.201) 10 (0.362) 10 (0.683) 10 (0.901) 
11 6 (0.169) 11 (0.228) 11 (0.591) 11 (0.911) 
Dr=0 D2=0.337 
Table 4.5 : Relaxation process of matching Figure 4.7(a) to Figure 4.7(d). Bold letters 
indicate the matching of the corresponding input segments are stabilized. 
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4.4 Reasons For Mis-recognition In Relaxation 
The recognition rate can only reach to 98.17%. The errors are due to : 
i) Stroke mis-extraction 
Relaxation is the matching between the input segments and the template segments, 
this matching is reflected in D” Any stroke mis-extraction in the stroke extraction stage, 
indeed, cannot satisfy Dj<1. 
ii) Lack of size normalization 
Due to limited time, size normalization is not implemented in our system. Input 
character may not be written centrally within the character frame. Since the possible labels 
of a particular segment should be located within a certain distance from the segment (refer 
to Section 4.2.1)，due to writing variations in handwritten Chinese character, the segment may 
be shifted far away from the correct label. Eventually, the correct label is not included in the 
label set and therefore, cannot be matched. 
iii) Matching in several parallel segments 
二 X v z 0" 
— � — ^ 
-^r" —— 
\ ^ ~ i r - i 5 
5 s u 0 2 
io 1 
Figure 4.8(a) : Input character Figure 4.8(b) : Template character 
In Figure 4.8(a) segments 0，1, 2 and 11 are all parallel horizontal segments. 
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Similarly, horizontal segments 4，5, 6 and 12 are all parallel in Figure 4.8(b). 
However, both input segment 2 and template segment 6 have similar structural relation 
with their neighbours. Both have horizontal segments on top of, bottom of, and left of them. 
Moreover, due to writing variations, input segment 2 has roughly the same location within 
the character frame as the template segment 6. Eventually, template segment 6 will be 
matched to the input segment 2. 
iv) Forced matching in relaxation 
The constraint imposed on the summation of label probabilities of a segment should 
be equal to one, E^Pi00(入)=1，will force the segments in input character to match to the 
segments in the template character no matter the matching is correct or not. Figure 4.9(a) 
depicts an input character matches with the template character in Figure 4.9(b)&4.9(c). 
T • 
！ 
Figure 4.9(a) : Input character 
\ 一 产 I - ^ 
\ 1 1 I — r H 1 
Figure 4.9(b) : Template character Figure 4.9(c) : Template character 
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Due to forced matching, each input segment in Figure 4.9(a) can find a unique 
segment both in the template characters in Figure 4.9(b)&4.9(c). The matchings are showed 
in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 for characters in Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.9(c) respectively. 
Input segment nos. in Figure 0 1 2 3 4 5 
49(a) . 
Best matched template 5 4 3 2 1 0 
segment nos. in Figure 4.9(b) 
D产0 D2=0.554 
Table 4.6 : The segment matching between input character in Figure 4,9(a) and template 
character in Figure 4.9(b). 
Input segment nos. in Figure 0 1 2 3 4 5 
4.9(a) 
• ^ — - , ’ 
Best matched template 5 4 3 2 1 0 
segment nos. in Figure 4.9(c) 
D^O D2=Q.552 
Table 4.7 : The segment matching between input character in Figure 4.9(a) and template 
character in Figure 4.9(c)‘ 
Both template characters have the same (0) since all input segments are matched 
uniquely to the template segments. Whea compares D2, it is found that D2 (0.554) of Figure 
4.8(b) is greater than D2 (0.552) of Figure 4.9(c). 
Recall that the definition of D2 is : 
^ = ^ - E ^ E W，V) Eqn.[4.26] 
D2 is the average of the mean compatibility values from neighbours segments. Table 
4.8 and Table 4.9 show the mean compatibility values of each segment of the input character 
in Figure 4.9(a) when matching with the template characters in Figure 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) 
respectively. 
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Input segment nos. in 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.9(a) 
(l/N-^Ij V ^ j ' ) 0,5557 0.2054 0.7189 0.7403 0.5712 0,5344 
Table 4.8 : Average compatibility values of each input segment in Figure 4.9(a) when 
matching with the template character in Figure 4.9(b). 
Input segment nos. in 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.9(b) 
(l/N^Sj W，X/) 0.3612 0.4497 0.6232 0.7216 0.5864 0.5689 
Table 4.9 : Average compatibility values of each input segment in Figure 4.9(a) when 
matching with the template character in Figure 4.9(c). 
From Table 4.8，it is observed that the average compatibility value of input segment 
1 is the smallest among the six segments when matching with Figure 4.9(b). It is due to the 
forced matching for input segment 1 to template segment 4. The incompatible r15(4，0) will 
decrease the average compatibility value of input segment 1. However, since D2 is evaluated 
in an average sense, there is a risk that the average compatibility values from other input 
segments may be so high that they can compensate the loss in the incorrect labelled input 
segment. Eventually, D2 may be even greater, than the correct character. 
It is intuitively to declare that input segment 1 should not be matched to template 
segment 4 in Figure 4.9(b) since this matching is not totally compatible with the neighbour 
segments of input segment 1. Instead, input segment 1 should not be matched to any one of 
the template segment in Figure 4.9(b). Although it is found that k is advisable to allow the 
input segments to match to none of the template segment in order to avoid the forced 
matching, the relaxation formulations discussed so far have not considered this no-match case. 
In the next section, the relaxation formulations will be re-defined to include the no-match 
case. 
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4.5 Introduction of No-label Class 
A new label class called no-label, 0，is introduced which means that an input segment 
is matched to none of the template segment in order to avoid the forced matching discussed 
in the previous sub-section. With the introduction of no-label class, the formulations of initial 
probability and compatibility function need to be re-defined. 
4.5.1 No-label Initial Probability 
If the likelihood measures of the labels of a segment is high, then the no-label 
likelihood measure should be low and vice versa. The no-label likelihood measure, p； (0),^ 
is then defined as : 
pl(0) = 0 - max p[(k) …Eqn.[4.27] 
and the initial probability is : 
，— p f \ X ) = 二八 V f ， … E q n . [ 4 . 2 8 ] 
E p拟 
where h ^ is the label set including the no-label 0 , 
If ^(^)=0.01, P i ' ( ^=0 .02 and ^ ( ^ ) = 0 . 1 and without no-label class, after 
normalization，the initial probabilities will become 0.077，0.154 and 0.77 respectively where 
the third label has the highest probability although the likelihood measure is low. With the 
no-label class, p.； (0)=0.9 (1-0,1) and after normalization, the initial probabilities will become 
0.0097，0.0194, 0.097 and 0.8738 respectively where the last number is the initial probability 
of no-label class. Therefore, with the no-label class, the initial matching status can be 
manifested more accurately. 
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4.5.2 No-label Compatibility Function 
As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, in order to incorporate the no-label class in the 
updating formula in Eqn.[4.7], �(0，V) and ^ ( 0 , 0 ) should be defined. ry(X,0) is 
the compatibility measure that input segment i is matched to template segment X provided that 
input segment j should not be matched to none of the input segment ry(0,V) and ^ ( 0 , 0 ) 
have their usual meanings as 1^ (入，0). 
入，0) is defined as : 
ru(k,0) =： 0 - max riiX) …Eqn.[4.29] 
q(入，X/) is a measure of compatibility that i matches to X and j matches to X\ If i is 
matched to itself and j is matched to V, then the compatibility measure is now entirely 
dependent upon the matching between j and X\ The higher the r”(i，X，)，the lesser is the 
chance that j matches to 0 . Therefore 0-max 巧办，入，）can be used to estimate q(人，0). 
Similarly, r{i(0X) is defined as : 
ri.(0Xf) = 0 - max rJXj) …Eqn.[4.30] 1 ^A,. . 
Lastly, for completeness, it needs to define r^(0,0). We find difficulty in defining this 
variable. Since q(入，0) and are the compatibility estimates that only j has no-label 
and only i has no-label respectively. Then it is to claim that ^ ( 0 , 0 ) should not be greater 
than and ^-(^,0) since r y ( 0 ， 0 ) is the case that both i and j are matched to none of 
the label except the no-label class. Eventually, ^-(0,0) is defined as : 
r..(0,0) = min { r.fk,0)，r..(0,XO } …Eqn.[4.31] 
The support from neighbour q^^X,) and the updating formula are the same as in 
Eqn.[4.6] and Eqn.[4.7]. except that no-label class is included in the label set 
In addition, when ^-(^,,0) is high, it means that it is more likely for i matches to X, but 
j matches to no-label class. Therefore, the larger the ^(^,0) , the smaller the support to 
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confirm that the template character is the correct one, Eventually, D2 needs to be modified 
as : 
1 1 f 1 …Eqn.[4.32] 
r r..(KX) = y IV; J 
11 1 m ) else 
4.5.3 Improvement by No-label Class 
Recall the characters in Figure 4.9(a-c). With the no-label class, the segment 
matchings of the characters are showed in Table 4.10 and Table 4.11. 
I 
Figure 4.9(a) : Input character Figure 4.9(b) : Template character 
Input segment nos. in Figure 0 1 2 3 4 5 
4.9(a) 
Template segment nos. in Figure 5 4 3 2 1 0 D产0 
4.9(b) without no-label class 
Template segment nos. in Figure 5 No-label 3 2 1 0 Di=2 
4.9(b) with no-label class 
Table 4.10 : The segment matching between input character in Figure 4.9(a) and template 
character in Figure 4.9(b). with and without no-label class. With no-label 
class, Dj=2 
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Figure 4.9(a) : Input character Figure 4.9(c) : Template character 
Input segment nos. in Figure 0 1 2 3 4 5 
4.9(a) 
Template segment nos. in Figure 5 4 3 2 1 0 D^O 
4.9(c) without no-label class 
Template segment nos. in Figure 5 4 3 2 1 0 DpO 
4.9(c) with no-label class 
Table 4.11 : The segment matching between input character in Figure 4.9(a) and template 
character in Figure 4,9(c). Both D1 are the same with and without no-label 
class. 
With the no-label class, the input segment 1 can be matched to no-label in Figure 
4.9(b) and the best matched character will be in Figure 4.9(c). — —„ …，” 
The recognition rate test in Section 4.3 is conducted again with the no-label class, the 
recognition rate is showed in Table 4.12 with comparison to the recognition rate when no no-
label class is used. 
Recognition rate with no-label class 98.40% 
Recognition rate without no-label class 98.17% 
Table 4.12 : Recognition rates with and without no-label class 
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4.6 Rate of Convergence 
Although fairly high recognition rate can be achieved by relaxation, it is a computation 
intensive process. Figure 4.10 depicts the average time of matching an input character with 
a template character in the same catalogue against different number of input segments. Table 
4.13 shows the maximum，minimum and average time of matching one character. 
Average Relaxation Timing 
Matching One Character Against 
No. of Input Segments 
Time (s) 
2 . 5 卜 * -m • • … 
2 
: l l l l l l l 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
No. of Input Segments 
Figure 4.10 : Average time of matching an input character with a template character 
in the same catalogue against different number of input segments 
Maximum "Minimum Average 
9.286s «0s 0.689s 
Table 4.13 : Maximum, minimum and average time in matching one character 
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The high computational time is due to the following reasons : 
i) As mentioned in Section 4.1.3，the number of floating point multiplications in each 
iteration is in the order of 0(m2NnNs). Therefore, more the segments for matching, 
longer the computation time1. 
ii) It is discovered that with larger label set of a segment, more iterations are required to 
reach the stable point This is because the initial probabilities are relatively small. 
For instance, the likelihood measures for a segment i with three labels are 
P i ' ^ O . S ^ J ^ } . Then the initial probabilities are Pi(o)={0.57,0.21,0.21}. However, 
when the labels are increased to four and the likelihood measures are assumed to be 
p^MO^O^OAOJ}，then the initial probabilities will be p/�)={0.47,0.18,0.18,0.18}. 
That is, more the labels, smaller the initial probabilities. Consequently, more 
iterations are required to increase the probability from a low value to a high value. 
Moreover, the low value of initial probabilities will also affect the support of other 
neighbour segments. Eventually, the convergent rate of the whole process will be 
slowed down also. 
iii) It is observed that the matching is extremely slow when a horizontal segment is 
matched against a set of horizontal, parallel template segments. This can be accounted 
by the matching of this type of segment can be made only when the matching of its 
neighbour segments are stabilized. Figure 4.11 depicts two characters where input 
character (a) is matched with template character (b). Table 4.14 shows the matching 
of each segment in input character. The template segment nos. with the highest 
1 In Figure 4.10, the average time for matching a 21 segments character is shorter than 
a 20 segments character. This is because the 20 segments character, in this case, has 
more labels than the 21 segments character. The same reason accounts for the shorter 
time of a 23 segments character than a 22 segments character. 
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probability for each input segment at different iteration number are showed in the 
entries of the table. 
- ‘ ‘ ‘ o 




0 10 20 30 40 50 53 
0 8 (0.519) 8 (0.937) 8 (0.937) 8 (0,937) 5 (0.937) 5 (0.937) 5 (0.937) 
1 5 (0.170) 5 (0.522) 5 (0.605) 3 (0.513) 3 (0.748) 3 (0.889) 3 (0.907) 
2 0 (0.557) 0 (0.957) 0 (0.957) 0 (0.957) 0 (0.957) 0 (0.957) 0 (0.957) 
3 2 (0.965) 2 (0.965) 2 (0,965) 2 (0.965) 2 (0.965) 2 (0.965) 2 (0.965) 
4 1 (0.217) 1 (0.897) 1 (0.931) 1 (0,931) 1 (0.931) 1 (0.931) 1 (0.931) 
5 9 (0.223) 9 (0.851) 9 (0.912) 9 (0.912) 9 (0.912) 9 (0.912) 9 (0.912) 
6 9 (0.168) 7 (0.348) 7 (0.643) 7 (0.819) 7 (0.903) 7 (0.903) 7 (0.903) 
7 5 (0.203) 5 (0.479) 5 (0.853) 5 (0.853) 5 (0.917) 5 (0.917) 5 (0.917) 
8 4 (0.185) 4 (0.941) 4 (0.941) 4 (0.941) 4 (0.941) 4 (0.941) 4 (0.941) 
9 6 (0.198) 6 (0.940) 6 (0.940) 6 (0.940) 6 (0.940) 6 (0.940) 6 (0.940) 
Table 4.14 : Relaxation process of matching Figure 4.11(a) with Figure 4.11(b). Bold 
letters indicate the matching of the corresponding input segments are 
stabilized. Input segment 1 is matched to template segment 3 when input 
segments 6 and 7 are stabilized. 
Input segment 1 can be matched to template segments 3, 5 or 7 since they are 
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structurally similar. Initially, input segment 1 is matched to template segment 5 with the 
highest probability due to location variation. The matching of input segment 1 can be 
swapped to template segment 3 only when the two neighbour segments, 6 and 7，are stabilized 
(i.e. input segments 6 and 7 match with template segments 7 and 5 respectively). That means 
in relaxation, not all the input segments approach the stable point simultaneously, the 
convergence of some segments can be achieved only when the labelling of their neighbour 
segments are stabilized. This sequential nature in relaxation process leads to more iterations. 
In order to speedup the relaxation process, the updating formula in [ZUCK78] is 
adopted. 
4.6.1 Updating Formula in Exponential Form 
[ZXJCK78] has proposed another form of updating formula : . 
Pi U ) = — ~ ^ -r： …Eqn.[4.33] 
E [ pfM ^ o ]a 
V 
a>l is a constant used to control the rate of convergence. 
In fact, Eqn.[4.33] uses the (Xth power of the term p ^ ^ ^ q ^ ^ ) in order to increase the 
relative weightings between the compatible labels and the incompatible labels. It has been 
showed that logak iterations in the exponential form is equivalent to k steps in the updating 
formula in Eqn.[4.7] [ZUCK78]. However, Eqn.[4.33] does not guarantee that the same stable 
point can be reached. Too fast the rate of convergence may not be desired. As information 
is propagated outward during each iteration, if the rate is increased too fast, information has 
not been propagated from all its neighbours and eventually, a wrong stable point may be 
reached. Therefore, the problem in using the exponential form is to determine when to apply 
i t 
It is known that the more segments are the input character, the more iterations are 
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r 
required. Define an iteration ratio Rx as the ratio between the number of iterations to reach 
the stable point and the number of input segments. Table 4.15 shows the maximum, 
minimum and average ratios. 
Maximum Minimum Average 
5.3 0.65 1.39 
Table 4.15 Maximum, minimum and average ratio Rj 
The table reveals that some characters can be converged very fast (Rx=0.65) while 
some characters need many iterations (^=5.3). As discussed in the previous section, the rate 
of convergence is character dependent. Therefore, we find difficulty in concluding the 
optimum Rx to apply the exponential form. However, it has been found that the recognition 
rate is unchanged when the exponential form is applied after (3xno.of input segments)111 
- fC 
iterations (i.e. Rx) and this will apply throughout the remaining recognition rate tests. 
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r 
4.7 Comparison with Yamamoto et aVs Relaxation Method 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed relaxation formulations, 
comparison is conducted with Yamamoto et aVs relaxation method [YAMAM82]. 
[YAMAM82] is chosen for comparison due to its reported high recognition rate (98.0%) and 
completely stated formulations so that the method can be programmed easily1. 
4.7.1 Formulations in Yamamoto et aVs Relaxation Method 
In [YAMAM82], the contours of a character are approximated by polygon 
approximation. A line segment M{ is a side of the polygon for the input pattern and is 
attributed by six features : 
where (x^yj，(xei,yei), 9^  and Lj are the start point coordinate, end point coordinate, direction 
and length of the line segment NLsi is the start point neighbouring segment list. The 
neighbouring segments for the start point of M-, are defined as the segments which have end 
points within a radius of p from the start point of M{. NLei is the end point neighbouring 
segment list and is similarly defined. The number of segments in both lists are restricted to 
be smaller than four. 
When the following conditions all being satisfied, 
1 [LEUNG87] is a modification of [YAMAM82] and a structural relation is embraced 
in the compatibility function. Unfortunately, the contents of the structural relation has 
not been mentioned and therefore, cannot be applied in the comparison. 
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|L.-LX| < a 3 
1 / ： r ... Eqn.[4.34] 
ds0, = ^ , - ½ ) + (ysi-ysx) ^ a 4 
detK = ^XerXe02 + ^ «4 
the likelihood measure, Pi(X), is defined as : 
p[{X) = 1 - { 2 max ( | 0 r 0 x | - a 2 2 , 0 ) 
+ m a x ( l L r L J " a 2 3 ， … E q n . [ 4 . 3 5 ] 
+max (式a_a24，°) 
+max(^a-a23，0) } 
where (Xj, (Xg, a4, a22, a^，（½ and Wj are thresholds used to define an acceptable region and 
is set to be 10，32，15, 6，10, 2 and 0.01 respectively. 
Initial probability is : ; 
pTO-) = ‘ …Eqn.[4.36] 
X PiO^) 
VeA. 
The updating formula is : 





Qfk)(k) = V r a a x r f j i X ^ p j ^ …Eqn.[4.38] 
j V 
nei 
. Q f \ X ) = [max r ^ I ) p f \ V ) 
j v 
nsi and nei are the number of start point and end point neighbouring segments respectively, 
is the start point compatibility function and is defined as : 
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r 
r ^ X f ) = Ax + A;y 
A^ = max ( rain ( 1 --1( \D^ij) 1 -a 2 5 ) ,1 ) ,0 ) 
16 
Ay + max ( rain ( 1 - ^ ( | - D / a ， V ) 卜 ( ¾ ) ,1 ) ,0 ) … 均 化 [ 4 ' 3 9 ] 
16 
Dsx(iJ) = - xej 
妙 j.) = - yej 
where 0^=2 is a threshold of invariance for small differences. The end point compatibility 
function is defined similarly. 
Since in [YAMAM82], the matching is carried out between the contour segments but 
not the thinned skeleton. Therefore, in order to be adopted in our system, [YAMAM82] is 
modified. 
� 
4.7.2 Modifications in [YAMAM821 ( 
i) The characters are thinned and the matching is carried out for the thinned segments 
instead of the contour segments. 
ii) When the characters are thinned，it is difficult to define the start point and end point 
of a segment and eventually, the start point and end point neighbouring segment lists 
need to be re-defined. Originally, the neighbouring segment lists of a particular 
segment are used to include any segment that has its terminal points (start/end points) 
within a given radius from the terminal points of the segment. Similar definition is 
defined for thinned character. A segment still has start point and end point but at this 
time, it does not matter which terminal point is known as start point. The start point 
neighbouring segment list is then defined as the segments which have either start point 
or end point within a radius of p from the start point of the segment. The end point 
neighbouring segment list is similarly defined. 
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4.7.3 Performance Comparison with fYAMAM821 
When the parameters, a ' s and wls are set to their original values in [YAMAM82], it 
is found that the recognition rate is only 31,81%. This can be explained by the over-strict 
constraint set in Eqn.[434], The angle difference between an input segment and a template 
segment can only be as small as 10° (¢^=10). In handwritten Chinese character, the angle of 
a segment is subjected to large variation than this allowable range. Eventually, o^ are set to 
be 90�. The recognition rate of [YAMAM82] is then promoted to 91.76%. Table 4.16 shows 
the recognition rate comparison of the proposed relaxation formulations and Yaraamoto et 
al's. 
The proposed relaxation Relaxation formulations . 
formulations in [YAMAM82] 
98.40% 91.76% f : 
Table 4.16 : Recognition rate comparison between the proposed relaxation formulations 
and [YAMAM82]. 
In [YAMAM82], the recognition rate is claimed to be 98.0%. Besides the reasons in 
Section 4.4 for the mis-recognition by relaxation, the abnormal low recognition rate of 
[YAMAM82] in our experiment can be explained as : 
i) The testing character sets are different. From the strict conditions in Eqn.[4.34], it is 
guess that the relaxation method in [YAMAM82] is suitable for printed characters. 
ii) From the start point compatibility function in Eqn.[4.39], it is found that the 
compatibility measure is totally dependent upon the positions of the terminal points 
of the segments. For handwritten Chinese character, the position of an input segment 
may be varied to such an extent that mis-matching may be resulted. In Figure 4.12(a), 
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the position of input segment 8 is best matched to template 7 initially due to location 
variation. However, since the compatibility function is completely position dependent, 
r87(7，8) will be the most compatible pairs. Eventually, input segments 8 and 7 will be 
matched to template segment 7 and 8 respectively. 
令 ； 个 ， 
Figure 4.12(a) : Input character Figure 4.12(b) : Template character 
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4.8 System Overall Recognition Rate 
In our system, the candidate set generated in the 4C code classification stage is fed 
to the final recognition of the proposed relaxation formulations. Since the classification in 
4C code is not error free, the correct character may not be available in the candidate set. In 
Chapter III, a feedback loop is proposed to generate another set of 4C codes in case of mis-
classification. The feedback is activated by judging from the user. However, in order to 
make the recognition system fully automatic, decision has to be made in the final recognition 
stage whether a feedback is required to generate another set of 4C codes. The decision is 
based on Dt and D2 as discussed in Section 4.2.6. Since Dj is a parameter used to describe 
the number of unmatched input and template segments, the feedback loop is activated when 
the minimum Dx among the current candidate set is greater than one. Another set of 4C 
codes is then generated in the classification stage. When none of the candidate characters has f.: 
D ^ l , the input character Is then regarded as not found in the database after performing the 
feedback process for four times. When only one candidate character has D ^ l , then that 
template character is regarded as the recognized character. In case of more than one 
candidate character having the same minimum values of Dx, their D2 are compared and the 
one with the highest D2 is selected as the recognized character. 
Figure 4.13 depicts the flowchart of the recognition system and Table 4.17 shows the 
overall recognition rate and timing of the system. 
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Figure 4.13 : Flowchart of the system with feedback 
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Recognition rate of Recognition rate Overall Average recognition 
pre-classification of relaxation Recognition rate time/character 
with feedback 
92.0% 97.61% 89.8% 1.685s 
Table 4.17 : Recognition rates and average recognition time for one character in our 
system with feedback. 
The average recognition time of the system for each character is over one second. 
Although the average time is promising, the time is proportional to the character set size. The 
larger the character library, the more characters are in the candidate set for relaxation. Since 
in our preliminary test’ only 500 characters are used, the average recognition time in above 
may be far from realistic. Nevertheless, the processing time in an off-line system is not a 
critical factor. The limitations of the system will be discussed in the next Chapter with 
suggested further developments. 
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4.9 Concluding Remarks 
A relaxation recognition method is implemented in our system to act as the final 
recognition stage. New formulations in compatibility function and initial probability are 
advised. Since Chinese character is characterized by the position and structural relation 
among the strokes, the two attributes are included in the formulations. The recognition of 
input character among the candidate set is by means of two parameters, and D2. D1 is 
used to describe the number of unmatched input and template segments while D2 is used to 
evaluate the degree of compatibility of the matched segments. 
Due to the forced matching nature of relaxation, there is a risk that an input character 
may be mis-recognized when the number of segments are the same in both the input and 
template characters. Modifications are directed towards the introduction of no-label class 
which means that an input segment can be matched with none of the template segment.“ 
Recognition rate in relaxation can be raised to 98.4% with the no-label class. The errors in 
the relaxation has also been analyzed. 
Since relaxation is a computation intensive process, Zucker et aVs updating formula 
in exponential form is used to speed up the convergent rate. The problem of utilizing the 
exponential form is to apply the formula at which iteration. Too early to apply the formula 
will make the result to converge to a wrong stable point From experiment, it only found that 
when the exponential formula is applied at the (3xno.of input segments)111 iterations, the 
recognition rate will not be lowered. Unfortunately, the optimal point to apply the formula 
has not been concluded. 
Comparison is then conducted against Yamamoto et aVs relaxation method. The 
position dependent nature of their compatibility function has made their method inferior than 
our proposed formulations. 
Finally, overall recognition rate of our system is evaluated. The feedback loop is 
activated when none of the candidate character is matched with the input character. Another 
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set of 4C codes is then generated as described in Chapter HI. The overall recognition rate 
is found to be 89.8%. Indeed, the performance of the system can be improved further such 
as including the size normalization stage. The suggested improvements will be discussed in 
the next Chapter. 
f" 
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Chapter V Conclusions / 
5.1 Recapitulation and Conclusions 
A handwritten Chinese character recognition system has been developed. The system 
can be divided into three parts : Pre-processing and stroke extraction, Pre-classification using 
Four Corner Code, and Final recognition using relaxation. 
In pre-processing and stroke extraction, a 64x64 binary digitized character is thinned 
first. A modified thinning algorithm originated from [CHEN88] has been proposed. 
[CHEN88] is adopted due to its simplicity, immunity to contour noise. However, it has been 
found that the fork points of the resulting skeletons by [CHEN88] cannot be located simply 
by using the crossing number. Since detection of fork points is an important step in stroke; 
extraction, the failure in detecting such feature point will indeed hinder the success in the ,, 
subsequent stages. Nevertheless, the skeletons resulted from [CHEN88] can be thinned 
further in such a way that the fork points can be located easily. A post-processing step has 
been placed after the thinning method in [CHEN88] to achieve the further thinning. 
Moreover, due to writing habits and limited resolution of character frame, redundant fork 
points may occur. A pre-processing step before the thinning method in [CHEN88] has been 
proposed to get rid of them. Comparisons have been conducted against several thinning 
methods. Experiments revealed that our proposed thinning procedure can produce the most 
suitable skeletons for the stroke extraction. 
The stroke extraction is based on the Feature Point Extraction Method. Feature points, 
fork points and end points, are extracted and the sub-strokes lie between these feature points 
are represented by chain-code. The distortions at the fork points have been restored. The 
sub-strokes are then connected at the fork points based on searching another sub-stroke with 
similar slope. However, it has been discovered that the connection of sub-strokes is order 
dependent. Example has been found that mis-extraction of strokes may occur. Eventually, 
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an angle cost function has been proposed to solve the problem. r 
Due to writing habits, it is beneficial to break the extracted strokes into straight line 
segments by comer detection. The corner detection methods in [MEDI087] and [CHENG88] 
have been implemented. The methods are based on finding the local maximum of radius of 
curvature along strokes. Due to variation caused by hand shocking during writing, many 
corners have been detected on the strokes. However, in the application for Chinese character, 
the detected corners may be regarded as invalid. An alternative corner detection method has 
been proposed. Experimental results revealed that our proposed method can locate comers 
closer to human conception of Chinese character. 
Four Corner (4C) coding method have been developed in the pre-classification stage. 
4C code is originated from the coding method used in some Chinese dictionary. The strokes, 
termed as corner segments, are extracted from four corners of a character frame under some 
defined rules. 4C code is generated by encoding the extracted corner segments. However, 
the corner segment extraction rules are not well-defined and inefficient for computer 
implementation. Actually, the corner segment extraction process is the most challenging 
problem in our system due to tremendous writing variations and vague definitions of corner 
segments. Attempts have been made to define a corner segment extraction procedure that can 
be implemented with consistency on computers. However, due to writing variations, the 
comer segment extraction is not absolutely error-free. A feedback model has been developed 
to increase the recognition rate. If the correct character has not been found in the candidate 
set, an alternative set of 4C code will be generated. Classification rate has been found to 
increase from 87.4% to 92% when feedback has been used. 
The resulting candidate set from the pre-classification stage is finally recognized by 
means of relaxation matching. New compatibility function and initial probability have been 
derived. The structural relationships among strokes has been included in the compatibility 
function. Mis-recognition in relaxation has been analyzed. It has been found that the forced 
matching nature in relaxation may result in mis-recognition since every input segment must 
match with a template segment irrespective to the unlikeness of the matchings. In order to 
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solve the problem, a no-label class has been created to allow an input segment to be matched 
to none of the template segment Recognition rate with such modification has found to be 
98.4% which is better than the relaxation scheme proposed by [YAMAM82]; especially when 
the strokes are deviated a lot from its normal positions. The overall system recognition rate, 
in accompany with the feedback mechanism, has found to be 89.8%. The shortcomings in 
relaxation is computation intensive. The exponential updating formula in [ZUCK78] has been 
employed. However, recognition rate has been lowered when the formula is applied too early. 
This is because the exponential formula has accelerated the convergence too fast to another 
incorrect stable point. Unfortunately, the optimal point to apply the formula cannot be drawn 
in our project. 
Basically, a complete recognition system has been implemented from the thinning 
stage to the final recognition stage. Nevertheless, this is not only our major contribution. 
The pre-classification approach using 4C code has directed another path besides the traditional 
structural analysis to Chinese character recognition. In the structural analysis approach, 
character is recognized as combinations of defined primitive patterns which are in turn 
defined by strokes in a hierarchical manner. Every stroke has to be extracted accurately and 
the ordering of the strokes within a primitive pattern have to be well defined. This is not a 
simple task in computer implementation. However, with 4C code, only the strokes on the 
peripheral of a character frame are utilized. These strokes are relatively stable and easier to 
be extracted than the strokes in the inner part of the character frame. Moreover, the 
application of 4C code should not be confined in an off-line system. The stroke order 
independent nature in 4C code will be a merit in an on-line system. The fast pre-
classification time in our system has manifested that it can keep up with the writing speed in 
an on-line system. Although only preliminary tests are conducted in our project, it is believed 
that 4C code can possibly direct to another sanctum in the field of Chinese character 
recognition. 
Naturally, no system is perfect, our system can be further developed. Before 
discussing the suggestions, it is worth understanding the limitations in our system thoroughly. 
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5.2 Limitations in the System r 
1) Stroke extraction 
Two types of strokes cannot be extracted in our system. One is the mis-touching of 
strokes and the order is the curve strokes. 
Touching ofS t and S2 
\ rL s2 
— e ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 5.1 : Mis-touching of strokes and Figure 5.2 : Different types: of curve strokes 厂 
S2 collinearly will result in a single stroke 
In Figure 5.1, since no fork point can be located when the two strokes touch end-by-
end, our stroke extraction will regard the two strokes as a single stroke. Moreover, the two 
strokes are connected collinearly, corner point cannot be detected and eventually, the stroke 
cannot be restored back to two strokes.-
The other problem is the curve strokes as depicted in Figure 5.2. In our algorithm, 
it is assumed that strokes are mainly composed of straight lines. The curve strokes in Figure 
5.2 have been ignored. Due to writing variations, different number of corner points can be 
detected and eventually, the curves are decomposed into the concatenation of different number 
of straight line segments. Figure 5.3 illustrates examples. The decomposition of curve stroke 
into straight line segments inconsistently can affect the 4C coding. 
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after corner detection 
' 心 'c 
Figure 5.3 : Different writing styles will lead to different number of line segments to 
approximate the curve strokes 
2) 4C code 
Since only the strokes on the peripheral of a character frame is utilized in 4C coding, f’: 
any missing stroke on the peripheral will lead to mis-classification. This is a major drawback 
in 4C code, Moreover, due to the limitation in stroke extraction stage to extract curve 
strokes, curve stroke type has not be utilized in our 4C coding. 
3) Relaxation 
In relaxation matching, in order to save computation time and memory, only those 
template segments whose locations are within a certain distance from a particular input 
segment are treated as the possible labels of that input segment. Due to the lack of size 
normalization, an input character may not be written centrally within the character frame or 
part of the character is written too large while part of it is written too small. These writing 
variations may make an input segment placed far away from the correct label. Consequently, 
the correct label is not included in the label list and the matching is indeed incorrect. 
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53 Suggestions for Further Developments -
1) Stroke extraction 
As errors can be accumulated, the two limitations in stroke extraction require to be 
improved. Mis-touching of strokes collinearly is a difficult problem in Chinese character 
since there is no point to decide whether a stroke should be broken or not. Moreover, the 
problem is even worse when more than two strokes are mis-touched with each other. 
However, it seems that a long stroke is more likely to be composed of mis-touching strokes 
than a short stroke. Investigation can be directed in this path. 
In case of curve strokes, it has been found that the angles suspended by the resulting 
straight line segments after corner detection are rather large. These large suspended angles 
need further examination to check whether they are originated from curve strokes. Moreover” 
attributes such as curvature may be usable to represent the curve strokes. 
2) Include curve as defined stroke type 
When the curve strokes can be extracted and represented in a well-defined format, they 
can be utilized to increase the description ability in 4C code. As in other defined stroke 
types, the—probability to be a curve stroke need to be defined. 
3) Comer segment type feedback 
Basically, the feedback can be activated in two models. One is the comer segment 
feedback and the other is the corner segment type feedback where the stroke types of the 
corner segments are mis-recognized. Due to limited time, only the former model has been 
implemented in our system but the corner segment type feedback has already been suggested 
in Section 3.12. 
The feedback models can be activated in a sequential manner, i.e. if the correct 
character can be recognized after the corner segment feedback, then activate the corner 
segment type feedback. Although this process is feasible, it is not an efficient method. 
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Therefore, investigation of a decision process to activate which feedback first is suggested for 
farther research. 
4) Characters with more than one form 
In Chinese character, some characters can be written in different forms. For example, 
the character in Figure 5.4 can be written in two ways. As the variations are on the 
peripheral, different 4C codes will be resulted. Two solutions are suggested. As the number 
of such variations are limited, more than one pattern and hence 4C code can be stored in the 
character library when possible writing alternative forms exist. Nevertheless, this method will 
certainly increase the library size. 
The other is to include the knowledge of those characters in the feedback mechanism. 
For example, the 4C code of the character in Figure 5.4(a) is found to be 8X6X where，X， 
stands for don't care. If only the character in Figure 5.4(b) is stored, the character is 
unrecognized. A knowledge-based driven feedback model can then be activated that can 
change the 4C code to 4X2X. Moreover，the patterns in Figure 5.4(a&b) are different and 
thus, Figure 5.4(a) will be rejected in relaxation. The strokes on the left hand side of Figure 
5.4(a) should be able transformed into the pattern on the left hand side of Figure 5.4(b). 
‘ I I ！ I 
t I I J % 
— — » J \ — 
i / \ J 丨 / \ \ 
AC code ; 8X6X 4C code: 4X2X 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.4 : Dotted strokes in (a) can be written as dotted strokes in (b). Different 4C 
codes will be resulted,，X,s in 4C codes stand for don't care 
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- 1 
5) Missing stroke r 
The most difficult problem in 4C code is the missing stroke. If the missing stroke 
should be a comer segment on one corner, the corner segment extraction in the subsequent 
comers may also be incorrect. Unfortunately, we still have no idea to solve the problem. 
6) Database 
It is found that there is two Chinese character database. One is the commonly used 
database made by Electrotechnical Laboratory in Japan. The database is known as ETL-8 
[MORI84]. It consists of 881 Kanji (Chinese characters used in Japan) with 160 variations 
for each category. The other is the handwritten Chinese character database built by the 
Institute of Automation of Academia Sinica in 1988 [Tai91]. It consists of 4,000,000 sample 
characters written by 1,000 people. Since in order to evaluate the performance of our system 
thoroughly, a large database is indispensable. Therefore, it is recommended to access these 
two database. 
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Appendix User's Guide / 
A.l System Functions 
The Four Corner Code Based Chinese Character Recognition System (System) has 
totally nine functions. They are : 
• Recognize a character via a digitizer. 
• Recognize a character via a 64x64 character image. 
• Input a new character via a digitizer. 
• Input a new character via a 64x64 character image. 
, Delete an existing character, 
• Display the whole character file. ; 
• Display a particular FCC character. 
• Initialize a new character file. 
• Re-generate a new character file from an existing character file. 
In addition, the character can be displayed by the font in Big5 library of ETen Chinese 
system and run the System in diagnosis mode which is helpful in debugging programs. 
A suggested program is included in Section A.7 to show the global and local variables, 
and the required sub-routines to implement the functionsr —-— 
A.2 Platform and Compiler 
The System is implemented in a 80486-DX33 PC with SummaSketch® Plus digitizer. 
The programs are written in C and compiled with Borland C Ver3.1. Large memory model 
and stack checking are required during compiling. 
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A.3 File List --
To ensure that the System function properly, 31 C files, 3 header files, 3 character 
files, 1 project file, 1 display driver and the resulting execute file are required. 
A.3.1 C File List 
• addchar.c • Chinese.c • corndet.c • corngen.c 
• cornsort.c • crossextc • delete.c • display, c 
• displib.c • dispmfcc.c • feedseg.c •forkmerg.c 
• fork一det.c • LLC一 ext.c • mergcond.c • mfccgenx 
• neighborx • nextcornx • recognit.c • recogrel.c 
• regenfcc.c • regenfilc 4 squarext.c • storage.c 
• subextr.c • submerge.c • subrout.c • thamrelc -
• thinning, c • URC一 ext.c • writing, c 
A.3.2 Header File List 
• chineseJi • tharruh * functiomh 
A.3.3 Character File List 
• charfile • choroid • big5code.lib 
A.3.4 Project List 
• chinese.prj 
A.3.5 Display Driver List 
• egavga.bgi (obtained from the "BGI" sub-directory of Borland C) 
A.3.4 Execute File List 
• chinese.exe 
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A.4 Directory r 
/ 
The execute file chinese.exe can be placed in any directory but the display driver 
egavga.bgi, character files charfile and big5codeJib should be placed in the same directory 
of chinese.exe. 
If characters are input via 64x64 image file, the files should be placed in the directory 
c:^ham\datdSthinset This directory can be changed by modifying the defined global variable 
DataPath in chinese.h. 
A.5 Description of Sub-routines 
• void add_character(c/zar a[4], char b[4]) ； 
File : addchar.c „ 
Function : add new character to character file，charfile，with FCC in a and Big5 
code in b. 
• void advance_in_current_xy(c/2ar %，char *b, char *c) 
File : subroutx 
Function : move from pixel ( ¾ *b) to the direction *c. 
• void chain一code一tracing(vc>iii) 
File : subextr.c 
Function : recursively extract the chain code of a segment 
• void check一8_neighbor(c/iar a, char b, char c) 
File : fork一det.c 
Function : for a fork point number c at position (a,b)} merge any 8-connected fork 
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point beside it. 
• void corner_detection(m^ a, char b[4]) 
File: corndet.c 
Function : detect the corner position of a stroke with length a and end point 
position b. 
• void comer一position(m( a, int b[8]) 
File : corndetx 
Function : locate the corner一position of a chain code with length a. The positions 
are indicated by number of pixel from start point and stored in b. 
• void corner一segment_generation(vof(i) , 
File : corngen.c 
Function : generate the corner segment number and type probability of each corner. 
• void corner—segment一sorting(蘭 
File : cornsortc 
Function : rank the priority o l a. segment to be a particular corner segment and 
store the information into extern structure cornerinfo. 
• void cross一extraction(wz'(i) 
File : crossextc 
Function : to extract the cross feature type and the feature type probability. 
• void crossing(float *a, char b[4], char c[4]) 
File : crossextc 
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Function : to determine the cross probability *a of two segments with end point ‘ 
coordinates b and c. 
• void delete一specific一character(c/^r a[4]) 
File : delete.c 
Function : delete an existing character with FCC a. 
• void display_attribute(voz'J) 
File : display.c 
Function : display the stroke type probability and corner segment probability after 
stroke extraction and corner segment extractions. 
• void display一big5code(c/zar a[4], int b, int c) 
File : display.c 
Function : display a character with Big5 code a at position (b,c). 
• void display_library(c/zar a) 
File : displib.c 
Function : display the whole character library. If a=l，display-the ET characters, 
else display the hand input characters. 
• void display一menu(c/zar a, char b) 
File : display.c 
Function : display the main menu with diagnosis mode a is on/off and display in 
ET character mode b is on/off. 
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• void display_rafcc(c/iflr a) r 
File : dispmfcc.c 
Function : display character with specific FCC. display with ET character if fl=l 
of hand input character else. 
• void display_stroke(v<^W) 
File ; display.c 
Function : display the stroke of a character. 
• void display一substroke(vof^i) 
File : display.c 
Function ； display the substroke of a character. ’ 
• void feedback一cornersegment(c/zar a) 
File : feedseg.c 
Function : perform the feedback process for the a^ times. 
• void fork_point_detection(vof^f) 
File : fork一det.c 
Function : perform fork point detection on a character. 
• void fork_point_merging(vozJ) 
File : forkmerg.c 
Function : merge any pair of close fork points under certain criteria. 
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• void free一fteftf(w/cO r 
File : storage.c 
Function : free the memory allocation for extern structure fork一to_end and extern 
structure forkjojork. 
• void free一simplestroke(w^) 
File : storage.c 
Function : free the memory allocation for extern structure simplestroke一list 
• void iraage_to_temp(c/iar a，char b, char c[9]) 
File : subroutc 
Function : store the eight neighbors of a pixel centered at (a,b) into c -, 
f f . 
• void initialize_graphic(vmW) 
File : display.c 
Function : initialize into VGAHI graphic mode. 
• void mtQrs&ct(char *a, float b[4], float *c, float *d) 
File : tharaxel.c 
Function : *a=l when a segment with end points b within a distance from 
another segment with length *c lying on the y-axis. 
• void LLC_&xtraction(void) 
File : llc_extr.c 
Function : to extract the LLC feature type and the feature probabilities. 
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• void merge一fork(c/zar a, char b, char c, char d) ^ 
File : forkraerg.c 
Function : merge the (7th ftf of a^ fork point with the ^ ftf of bth fork point. 
• void mfcc_generation(voi^/) 
File : regenfcc.c 
Function : to generate the FCCs and store in extern char mfcc[256][4]. 
• void neighbor__list(v<9idf) 
File : neighbor.c 
Function : to determine the neighbor list of all the input simple strokes. 
• void next_corner_segment(v<?i^O 
File : nextcorn.c 
Function : indicate which corner segment should be modified in feedback and store 
in extern structure nextcorn 
• void pen_coor(mt a[2], char *b) 
File : writing.c 
Function : whether the data is ready and the pen coordinate is stored in a. 
• void recognize一by一mfcc(vo/J) 
File ; recogfcc.c 
Function : to generate the FCCs of a character. 
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• void recognize一by一relaxation(c/zar % char b[4]) ^ 
File : recogrel.c 
Function : if the input character is within the cluster, *a=l and the Big5 code is in 
b. 
• void recognition(c/zar a, char b) 
File : recognit.c 
Function : a whole recognition process that combines recognize_by_rafcc and 
recognize 一 b y j r e l a x a t i o n . 
• void s&tjpnd(yoid) 
File ; writing, c -
Function : set the character frame coordinates. . 
• void square一extraction(vo幼 
File : squarext.c -
Function : to extract the square feature type and the feature type probabilities. 
• void store_fte(c/zar a, char b, char c, int d) .….一一 
File : storage.c 
Function : store fork point no. a with start point (b,c) and length d. 
• void store一ftf(c/zar a, char b, int c) 
File : storage.c 
Function : store ftf between fork points a and b with length c. 
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• void store__siraplestroke(c/zflr a[4]) r 
File : storage.c 
Function : store simple stroke with end points in a. 
• void substroke_extraction(vo/fiO 
File : subextr.c 
Function ； extract the ftf and fte. 
• void substroke_merging(vo/<i) 
File : submerges 
Function r merge substrokes under certain criteria. 
• void substroke一merging一condition(爾V/) 
File : mergcond.c 
Function : the criteria to merge the substrokes. 
• void temp_to_image(c/iar a, char b, char c[9]) 
File : subrout.c 
Function : store the 8 neighbor in c back to the pixel centered at (a,b). 
• void thamrelaxation(/7<9a^ *a，float 
File : thamrel.c 
Function : *a is the DM1 and *b is the DM2 in the thesis. 
% 
• void thinmng(void) 
File : thinning.c 
Function : perform thinning. 
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• void URC一extraction(vmW) 
File : urc一extr.c 
Function : to extract URC feature type and the feature type probabilities. 
• void writing(c/zflr *a, char *b) 
File : writing,c 
Function : *b==l if the character frame coordinates are set. *a=l if the user wants 
to recognize the character. 
• int display_character(c/zar a[4], int % int *c, int d, char e) 
File: display.c 
Function : display character with FCC a at position (d+(*b)*c), display in ET 
character if e-L 
Return : 1 if the character exist or -1 else. 
• int input_big5code(c/zar a[4]，char b[4]) 
File : addchar.c 
Function ; display the FCC a and ask the user to input the Big5 code into b. 
Return : 1 if the user-confirm the input. 
• int regenerate一file(c/zar a) 
File : regenfil.c 
Function : generate the whole character file 'charfile' from，charold，* a is the total 
number of feature type to be used in 'charfile'. 
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A.6 Data Structures and Header Files ^ 
The data structures for stroke extraction and Four Corner Code are stored in chinese.h 
while the data structures for relaxation are stored in tham.h. The header file function.h is a 
pre-processor to declare the functions used in System. 
A.6.1 fork_to 一 e n d 
state : whether the fte has been deleted, 
char fte一coor[2] : the end point of the fte 
char *chain一code ; the chain code of the fte 
int length : the length of the fte 
float direction : the inclined angle of the fte ： 
char best_connect_to : which fte/ftf should it be connected to 
A.6.2 fork_to_fork 
char state : whether the ftf has been deleted 
char connectedjto : connect to which fork point 
char *chain_code : chain code of the ftf 
int length : the length of the ftf 
float direction : the inclined angle of the ftf 
char best_connect_to : which fte/ftf should it be connected to 
A.6.3 fork 
char state : whether the fork point has been deleted 
char no—of一fork : number of 8-connected fork points 
char fork一coor[10][2] : coordinates of the 8-connected fork points 
char total一fte : number of fte 
char total一ftf : number of ftf 
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fork一to一end *fte[Max一chain] : number of fork一to_end structure. Max一chain is ^ 
set to be 6 
fork_to_fork *ftf[Max一chain] : number of fork一to_fork structure. 
A.6.4 sstroke 
char state : whether the simple stroke has been deleted 
char type : the feature type with maximum feature probability 
char End[4] : the end point coordinates of the stroke 
unsigned char CornerJDistance[4] : the end point distances from each corner 
float length : length of the stroke 
char neighbor_no[2][Total_Neighbor] : the first，Total一Neighbor，neighbors that 
are closest to it. Total一Neighbor is set to 
be 3 
char neighbor_type[2][Total_Neighbor] : which end of the neighbors is closest to 
it 
” f l o a t connected—length[2][TotaLNeighbor] : the length between the end point 
of the neighbors from it 
float type一prob[Total一Prob] ； the feature probability in the order : Horizon, 
P一Slant，Vertical, N一Slant，Dot, Square, Cross, 
URC, LLC, None. (Total_Prob=9) 
char partnerPTotal.partner] : the partner of the composite stroke type (since 
max. allowed partners of square, cross, URC, 
LCC are 3，4，1，1，thus, Total_partner=9) 
A.6.5 cornerinfo 
char rank[Candidate] : corner segment ranked in order 
float rankprob[Candidate] : corner segment probability 
char segment一no : the segment no. with max. corner segment probability 
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char type : the type of the segment with max. corner segment probability ? 
char likelihood一composite : the composite stroke type with max. probability 
float likelihood一composite一prob : the composite stroke probability with max. 
probability 
A.6.6 input一segment 
char Rosen一stable : whether the I/P segment is stable 
char cr[4] : I/P segment coordinate 
float rad[2] : mid-point of I/P segment coordinate 
float length : segment length 
float angle : inclined angle with x-axis 
char neighbor一set[Max一Segment] : neighbor set list : neighbor—set[0]=total no. of 
neighbors，Max_Segraent=20 
char label_set[Max_Segraent] : label set list : label_set[0]=total no. of labels 
char cut[Max_Segment] : I/P segment crosses with which I/P segments 
float cut_prob[Max_Segment] : the cross probability 
float *rij : Rosenfeld's Compatibility Function 
float *qi: Rosenfeld's Support Function 
float *pi_r : Probability Vector (Rosenfeld) — _ 
float *pp : Probability Vector of previous iteration 
char max一label : the label with maximum probability 
float max一prob : the maximum probability 
A.6.7 template一segment 
char cr[4] : coordinates of template segment 
char cut[Max一Segment] : segment no. of other crossing T/P segment 
float cut_prob[Max一Segment] : cross probability with other T/P segment 
float md[2] : mid-point coordinate 
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float length : segment Length r 
float angle : inclined Angle with x-axis 
A.7 Character File charfile Structure 
Refer to Figure A.l, the character file is partitioned into two parts, pointer table and 
image table. The size of pointer table is dependent upon the total number of Four Corner 
Code while the image table is dependent upon the number of characters stored. 
In the System, there is totally 10 feature codes and therefore, the total number of Four 
Corner Code is 104=10，000. Data type of a pointer is unsigned long which is 4 bytes in size. 
Eventually, the size of pointer table in the System in 40,000 bytes. Each pointer corresponds 
to a particular Four Corner Code and is pointed to the image table where the coordinates of 
the strokes of characters are stored. , 
In the image table, the first byte, which is pointed by a pointer in the pointer table, 
is used to represent the number of characters with the particular Four Corner Code. If it is 
zero means that no character in the library has that Four Corner Code. Otherwise, the next 
byte indicates the number of strokes of the first character. Let the number of strokes be NS, 
the next NSx4 bytes are used to store the coordinates of the strokes in the order (x^y^x^yj). 
After the storage of coordinates is another four bytes u s e d to store the Big5 code of the 
character. The next byte will be the total number of strokes of the next character with the 
same Four Corner Code, or the total number of characters with another Four Corner Code. 
The structure of another character file charold is the same as charfile except the 
number of feature codes may be different This file, charold, is used to re-generate the whole 
charfile. One should keep in mind that before re-generate charfile in case of modifying the 
feature codes, copy charfile to charold, and then the System will automatically use the 
contents of charold to generate a new charfile. 
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Figure A.l : Structure of the character file 'charfile' 
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A.8 Suggested Program to Implement the System r 
The following program suggests an alternative to implement the System. Each 
function of the System is included in the case indicated by a number. User can find this 
program in chinese.c. 
/* start of program — */ 
#include "ChineseJti" 
#include "tham.h" 
#include " function .h" 
char data[66][66], current_path[30]; „ 
char chain_code[Chain_length]; 
char mfcc[256][4], nextcorner[4][2]; 
int vmfcc; 
simplestroke_ptr *simplestrokeJist; ; 
fork_ptr *fork_list; 
corninfo coraerinfo[4]; 
void mainO { 
FILE *file; 
unsigned long int offset, ptablesize; 
char diagmode=Invalid, Big5display=VaIid, choice, padset=Invalid，response，answer, j; 
char o n o f f [ 2 ] [ 4 ] = { , ,Off", t ,On "}’ f i l ename[13 ] , B i g 5 c o d e [ 4 ] , mfcccode[4 ] , 
string[5]={0，a0，0，0K 
int i, row=0, colunm=325; 
• getcwd(current_path,30)； 
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if (diagmode) display_attribute(); 
else display_strokeO； 
for (i=0;i<4;i++) string[i]=mfcc[0][i]+'0'； 
outtextxy(130,330,"First MFCC")； 
outtextxy(170,330,string); 
display 一 c t i a r a c t e r ( m f c c [ 0 ] ， & r o w ’ & c o l u m n ， 3 2 5 ， B i g 5 c l i s p l a y ) ; 
getchO; 
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if (diagmode) display_attributeO； � 
else display一strokeO; 
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if (aetchO='y') { 
/* ptablesize : size of the pointer table */ 
ptablesize=Total_4C_Code«2; 
file=fopen(Filename," wb")； 






/* initialize tbe image table */ 






if (getchO^='y') { 
gotoxy(10,22); 

















case 'd' : * 
diagmode=!diagmode; 
gotoxy(65,13); 
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